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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation argues that communiQr policing ~ which police describe as a form of 

policing centered around the principles of partnership, prevention and problem solving — 

is an illusion which serves to legitimate the police without fundamentally changing the way 

police do their job. Community policing, I argue, is a logical extension and refinement of 

the basic technics of policing. This is evident in the ways that police hope to organize city 

residents into a policing body within which civilians serve as the eyes and ears of the 

police. It is evident also in the ways that police are dominating urban space. 

A second argument is that because of its emphasis on partnership, community 

policing contains within it a mechanism - unintended by its architects and unrecognized by 

police — by which communities can shape police practice even as police strive to shape, 

control and in some cases dissolve conununities. Thus conmiunity policing is one such 

instance in which the very means by which a repressive agency of the state bureaucracy 

exercises its power can serve not only as a point of resistance to state projects but may even 

provide a mechanism for shoring up and reconstituting popular traditions — in this case, 

community. In Boston, civilians hope to use community policing as a means for capturing 

and thereby shaping police practice and for (re-)building neighborhood-based communities. 

My discussion draws upon twenty months of Held experience in Boston where I 

interviewed community activists and engaged police and communities through intensive 

participant observation. 
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1. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING 

1.1 The Problem: Community Pblicing Is an Illusion 

Community policing in Boston — which police^ describe as a f(»rm of policing 

centered around the principles of partnership, prevention and problem solving — is illusory 

in three senses. (1) Contrary to the claims of its advocates, community policing does not 

constitute a dramatic break from the practice of conventional policing but is, instead, a 

logical extension, intensification and refinement of the police's dominant technics of social 

control. Conununity policing does not recast the role of police in modem society but merely 

modifies the tactics by which that role is performed. (2) Community policing is unevenly 

implemented and practiced throughout Boston. In this regard, community policing is 

illusory because its practice is not consistent with or as extensive as police administrators 

claim. These administrators are fostering an illusion that community policing exists on a 

scale inconsistent with empirical evidence. (3) Community policing obscures and draws 

attention away from continued incidents of abuse of power by Boston police. Community 

policing does not constitute meaningful police reform^. 

 ̂ In this dissertation the tenn "the police" means the institution of policing (the state agency itself) 

and, as such, is a singular noim. The temi "police." on the other hand, is a plural noim which refers to the 

people who staff that institution, namely police officers, administrators and spokespersons. 

 ̂ Ingeneral, police refonnrefen to mote equitable, accountable and efficient policing. These, at 

least, are the goals identified by Boston activists seeking police reform. In practice, activists may differ as 

to which of the three goals they consider most important For example, in neighborhoods receiving a 

disproportionate share of policing resources, the emphasis may be on efficiency while in underserved 

neighborhoods, activists may agitate for equity. In those parts of the city where police abuses are 

conspicuous, accountablity may be stressed. Boston police tend not to like the term pdice reform although 

some officers admit that increased efficiency is desirable. 
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Instead, community policing functions within the "power strategy" of police by 

costuming local police departments in the dress of "ccnununity" and thereby asserting for 

police a legitimate place in urban communities. According to Foucault (1982:225), a power 

strategy is "the totality of the means to implement power effectively or to maintain it" 

Community policing is part of a general effort by the police in diverse cities nationwide 

(and internationally) to re-legitimate its authority in the face of mounting resistance to 

abusive, mismanaged and biased policing. These abuses, mismanagement and bias have 

produced what Walker (1989:325) calls as a crisis of legitimacy in policing. The rioting in 

Los Angeles following the initial acquital, in 1991, of the four Los Angeles Police 

Department offlcers shown on videotape beating a suspect^ and in Ft Lauderdale in 1996 

following the acquittal of an officer charged with gunning down an African-American 

suspect are two dramatic examples of that crisis. In both cases, large segments of the local 

population took to the streets to protest what they perceived to be entrenched bias and 

official toleration of abuse (Davis 1992b). This crisis of legitimacy is characterized also by 

a widespread perception that police are ineffective crimeflghters and guarantors of public 

safety. In over four hundred cities nationwide, ccsnmunity policing has emerged as the 

principle means for re-establishing the legitimacy of police and increasing at least the 

perception of the police's effectiveness. 

Community poUcing is an illusory representaticm produced by police for 

 ̂ Skolnick and Fyfe (1993:3) descnbe the video-taped beating of Rodney King by Los Angeles 

police officers: "In the ninety-second tape, viewers saw with their own eyes how a group of Los Angeles 

police officers could act out their anger, frustraticm, fears, and prejudices on the body of a Black man who 

had led them on a high-speed chase. Like films of police dogs in Selma or the clubs and tear gas of the 

1968 Chicago Democratic Convention, the dramatic videotape gave new credibility to allegations of a sort 

than many people — including police officers — formedy dismissed as unbelievable. The t̂  was instantly 

in the memory of every American police chief who watched it and who knew that he or she could scarcely 

disregard its implications." 
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consumptfon by a public that has grown mistrustful of and, subsequently, less acquiescent 

to police. It serves police interests in four ways: It masks real social relations^ (Mepham 

1972: 150); {xops up an oppressive social order^ (Eagleton 1991:43); distracts attention 

away frcsn continued, often severe, inequities and abuses within policing; and legitimates 

the very place of police in society — naturalizing social relations that are detennined by 

private ownership of property^ and state ownership (government stewardship) of public 

space. Behind the guise of stewardship'̂ , police and other state law-enforcement agencies 

are expanding their authority over the public sphere by attacking and successfully eroding 

rights to privacy and by legal and illegal entry and legalized seizure of private property. 

Community policing is (me of the ways that police are trying to sharpen their view of public 

space and thereby gain access to (invade) private spaces.^ 

For example, police in police Area C-11, Dorcbester. estimate that 85% of all anests are for what 

police refer to as drug-related crimes. Dnig-ielated crimes include buying and selling drugs as well as 

burglaries and robberies to raise money to purchase drugs. The attention to drugs, however, obscures the 

real driving force of urban gang activity: the enormous monetary profits associated with the illegal drug 

trade. This brings to mind "funkmaster" George Clinton's comment that "drug-related crime" is really just 

another way of saying "money-rdated" crime. "|T]bey done made 'drug-related' the same as drugs. And 

they're differenL Drag-related relates to the fact that money's involved.... Wouldn't that sound funny! 

That's right Money-related death, but that's what the fuck it is!... It's all money-related. The whole 

concept of drug society" (in Cbrbett 1994:282-283, emphasis in the original). 

 ̂ The perceived oppressiveness of police order is captured by Boston police Captain Robert Dunford 

who. in describing his experience as a patrol officer in Boston's largely-Black Roxbury area in the 1970s, 
noted: "I know when I was back in Roxbury, a lot of times people thought we were just an occupying 

force" (Dunford: personal communicaliao). 

 ̂ "An ideology is not a form of consciousness which merely legitimizes repression, but one which 

legitimizes anequal distribution of nonnative power. Ideologies arise only in conditions in which unequal 

distribution of surplus must be legitimized" (Geuss 1961: 74). 

 ̂ See Foucault (1982: 221) on police, government and the "pastoral power" of the state. 

 ̂ Commimity policing's invasion and surveillance of private space is accomplished primarily by 

enlisting neighbors to spy on neighbors and, in at least one case in Boston, by supporting one 
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Police are an important instrument of state rule and they help achieve that rule 

primarily through the physical domination of bodies and space, that is, by coercing 

subjection (Sayer 1994; 374). Police are legally authorized to patrol the streets, detain 

suspects, conduct body and property searches, and exert (even lethal) force. But physical 

domination or what Nugent and Alonso (1994:210-211) call "concrete oppression" is only 

half of the way state rule is actually achieved. The other half has been called by numerous 

terms including "hegemonic process" (Roseberry 1994:360-361,365), "quotidian 

administration" (Nugent and Alonso 1994:210), "cynicism" (Sayer 1994:374), 

"legitimacy" (Weber 1958:294), "active consent" (Giamsci 1971:244), "moral discipline" 

(Durkheim 1957:72), "the juridical illusion" (Marx and Engels 1970:81), "self-deception" 

(Mepham 1972:168) and "moral regulation" (Corriganand Sayer 1985:4,67-68,80-81). 

What all of these practices require is widespread consent, submission or acquiessence to or 

cynicism before the exercise of state rule. While physical coercion (and its threat) remains 

the fundament of rule (and of policing), in societies such as the United States with an 

enlarged sphere of civil society^, "quotidian adminstration" rests largely on the 

production of moral order and the continual reproduction of the state's 

legitimacy^ ° (Corrigan and Sayer 1985; Foucault 1979; Roseberry 1994; Thompson 

neighborhood group's planned installation of a video camera aimed at a city block. While the group intended 

only to use a decoy, Boston police officers suggested that they use a working videorecorder and even 

prepared a flyer that could be put oo cars identified in the videos as involved in illegal activity. 

 ̂ I do not mean dvil society in the communication-oriented sense explored by Habennas (1991) -

that is, as the public sphere — but as a complementary domain of the state. Qvil society is "[t]he form of 

intercourse determined by the existing productive forces... and in turn determining these." It is separate 

from and prerequisite to the state which is a coercive, political "form of organization which ̂  capitalist 

societies] the bourgeois necessarily adopt... for the mutual guarantee of their property and interests" 

(Marx and Engels 1970:57,80). 
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1966; Durkheim 1957; Weber 1958). In cities where police are widely perceived as 

coiTupt, biased or abusive police have turned to communiQ^ policing to shore up their 

legitimacy. 

The legitimating, masking illusion of communis policing is created, promoted and 

sustained by a combination of ihetoric and substantive action. The rhetoric of community 

policing constitutes a representation of police by police. Representations are the forms in 

which reality "presents itself (is presented) to an audience (Mepham 1972: especially pp. 

148-152). If we accept that "the ideas of the ruling class are the ruling ideas" and that those 

ideas are represented as (naturalized) reality, then it is only logical that representations of 

ruling ideas are fundamentally representations of power. They present (and thereby attempt 

to naturalize) the relations of power linking rulers and ruled — those who represent (the 

police), the subject of representations (police and their subjects), and their audiences 

(civilians). Except under the most arrogantly ruthless of conditions wherein rule is achieved 

primarily by coercive force and less so by hegemony or cynicism, representations of the 

ideas of the ruling class mask relations of power by presenting reality as more popular, 

traditional and natural than it really is. Representations which help to legitimate or conceal 

unjust forms of power are ideological^ ^ in the pejorative sense^^ (Geuss 1981: pp. 12-

 ̂̂  Of course, "compUance by no means indicates heartfelt allegiance" (Knight 1994:60). 

 ̂  ̂ According to Eagleton (1991; 202), ideology is "the process whereby interests of a certain kind 

become masked, rationalized, naturalized, universalized, legitimated in the name of ceitain forms of political 

power." 

 ̂̂  Geuss sums up the notion of ideology in die pejorative sense thusly; "The basic use of the term 

'ideology' in this program is a negative, pejorative, or critical one. Ideology' is '(ideological) delusion' or 

'(ideologically) false consciousness.' I will use the term form of consciousness' to refer to a particular 

constellation of beliefs, attitudes, dispositions, etc.... So a Yorm of consciousness' is an ideology in one 

of the narrower descriptive senses, i.e. a particular systematically interconnected subset of die set of all the 

beliefs, attitudes, etc. the agents of a group hold. I will henceforth use this term 'form of consciousness' 
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22; Eagleton 1991:43). This is not to imply that illusions or representations can be easily 

imposed - that, for example, police representations of itself can be forced upon civilians. 

Representations can be persuasive, however. The degree of persuasiveness depends on 

a number of factors including the extent to which they are produced within and as part of a 

more or less coherent field of activities which seems to give those representations the 

veracity of form '̂̂ Cand the form of veracity). As Eagleton (1991: 26) writes, "ideology is 

no baseless illusion but a solid reality, an active material force which must... help 

organize the practical lives of human beings." Convincing representations engage the 

substantive practices of everyday life. Lefebvre sums up (1982:62, italics in the original): 

Social reality, that is interacting human individuals and groups, produces 
appearances which are something more and else than mere illusions. Such 
appearances are the modes in which human activities manifest themselves within the 
whole they constitute at any given moment... They have far greater consistency, 
let alone coherence, than mere illusions or ordinary lies. Appearances have reality, 
and reality involves appearances. 

For the illusion of community policing to succeed ~ for it to be more than just an 

illusion, but an illusion in concrete form ~ one of two conditions must be met. (1) Police 

must actually practice community policing, that is, implement programs consistent with the 

rhetoric describing this "new paradigm" (Sparrow, etal.) in policing. Or, (2), police must 

convince their audiences that it has implemented community policing. In other words, they 

because I would like to reserve 'ideology' to mean 'ideology in the pejorative sense' i.e. 'false 

consciousaess.'" (Geuss 1981: 12-13 including footnote #26, emphasis in the original.) 

 ̂̂  See Sayer 1994 for his illuminating discussion of the difference between cynicism and consent and 

the continued importance of coercion in establishing state rule. 

By the "veracity of form" I mean the apparendy true quality of that which is in fact an illusion. 
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must dress up policing-as-usual in the gtiise of something new. In Boston, police are doing 

both. The Boston Police Department (hereafter, BPD) is introducing with great fanfare 

several new community-policing initiatives while, overall, continuing to practice the same 

kind of policing that numerous critics say is driving Boston police and civilians apart (Lupo 

1977, Lukas 1986, Sl Clair Committee 1992). In Boston, appearances really do have 

reality and reality explicitly involves appearances. 

To sum up: Conmiunity policing is an illusion that serves to legitimate the police 

without fundamentally changing the way police do their job. Therefore, community 

policing serves an ideological function — in the pejorative sense — in that it masks relations 

of power and serves primarily as a means by which police are able to implement and 

maintain their power. Ideological illusions such as community policing are produced and 

reproduced in rhetorical and actual forms which are complementary. The practice of 

community policing makes concrete its rhetoric, transcending experience by bringing 

illusion into "the minutiae of everyday life" (Eagleton 1991:48). 

Conmiunity policing — like all forms of policing — is concerned with organizing 

social relations on a quotidian basis. People are not dupes and, therefore, will not allow 

themselves to be organized in just any maimer. Rather, they will attempt to organize 

themselves and their social worlds in ways that best satisfy their own interests — even if 

their interests conflict with those of other social groups and/or the police. Because of its 

emphasis on partnership, community policing contains within it a mechanism by which 

communities can attempt to shape police practice even as police strive to shape, control and 

in some cases dissolve communities. The practice of community policing necessitates a 

partial transfer of power from police to civilians. Thus conununity policing is one such 
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instance where "the agents and instruments of a repressive state bureaucracy not only serve 

as points of resistance to state projects but also may provide opportunities for the shoring 

up and reconstitution of popular traditions" (Joseph and Nugent 1994: 17, emphasis in the 

original). In Bostcm, civilians hope (and in some cases expect) to use community policing 

as a means for capturing and thereby shs^ing police practice and for (re-)building 

neighborhood-based communities. 

This dissertation advances two arguments. Hrst of all, 1 argue that community 

policing is not a dramatic rupture but a logical extension and refinement of the basic 

technics of policing. The second argument is that conununity policing contains within it 

mechanisms — unintended by its architects and unrecognized by police^ ^ — by which 

civilian activists can attempt to make police more responsive to their own concerns. I 

advance these arguments by drawing on twenty months of Held experience in Boston 

where 1 interviewed community activists and engaged police and communities through 

intensive participant observation. 

1.2 The Setting: Participant Observation in Dorchester 

1.2.1 Why I Went to Boston 

I chose Boston as the site of my fieldwork on community policing for a number of 

reasons. Hrst of all, I was attracted to Boston by the conspicuous fanfare heralding the 

introduction of its new community-policing program. Neighborhood Policing. 

Neighborhood Policing has been called a national pilot program by U.S. Attorney General 

 ̂̂  And, dierefore, constituting a domain that is distinct, if not independent, from the domain of 

illusion. These two domains — of illusion (which is both ihetorical and concrete) and of more popular 

attempts to challenge that illusion and capture the police — are hinged. Community policing is an 

important part of that hinge. 
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Reno. Second, as Boston's was a new program, I would have the opportunity to see how a 

department institutes change, the speciflc changes which make up community policing and 

the effects of those changes on police practice and on communities. Third, the Boston 

Police I>epartment is itself an intriguing case, with a well-documented history of conflict 

with civilians and other agencies of the state. ̂ ^ The BPD exemplifies characterizations of 

police as an embatded brotherhood manning^ ̂  the "thin blue line" between order and 

chaos (Baker 1985). According to Sparrow et al. (1990), the prevalence of this way of 

thinking is a formidable obstacle to the implementation of community policing. Fourth, 

Boston has a long tradition of community organizing and inter-community conflict ̂  ^ The 

police-community partnership that is said to be the cornerstone of community policing 

requires input from both police and civilians. In Boston I felt certain to And a mobilized 

populous which recognized in that partnership the possibility of turning police to local 

interests. Hfth, Boston struck me as manageable. I already was familiar with the city and I 

felt confident that I could master its physical and social geography ~ from its maze of 

streets and public transit system to its intricate patterns of economic and ethnic separation. 

 ̂̂  See Lupo (1977) on clashes between police and Boston communities during the school busing 

crisis of 1974 and Russell (1975) on the police strike of 1919. 
I ^ The use of gender-specific terminology is intentional here. The Boston Police Department is 

staffed still overwhelmingly by men. In Doichester, for example, I noted only three female officers, two of 

whom I saw only at the front desk of the station, the other was a Community Service Officer on maternity 

leave through the entirety of my research. At the same time, many of the civilian employees working in C-

II are female including clerical staff, the Vietnamese liaison and the coonfiaatorof the Safe Neighborhoods 

Initiative. While I did not conduct a gendered analysis of community policing — or of policing more 

generally ~ its masculinist character was obvious. Those interested in a more thorough examinatioa of 

genderandpoiidngaredirectedto Martin andJurik (1996) and to Belknap (1996). 

 ̂̂  See Lukas (1987) on community ofganizing and clashes between Irish Americans and African 

Americans during the school busing crisis of 1974 and Levine and Harmon (1992) on ethnic succession in 

Boston's Eranklin Park neighborhood 
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Finally, I chose Boston because 1 had connections there which would help secure initial 

interviews with police administrators and prominent community activists. Although in the 

end I forged my own way, these connections were not inconsequential to my decision to go 

to Boston. 

1.2.2 Mv Data and How T Obtained Them 

Any attempt to examine politically institutionalized power at close quarters 
is, in short, liable to bring to light the fact that an integral part of such power 
is the quite straightforward ability to withhold information, deny 
observation and dictate the terms of knowledge (Abrams 1988:62). 

My primary data are the actions and words of Boston police officers and 

community activists. Secondary data consist of BPD documents related to its community-

policing program. Neighborhood Policing. Relevant documents include plans, grant 

applications, maps, police-academy manuals and the like as well as documents produced by 

community activists. These include annual reports from particularly well-organized groups 

and copies of letters written to government officials and the media Additional dociunentary 

evidence is provided by newspaper and other published accounts in which police officials 

describe specific plans, incidents and initiatives. 

I spent twenty months in Boston, from May 1993 through December 1994, 

collecting documentary evidence and interacting with police as well as with community and 

neighborhood activists. For the first five or six months 1 was unable to penetrate the police 

hierarchy. Although 1 met with numerous BPD administrators — the Neighborhood 

Policing Coordinator, Director of Strategic Planning, Director of Information Services, 
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Superintendent of Held Services and informally with Commissioner BtatUm on a number 

of occasions — I could not secure the necessary approval to do ride-alongs with police 

officers and to conduct formal interviews. Then, after Anally getting permission to talk with 

officers on the job, Brattcm amiounced his resignation from the BPD and my project was 

shelved until March 1994 when the new ccMnmissioner, I^ul Evans, directed me to Captain 

Robert Dunford in Area C-11, Dorchester, (see Figure 1.1.) After having me sign ail of the 

appropriate waivers, Dunford allowed me to move freely through his station, talking with 

whomever was willing to talk to me. In 1994 there were 119 officers assigned to the 

Dorchester station. Over the next nine months I did ride-alongs with twelve patrol officers 

including at least one shift with each of the officers assigned to fixed motor beats in 

Dorchester's ten subdistricts. I also accompanied a walking officer on his rounds of busy 

Bowdoin Avenue. During ride- and walk-alongs I observed how the officers did their job 

and asked informal questions about the department, being a cop, community policing, and 

police-civilian relations. ̂ ^ 

In addition, I became a frequent visitor to the station where I was at least tolerated if 

not welcomed by the rank and file of uniformed officers. I conducted no formal interviews 

at the station but did get to observe and talk with police officers and attend roll call where I 

heard the captain (or his sergeants) give out the day's assigiunents. Through Captain 

Dunford I was also able to gather all relevant documentary data including crime statistics. 

I concur with Van Maanen (1988: UQthatfieldwodcwithpolice —even in high crime areas —is 

not as eventful as one might think watching police shows on television or even reviewing the anecdotes in 

this dissertation. To quote Van Maanen: "[M]ost of my time in the police world was spent in long 

conversations, looking for something to do, and attending to the routine, tedious, everyday tasks the police 

are everywhere required to do. Occasionally, such mundane matters are intemipted by an exhilerating event, 

and in those moments I found myself swept away by them." 
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Figure 1.1. City of Bos ton, by police district (the eleven "areas") 
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training manuals and grant applications such as the one detailing the Safe Neighborhoods 

Initiative. Dunford also took the time on numerous occasions to explain to me the details of 

his deployments as well as his philosophy of community policing. 

My [vimary informants within the Boston Police Department, however, were not 

patrol officers but Community Service Officers (CSOs). CSOs are regular, gun-toting cops 

who volunteered for this special assigmnent The CSOs maintain a separate office within 

the station and it was both here and with the officers on the beat that I spent most of my 

time with the BPD. Between April and mid-December 19941 met two to five times a week 

with Dorchester's CSOs, primarily with the three officers on night duty. With them I 

attended crimewatch or neighborhood association meetings, went into the field to follow up 

on leads, and generally just "hung out" in their office. The time spent hanging out proved 

important in that it allowed me to become familiar and casual with the officers to the point 

where they spoke openly in front of and with me ~ even confessing in the end that at first 

they thought I was a "fucking hippie" who was certain not to last a week or to get any 

information from them. I learned from them the history of their office (one of the officers 

had been there since its inception nine years previous) and I got to know the civilian 

employees who worted there, notably Vietnamese liaison Tran Tram and Gigi Eacraan, the 

Safe Neighbortiood Initiative coordinator. 

Together with one or more of the three night-duty CSOs, I attended over sixty 

monthly (or special) communiQr meetings with twenty-three different groups. As I drove 

with the officers to and from meetings I learned from them what they thought of different 

groups and activists and what they thought of the quality of the information they gathered. 

For example, in at least one instance the officers were so convinced that a complaining 
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resident was mistaken about the location of a noisy and illegal car repair garage that they 

drove directly from the meeting to the alleged site. Finding no evidence of a working 

garage, they announced to me scmething like **I told you!" and then proceeded to complain 

about crimewatch members who bring them dead-end leads. At the station and out in the 

field I watched the officers process the information they gathered at these meetings. 

During my stay in Boston I also met with numerous civilian activists working on 

issues related to police and public safe^r. In 1993, as my relations with the BPD stagnated, 

I attempted to approach communiQr policing from the community side of the police-

community partnership. By the end of the year, I had met with twenty-one neighborhood 

and community activists from throughout the city. 

Even before Commissioner Evans sent me to police Area C-11, Dorchester, I 

noticed variability in the attitudes of Boston residents toward the police and, in particular, 

toward Neighborhood Policing. Speciflcally, I found that activists working in Dorchester 

tended to speak most highly (and least negatively) about police and that they were the most 

optimistic that the BPD would fully implement conununity policing. Conversely, African-

Americans (almost uniformly) tended to have the least regard for police. Again almost 

uniformly those I spoke with rejected community policing as mere rhetoric that wouldn't 

make a difference even if it were implemented, which they believed it wouldn't be. 

When I interviewed activists I followed a standard format as outlined in a 

questionnaire.^^ These standard, semi-structured interviews were informal and allowed 

for extensive discussion of any issue at any point Still, I felt it important to have the 

questionnaire handy so as to make sure that I covered the same ground with all informants. 

I chose not to limit interviews to just the questionnaire because, I felt, I needed to allow 

A copy of that questionnaire may be found in Appendix A. 
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respondents the freedom to talk at length about what they thought was most important In 

this way, I was able to learn more from my informants including about topics I hadn't 

expected to cover. Fes' example, when I interviewed Jane Leung of Asian YES, a youth 

advocacy group located in Chinatown, I was already through the questionaire and 

preparing to leave when Leung revealed that she had served on the St Clair Committee 

which had recently completed an extensive assessment of the BPD. Leung became for me 

an important source of information about that committee as well as about relations between 

police and ciQr hall. 

My neldwork thus consisted in gathering documents, conducting interviews and, 

most importantly, in doing extensive participant observation. Becker and Geer (1970; 133) 

define participant observation as "that method in which the observer participates in the daily 

life of the people under study, either openly in the role of the researcher or covertly in some 

disguised role, observing things that happen, listening to what is said, and questioning 

people, over some length of time." The advantages of this method include, according to 

Vidich (1970; 141), that the researcher is made constantly aware of "incongruous or 

unexplained facts" and is thus forced to "continually revise or adapt his theoretical 

orientation and specific problems in the direction d* greater relevance to the problem under 

study." Pearsall (1970; 347) writes that the participant observer's "broadly cast net of 

observations and interviews... maximizes the possibility of finding unexpected facts 

which in turn suggest new interpretations of human behavior." This exposure "to 

generically similar human situations, rules, behaviors, beliefs, and so on from a variety of 

vantage points" provides the participant observer with checks on both the reliability and 

validity of any conclusions he or she draws (Kirk and Miller 1986: 68-69,73). 
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Kluckholm (1940) suggests that participant observation allows researchers to get 

around the problems of validity inherent in interviewing and questionnaires. Interviews and 

questionnaires are sometimes found invalid because respondents can say anything they 

want regardless of whether it is true or not Participant observaticm allows the researcher to 

test the validity of written or verbal responses against respondents' actual practice. Built 

into [xulicipant observation is the asstmiption that I, the researcher, can come to understand 

policing by watching and interacting with police officers. Police — individually and as an 

organization — mistrust outsiders, especially those who want to observe and write about 

them (Baker 1985; Norris 1993). However, by establishing a presence over a long period 

of time, I hoped to be able to earn the trust of individual officers to the extent that the 

"backstage" would come forward in their dealings with me. In fact, over time, I was 

allowed to see more of what they do. I did not, however, get to see everything.^ ̂ 

Participant observation is a broad tenn, covering a range of roles from complete 

participant to complete observer (Norris 1993). My own role shifted over time and 

depended on the context Where I observed police and conununity activists at meetings, I 

generally sat in silence, listening and openly writing down everything relevant When alone 

with police or interviewing an activist, I spoke more freely and tried to navigate 

conversation toward relevant tofHcs. When asked what I was doing, I constructed my role 

in terms I thought were readily "understandable and acceptable to the researched" (Norris 

During the pfepafadon of this manuscnpt, one critic oinerved that in the bulk of myanecdotes 

police qjpear to be "good guys just doing their job." Indeed, police often do things thatdon't make them 

look so "good." However, in keeping with Abianis' (1988:62) observadon that one of the characterisdcs of 

state power is the power to dictate the tenns of observadon even to the point of denying observadon. I was 

not made privy to these less flattering incidents. Although my participant observadon of police did not 

reveal the full range of police activity, what I did see is nonetheless instructive in demonstrating the 

practice of community pcdicing. 
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1993; 129). For example, I usually said that 1 was "wiiting a book" (m how Boston police 

"do communiQr policing." Such accounts were never untrue although they were sometimes 

partially veiled. My participation with activists and communiQr groups was limited to 

sharing of knowledge about community policing and other organizers. Late in my field 

stay, 1 had an article on community policing published in the Sunday Boston Globe 

(Saunders 1994). This article was well-received by police (leading the Commissioner to 

suggest, too late, that 1 broaden the scope of my research to other parts of the city). The 

article also labeled me as a advocate of community policing among community people. At 

that point, however, my research was nearly complete and therefore did not affect my 

relationship with police or community activists.^^ 

In truth, I found that I had to work so hard to get police officers to like me — and 

thus trust me enough talk openly with me or allow me to join them on a ride-along — that I 

On one occasion I used my privileged access to police to assist a civilian. While in Boston I 

worked as a full-tinie substitute teacher at a public high school. One day. the basketball coach, with whom 

I was friendly and who knew of my fieldwoik, asked me to intervene on behalf of one of his players, Jawan 

Brown, a Dorchester resident Police had come to Brown's home the previous Saturday night at 3 ajn. to 

serve a warrant against Jawan Nichols. Jawan was not at home. He was staying the night at the home of his 

girlfriend (who is also the mother of his child). In his absence, the boy's stepfather (whose last name is 

Nichols) pleaded his son's innocence, saying that there must be some mistake. As a compromise, the 

stepfather agreed to have his son surrender himself after school <m Monday. That Monday. I caUed the 

community services office and explained the situation. The CSO pulled up the warrant on his computer and 

then searched for priors (previous offenses) for Jawan Brown. Finding none, he then searched for and found a 

long list of priors by "Jawan Mchols" a youth of approximately the same age but very different physical 

description as Jawan BrowiL The CSO referred me to a clerk in the District Attorney's office. When I 

explained the case to him he instructed me to have Jawan Brown report that afternoon directly to him in the 

clerk's office, bearing identification that proves he is not Jawan Nichols. The basketball coach drove Jawan 

to the courthouse where he was taken by the clerk to the magisirate's office and then released with a letter 

explaining bis innocence in the event that police again attempt to arrest him for warrants outstanding 

against Jawan Nichols. (In this example I have changed the names of the two youths.) 
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sometimes cast myself as their advocate. In fact, by the end of my fieldwork, I did develop 

a respect for and appreciation of the job done by my primary informants. I also came to like 

them as people. Considering the scepticism with which I approached the police, this was 

perhaps the most surprising result of my research. Thus I found myself vulnerable to what 

Grimshaw and Jefferson (1987) identify as a major flaw of participant observation studies 

of police; namely, that they rely too heavily on the accounts of police. My research, I 

believe, avoids that error by dividing attention between police and community-based 

discouises. When interviewing activitists, for example, I cast myself in the role of an 

advocate for police reform (which I left loosely defined).^^ In the end I felt as close to 

several of my civilian informants as I did toward police. By balancing concerns for both 

consitituencies, I believe I avoided biases in my research. In addition, my emphasis on the 

actions of Boston police officers -- as opposed to their words — ensiuied that all police 

accounts were tested against actual practice. To do that, participant observation seemed the 

only feasible and appropriate data collection method. 

1.2.3 Boston Police Area C-11. Dorchester 

Although the Boston Police Department (BPD) says that Neighborhood Policing is 

a city-wide program, police administrators send curious researchers and journalists to its 

Because I airived at cnmewalch and neighbotfaood associatioa meetings with the CSOs, it is 

possible that some civilians came to identify me as connected in some way to the police. [See Van Maanen 

(1988: 88-91, emphasis in the original) on "the difficulty, if not impossibility, of maintaining a clear cut 

andrecognizableobseivationalorparticipatory research role." Van Maanen writes that: "By allowing 

[him]self to be closely identified with the patrolmen. Pie] was purposely making a choice about the kind of 

data [he] would gather." In my own case, I tried to play both sides. I accomplished this by keeping a low 

[observation only] profile at meetings between pc^ce and civilians and, when interviewing activists that I 

met at these meetings, by going out of my way to declare my independence from police. 
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showpiece. Area C-11, Dorchester. Aiea C-11 has received a special community-poiicing 

grant from the U.S. Department of Justice for its Safe Neighborhoods Initiative (SNI) 

which itself targets a speciflc section of £)orchester. (See Hgure 1.2.) In practice, however, 

the SNI area is but one part of Area C-11 (Dorchester) and Dorchester is just one of eleven 

police areas in Boston. Neither the SNI area nor C-11 can be understood without remaining 

sensitive to the layering of scales -- that is, without considering the larger geographical 

contexts of which it is a part These larger spatial contexts include the entire space of 

Boston as policed by the BPD, the CiQr of Boston, Suffolk County, the State of 

Massachusetts, etc. 

Area C-11 covers the part of the city known as Dorchester which itself 

encompasses a number of distinct neighborhoods^"^. The Boston Planning Commission, a 

city government agency, divides Dorchester into two parts. North Dorchester and South 

Dorchester. Together they make up the city's largest area with, according to the 1990 

census, 85,(XX) residents or over 15% of Boston's total population of 574,000. The 

boundaries of police Area C-11 are more or less co-extensive with the combined area of 

North and South Dorchester. (Hgure 1.3 identifies North and South Dorchester as separate 

planning districts. See also Hgure 1.1 which describes Boston's eleven police areas.) 

Dorchester is the city's most diverse area. Table 1.1, for example, describes the 

population of Dorchester and Boston as a whole. These statistics |»ovide only a vague 

summary of Dorchester's diversity. Located there are nearly all-white middle and upper-

middle class neighborhoods like Neponsett ~ with large hcnnes behind well-maintained 

lawns; working-class Irish and Black enclaves; and poor, largely Black and Dominican 

 ̂ Neighboriiood in this case means an historically defined geographic area with a single business 

district — as Codman Square—and/or situated around a recognized landmark such as Savin Hill. 



Figure 1.2. Police Area C-U, Dorchester, 

with the Safe Neighboriioods Initiative area shaded 
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Rgure 1.3. City of Boston, by Planning District 
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Table 1.1. Boston and Dorchester Population Characteristics 

POPULATION %CHANGE IN % % % % PER CAPITA % OFUNITS \ 'A CANeY 

* 

POPULATION BLACK ASIAN HI SPANIC AGED INCOME OWNER- RATE 

1980-1990 15-24 YRS. OCCUPI ED 

574282 + 2.0 25.6 5.3 10.8 18.0• $15,607 28.1 89 

2.5066 + 5.4 22.4 6.5 14.3 16.8 $12,047 29.1 12 

60641 + 2.6 39.0 3.4 8.6 15.9 $13,001 39.5 8 

85707 + 3.4 34.1 4.3 10.2 16.2 ~!2.722 36.3 8.8 

excluding the Fenway-Kcnmore Planning District which includes the student 

populations of numerous universities 

----

MEDIAN MEDIAN I 
llOUSINO RENT I 

VALUE I 

$161 ,400 $546 

$153,500 $632 

$152,900 $679 

NIA NIA 
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areas. Several immigrant communities are clustered there as well: Cape Verdean, Haitian, 

Dominican and Vietnamese (the only large Asian-American population area outside of the 

greater-Chinatown area). 

Economically, Dorchester is mixed. The unemployment rate, according to the 1990 

census, is eleven percent, which is slightly higher than the city average. Unemployment in 

Dorchester is spread evenly among all ethnic groups. According to the 1990 census, 

seventeen percent of all Dorchester residents live at or below the poverty line and annual 

per capita income is nearly $3,000 below the city average of $15,607. Yet median rents and 

housing values are among the highest in the city. North Dorchester was an important site of 

investment during the gentrifying 1980s. Seventeen percent of all housing units there were 

built after 1980. Nearly forty percent of the housing units in South Dorchester are owner-

occupied which is among the highest rates in the city. Dorchester has a distinctly blue-collar 

feel to it with nearly a third of its 1980 labor force employed as "operators, fabricators or 

laborers" or in "construction and manufacturing." 

Driving through the twisted and heavily trafflcked maze of Dorchester's streets one 

is instantly aware of the diversity, but that diversity is also a common denominator. For, 

unlike the sprawling predominantly Black areas of Roxbury and Mattapan or small-

townish, nearly all-Irish Charlestown or South Boston, Dorchester is a highly packed 

mosaic of distinct residential areas and business districts. In no other part of the city are so 

many signs printed in so many different languages. In no other part of the city does so 

much appear to be happening in so many different places. Dorchester is not uniformly 

diverse and bustling, but predominantly so. The clean and quiet residential neighborhoods 

of Neponsett and Lower Mills, for example, which lie tucked away beneath tall trees along 
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the southeastern edge of the city belie the contrasts that exist there. 

Dorchester is located along Boston's eastern flank. It is bordered to the north by 

mostly Irish and working-class South Boston; to the west and southwest by the now 

mostly Black areas of Roxbury and Mattapan which are the poorest areas in the ciQ^; and to 

the east by Dorchester Bay. To the south and southeast lie the middle-class suburbs of 

Milton and Quincy. These are separated frcxn the city by the NepcHisett River. Only three 

roadways connect Dorchester to these suburbs which makes for very regular traffic patterns 

(something police, who are used to the chase, are acutely aware oQ- The total area of 

Boston is only about forty-five square miles. £)orchester covers about 15% of that area. 

Dorchester is connected to the city center by a rapid transit line. However, in order 

to reach other parts of the city, including adjacent areas to the west like Roxbury or Jamaica 

Plain, one must ride the subway all the way downtown and then transfer to another line. 

By car, E)orchester is accessible by the Southeast Expressway (Interstate 93) which hugs 

the coast (See Figure 1.4.) Internally, all streets, even the busiest thoroughfares, have but 

a single lane of traffic in each direction. Major intersections have turn lanes. With the 

exception of Dorchester Avenue, which runs through the center of Dorchester from north to 

south, even major arteries bend and turn. Residential side streets are often one-way with 

the direction shifting from block to block. As is common throughout Boston, streets names 

are repeated ~ there are two separate Washington Streets, for example, both important 

avenues — and many suddenly change their name from neighborhood to neighborhood. As 

a result, navigating through Dorchester requires a combination of patience (due to 

congestion) and insider's knowledge. From a police perspective, the spatial control tactics 

of, for example, the Los Angeles Police Department, with its use of high-speed highway 

chase accompanied by helicopter back-up, are inappropriate. The geography of Dorchester, 
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Figure 1.4. Pblice Area C-11, Dorchester 
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both its physical form and intricate social landscape, demands a smaller-scaled, localized 

approach to policing. 

This is the terrain policed by Captain Robert Dunford and the officers of Area C-11. 

C-11 is a police territory, one of eleven that comprise Boston. C-11 is further broken down 

into ten sectors. As part of its community-policing program, the BPD redrew the borders of 

several police areas to better conform to city neighborhoods. In the same spirit, Dunford 

has redrawn sector boundaries. Each sector is assigned one or two beat officers who 

employ foot, bicycle and/or motorized patrols. The rest of Dunfotd's staff of 119^^ 

officers rotate between sectors or cruise the entire area, providing back-up to sector patrols 

on call. In addition, the department also deploys special teams ~ some working out of a 

centralized location outside of Dorchester (like the drug unit) and some reporting directly to 

Dunford (for example, anti-gang units and Community Service Officers). Before 

community policing, the station generally operated as follows; Beat offlcers would patrol 

their sectors looking for wrong-doing but mostly responding to calls for service routed 

from 911 through a central dispatch. Additional teams, cruising the area, would provide 

back-up as requested by radio. In addition, several officers would remain at the station 

doing clerical work, guarding holding cells and receiving walk-in "customers." After the 

preliminary response, patrol officers turn over their cases, in the form of an official report, 

to the area's detective unit which proceeds with investigation ~ i.e., the gathering of 

evidence for use in attempting to capture suspects and, if successful, in court. Meanwhile, 

beat officers are back in their cars watching and waiting for calls. According to its rhetoric, 

community policing is supposed to change all of that — to make police more proactive and 

As of November 9,1995 there were 119 officers assigned to C-11. 
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to forge collaborative relations with local residents. 

1.3 Outline of the Present Work 

In this dissertation I argue that community policing is fundamentally an illusion. In 

Boston, Neighborhood Pdicing is not neaily as extensively practiced as administrators 

would have us believe, and in places where it is practiced community policing constitutes 

merely an extensicm and intensification of policing techniques already in place. Nor does 

commimity policing address questions of equity or accountability, questions which 

precipitated its introduction in the first place. Community policing is more than lies and 

rhetoric, however. It is a concrete illusion which gives form to appearances and insinuates 

itself into the minutiae of everyday life. My second argument is that community policing 

contains within it mechanisms that civilians are attempting to use in ways unimagined by its 

architects. Activists in Boston are attempting to turn an instrument designed to repress 

(through physical coercion and moral persuasion) into a instrument for rebuilding 

neighborhood-based communities and for making police more responsive to local interests. 

In Chapter two, I discuss the role of police in modem society. Policing, I show, 

incorporates a disciplinary logic based on observation and enforcement 

Chapter three introduces the concept of community policing by outlining how, 

according to its advocates, OHnmunity policing is supposed to recast police practice and 

police-community relations. This chapter explores the rhetorical side of the illusion of 

community policing and explains why Boston police feel the need to legitimate their 

mission. 

The fourth and fifth chapters describe how a particular community-policing 

program, Boston's Neighborhood Policing, is affecting police practice. Chapter four 
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describes the consistencies between Neighborhood Eblicing and the more general rhetoric 

of community policing. Both rhetorical and concrete aspects of the illusion of 

Neighborhood Policing are detailed here. In Chapter Ave, I demonstrate how 

Neighborhood Policing in fact extends, intensifies and refines the police's dominant 

technics of social control. In addition, chapter five introduces the concept of the "policing 

body" which, I argue, is a concrete metaphor for the way police cast the roles of police and 

civilians in the practice of community policing. 

The sixth chapter shifts attention to the more popular side of the police-community 

parmership. Here I examine some of the ways that conmiunity activists have used 

community policing to revive popular traditions, notably conununiQ^. This chapter contains 

a discussion of the concept of community, identifying its three central components — social 

solidarity, the production of a space and collective (political) action. I also review the range 

of ways that police and communis groups are interacting including some of the ways that 

community activists are attempting to "csqjture" police. The whole concept of civilians 

capturing police, while technically present in its rhetoric, was never imagined by the people 

who designed community policing and is consciously resisted by those who (say they) 

practice it 

Chapter seven is the conclusion. In it I [»^ovide a practical simimary of my argument 

and explore the value of a geographic perspective to the smdy of conmiunity policing and 

state-community relations more generally. 
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2. POUCE AND THE TECHNICS OF SOCIAL CONTROL 

2.1 Introduction 

This dissertation argues that ccmununi^ policing is illusory in part because it 

implies a rupture in policing practice where in fact there is continuity. In order to 

demonstrate the continuities between community policing and conventional policing, 

notably the dominant Reform Model^^, it is necessary to establish as a groundwork who 

police are and how they do their job. In this chapter I distinguish between policing as a role 

or set of functions and the police, that is, the specific institution set up to perform those 

functions. I define the police as an institution made up of diverse police departments 

operating across multiple scales and serving as an important instrument of state rule.^^ 

The police, per se, is an abstraction which suggests a uni^ and coherence to the disparate 

acts of individual agents (police) working in police departments across the country. These 

agents — notably police officers but also administrators, spokespersons and civilian liaisons 

~ are police. Policing consists in the application of diverse strategies of observation and 

enforcement which together constitute a technics of social control. Undergirding all of 

police practice is the legal right of police officers to use force to affect spatial containment 

and, thereby, exert social control. 

2.2 Police and (State) Rule 

The Refonn Model is a policing strategy centered aiound preventive motorized patrols, rapid 

response to 911 calls, and retrospective investigation of crimes. 

Although there are important ccnnmonalities between policing in the United States and other, 

notably. European countries (especially the United Kingdom), my analysis is largely confined to policing in 

the United States. 
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In The German Ideology, Marx and Engels (1970:57) write that civil scxnety 

organizes itself internally as the state. The state, according to the familiar 

Engelsian/Weberian defiiiition, is "an institution which controls a territory in which 

determinate proper^ relations exist, has an apparatus for administering that territory, and 

enjoys the exclusive franchise on the 'legitimate' use of force" (Nugent 1993:34). The 

state sets a seal of legitimacy on {xoperty relations and legalizes the right of one class to 

exploit another. It is fundamentally an organization of power and, more specifically, a 

regulating power. Through the state, unequal relations of power are regulated, 

legitimated and, according to Abrams (1977:77, S2), concealed. State formation is, in 

addition to being repressive, a cultural^® and ideological^^ project (Miliband 1977:90-92; 

Corrigan and Sayer 1985: 1-2; Abrams 1977:76). In his article on 'The Difficulty of 

Studying the State" Abrams (1977) challenges conceptions of the state as a (leified) thing. 

Abrams distinguishes two distinct objects of analysis: the state-idea and the state-system 

(Abrams 1977:79). The state-idea, he argues, is illusory: "The state is... in every sense 

of the term a triumph of concealment It conceals the real history and relations of subjection 

behind an a-historical mask of legitimating illusion" (ibid: 77). But it is not solely through 

concealment and illusion that state rule is established. Rather, state rule is established in the 

first and last instance by the exercise of force and its threat — that is, through the 

maintenance of 'law and order'. 

The state-system, on the other hand, is "a palpable nexus of practice and 

institutional structure centered in government and more or less extensive, unified and 

Conigan and Sayer (1985:1-2) describe cqiitalist state fonnatiaa in &igland as "a wholesale 

cultural revolution... a levolution as much in the way the worid was made sense of as in how goods were 

produced and exchanged." 

By "ideological project" Abrams (1977:76) means "Grst and foremost an exerdse in legitimation." 
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dominant in any given society" (ibid: 82). Police are part of the state-system^ ° and, as 

such, are an important and highly visible instrument of stale rule. According to Herbert, 

police are "the state's most powerful agents of sodal control" (Herbert 1996b: 569). They 

satisfy what Miliband (1977: 90,92) describes as the state's "repressive function"^ ̂  — 

namely *'the assurance of Maw and order.'" 

The scope and severity of the repressive power of capitalist regimes cannot be 
overestimated, notwithstanding long traditions of constitutionalism and a hallowed 
rhetoric of civic freedom. In periods of serious social conflict, this repressive aspect 
of the bourgeois democratic state is very quickly deployed; and there are large 
sections of people to whom this aspect of the bourgeois democratic state is very 
familiar at all times, including times of relative social peace. To these people — the 
poor, the unemployed, the migrant workers, the non-whites, and large parts of the 
woiidng class in general — the bourgeois democratic state does not appear in 
anything like the same guise as it appears to the well-established and the well-to-do. 
(Miliband 1977: 91). 

Hairing (1983), who reads the development of the police institution through the 

A "state-system" cannot exist without its key personnel. Miliband (1974:49) identifies these 

personnel as: "the government, the administralion, die military and the police, the judicial branch, sub-

central government and parliamentray assemblies." According to the terminology employed in this 

dissertation, police (not the institution but the collective of individual officers, etc.) are the key personnel 

within and agents of the state-system. 

 ̂̂  According to Miliband (1977:90) the repressive function is one of four funcdoos "performed" by 

the capitalist state. The other three are "the ideological-cultUTal fuoctian" which is concerned with the 

fostering of consensus, "the economic fimction", and "the intematiooal function." Of the repressive funcdon 

Miliband writes: "The repressive fimction is the most immediately visible one, in a literal sense, in so far 

as it is embodied in the policeman, the soldier, the judge, the jailer, and the execudoner" (ibid). As will be 

shown in later sections, community policing is an attempt by police to perform also an ideological 

function, that is, to affect how "the world is made sense of' and thereby contribute to the legitimacy of the 

state. 
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lens of class conflict, ofTers insight into the motivations and interests diiving the formal 

enlistment of urban police forces. Harring rejects those studies that place police above or 

outside class struggle or that denigrate the importance of class struggle in United States 

history. Regardless, he writes, of the origins of the police, the institution of police has 

been seized by the captaUst class and transformed into an effective instrument of class 

rule. That role, he argues, is evident in policing today. 

Harring notes that U.S. society in the latter part of the 1800s was distinctly a class 

society. That is, a society "in which the population can be ordered hierarchically into 

distinct groupings based on their relationship to the means of production" (Harring; 4). 

After Thompson, Harring notes that class relations are not static or fixed but are instead 

constantly being defined and redefined by historical practice.^ ̂  According to Harring, 

police have served bourgeois and capitalist interests against those of the poor and the 

working classes. As Mane (1906) writes, the capitalist state "employed the police to 

accelerate the accumulation of capital by increasing the degree of exploitation of labor."^^ 

 ̂̂  In the Preface to The Making of the English Working Class Thompson (1967: 9, 11, emphasis 

in the origiiial) writes: "By class I understand an histoncal phenomenon, unifying a number of disparate and 

seemingly unconnected events, both in the raw material ofexperience and in consciousness, [emphasize 

that it is an historical phenomenon. I do not see class as a 'structure', not even as a 'category', but as 

something which in fact happens (and can be shown to have happened) in human relationships [C]Iass 

happens when some men, as a lesult of common experiences (inherited or shared), feel and articulate the 

identity of their interests as between themselves, and as against other men whose interests ate different from 

(and usually opposed to) theirs [CJlass is a lelationship, and not a thing." 

In The German Ideology (Maix and Bigels 1970: 128-129) Marx and Eagels further state that, 

according to bourgeois econcmists, "production proceeds more smoothly with modem police than, e.g., 

under club-law." Marx insists, however, that modem policing is consistent with "club-law", or nile by 

brute force, in that both are systems of productive control encoding the rights of the strong to subordinate 

the weak. The "law of the strooger, only in different forai, still survives even in their 'constitutional 

state'." 
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Police function to exert "a measure of discipline and control over the working class that 

peimits a wider measure of exploitation through the labor process" (Harring 1983:13).^"^ 

Discipline is exerted through violent repressicm ~ as when police break up a strike or arrest 

individuals for "disorderly conduct" — as well as "through routine law enforcement, 

supervision of community life, intelligence gathering and the like" (ibid: 13). 

Harring sees the expansion, rationalization and specialization of local government 

within capitalist societies ~ including the emergence of the police ~ as part of the process 

of organizing and disciplining^^ the population according to the governing economic 

interests within society: i.e., as part of the reproduction, regulation and utilization of labor 

power. "In effect, the capitalists turned over a portion of that function to municipal 

govermnent because government could accomplish the same result, at public expense, far 

more efficiently and more legitimately than could the ca[ntalists themselves" (ibid: 10). 

Cities themselves came to embody capital interests, transformed as they were into vast 

reservoirs of labor power drawn from a shrinking and economically troubled countryside. 

Urban spaces reflected their class character with sprawling areas devoted to workers and 

others functionally cut off from members of the working classes.^ ̂  The divide between 

It is impcKtant to note that just because the capitalist state is an instniment of capitalist class rule, 

that does not mean that the niiing capitalist class can do whatever it likes through the state. In practice, the 

particular agencies comprising the state ate sites of ccnflict and struggle between competing interests. Fbr 

ejumple, class conflict exists within the police institution and can, as it did in Boston in 1919, lead to 

labor action. Similarly, police may splinter into factions during a period of social upheaval as, again in 

Boston, during the school busing crisis of 1974. 

Foucault (1982:221) discusses the emergence of''government" in the 16th century as an arm of 

the state's pastoral power. Just as the church provided spiritual salvation and attended to the hereafter, the 

government attended to worldly needs including sanitation. Police at this time contributed to government 

efforts to direct "the conduct of individuals or of groups." 

See Lefebvre (1991:31); "|E]very society... produces a space, its own space... its own spatial 

practice.... I say each society, but it would be more accurate to say each mode of production, along with 
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these areas was semiofficial: no laws limited access but police routinely patrolled the 

wealthier sections and picked up anyone who looked out of place. As Harring writes: 

"Notions about class socieQr that may seem abstract now were concrete and obvious in the 

late-nineteenth-century industrial city" (ibid: 11).^"^ 

With the apparatus of local government ~ and, therefore, the police ~ beholden to 

the governing interests more generally, working classes were (in general) represented only 

by middle-class-sponsored reform movements aimed at the moral and eccmomic uplift of 

the working classes through increased discipline (Storch 1976). Harring deHnes the urban 

political machines that emerged in this era ~ from 1865 to 1915 ~ as power brokers in the 

mediation of class conflict Machine politicians recognized the volatility of working classes. 

Thus, even as police repeatedly were called upon to break strikes and clear streets during 

demonstrations the political machine was able to broter minor concessions to the working 

classes in the form of periodic reform campaigns. Many of these campaigns were focused 

on police who, because they were for many "the most visible symbol of government," 

were frequent targets of attack from those frustrated by longstanding grievances or "unpaid 

I.O.U.s" (McEvoy 1976: VT)?^ 

its specific lelations of produciioii." 

According to E)avis (1992a) similar class-based spatial divisions are just as obvious on the 

contemporary landscape of Los Angeles where police also play an overt and important role in keeping social 

groups in their place. 

 ̂̂  Trojanowicz and Dixon (1974:62) agree that police at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of 

the twentieth centuries were recognized by many in the United States "as the repressive arm of government 

Immigrants, particularly, had many negative encounters with the police and perceived the police as an 

authority structure not much different from what they left in their homelands, where police lepiesented big 

business interests." This perception remained widepsread into the next century and became still more 

pronounced with the introduction of the automobile. In matters of traffic control, police officers played a 

largely punitive role. As Hofstadter (1970:29-31) points out, one of the main functions of police in the age 
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Concessions and refonn notmthstanding, police are for Harring the violent 

backbone of class society. Criticizing those who, lite Bittnei^^, stress the social service 

function of pdice, Harring contends that "the capacity of the police to intervene in family 

problems, settle informal disputes on the street, and direct those in need of help to proper 

institutions all turns on the capacity for violence" (Haning 1983:255). By the end of the 

nineteenth century urban police served as hired guns to put down organized and 

spontaneous labor movements.'̂ ^ 

ForTrojanowicz and Dixon (1974), violence (and its threat), while fundamental to 

of the automobfle "seems to have beea the raisiag of revenue, the establishment of unreasonable and 

arbitrary laws and violations of speed traps and of similar methods of barely legalized extortion." 
"art 

In his oft-cited analysis of the function of police in modem society Bittner (1983) separates the 

state &om the practice of rule and downplays the importance of violent force in police practice. Instead 

Bittner invokes a cultural imperative which implies that police possess an organic relationship to a society 

which has willed both their presence and their style of practice. For example, be writes that".. one of the 

cultural trends of rooghly the past century-and-a-half was the sustained aspiration to install peace as a stable 

condition of everyday life" ̂ bid: 47). In this context police officers find themselves caught between the 

conflicting ideals of being fiontline law-enforcement warriors defending the public's safety and wardens of 

the public trust who are legally constrained from the arbitrary exercise of authority. Fradamental to 

Bitmer's analysis (although less so than it is to Haning) is the Weberian notion of police possessing the 

right to use violent force. Bittner argues that contemporary police practice — which is consistent, he argues, 

with the dictates of contemporary "cultural trends"—has de-emphasized the ose of force in favor of 

"rationalpersuasioaandpeacefulconipliance"albeitalwaysbackedupby the threat of force. This shift 

reflects the faa that, according to Bittner, the pnmary fimcticm police has changed from law enforcement 

to something much broader. Police officers are called upon to resKxe peace to diverse situations from 

domestic disturbances to public drinking to child welfare to the ̂ iptehension of armed criminals. Still, the 

street-level authority to perform these tasks rests in the police's legitimate right to use violent force. 

An especially dramatic and violent inddem of the capital-police alliance is illustrated by Don 

Mitchell (1996) in his illuminating history of migrant farm labor and the production of the California 

landscape during the first half of the twentieth century. Interestingly, police in Boston faced the brunt of the 

very force they embodied when, in 1919, then-Governor Calvin Coolidge called in slate- and national 

guardsmen to violently put down their own strike (Russell 1975). 
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the power of the police, is not the basis of its authori^. That authority is rooted instead in 

the moral order of the community whose standards police officers uphold when they 

enforce laws. They argue that the legitimacy of police — and of government — rests on 

ensuring a moral continuity between pdice ofHcers and the people of the community. Only 

when (and where) the two diverge ~ for example during the dvil rights demonstrations in 

southern cities and urban unrest in the north — is the need for violent coercion increased 

(Trojanowicz and Dixon 1974:69-70).'*^ 

Harring concludes that 

Although it is theoretically possible to have a class society without also making it a 
'policed socieQ^,' this presumes the existence of sufficient social control 
mechanisms to stabilize the socieQr without police surveillance and violence. 
Modem capitalist societies have never possessed such mechanisms. Instead, the 
supervision and regulation of the social relations of the subordinate class by the 
dominant class have emerged as prerequisites for class society (ibid- 15). 

Anticipating the movement toward community policing, tbrring notes that police 

simultaneously can serve a "legitimating" interest in socieQr more broadly. 

Trojanowicz and Dixon do not consider cases — such as the busing crisis in Boston — during which 

police officers have had to act against the very cooununities with which they felt in solidarity. The result of 

that conflict was to strip police of legitimacy in the eyes of many Boston residents. Today, Boston police 

continue to struggle to re-capture moral authority. Unfortunately, the intervening years have wimessed 

further crises of legitimacy. The result is a popular sense that police represent only themselves. [This 

sentiment was confirmed by community activists from economicaUy and ethnically diverse backgrounds as 

well as by police themselves. As Mark Baker writes in comments accompanying copious interviews of 

police officers nationwide: "Many cops begin to see themselves under siege from all sides. They develop a 

classic 'us versus them' mentality The teal reason most officers socialize exclusively with other police 

officers isthattheydon'ttrustthepeopletheypolice —which is everybody who is not a cop" (Baker 1985: 

75).] 
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. . .  t h e  i m p o s i t i o n  o f  a  c h a o t i c  a n d  d i s o r d e r i y  e c o n o m i c  a n d  c l a s s  s y s t e m  g i v e s  r i s e  
to serious problems in social order, to which the bourgeoisie respond by creating 
new social institutions. These institutions, in effect, help legitimate the new social 
order by rendering a valued "service" to all classes in the society (ibid: 15). 

Harring's class-based analysis of the role of police is extended by Reiman in his 

exploration of the ideology of crime and the role of police in giving that ideology a more or 

less coherent material form. According to Reiman (1990), "the goal of our criminal justice 

system [from legislators to police to prisons] is not to reduce crime or to achieve justice but 

to project to the American public a visible image of the threat of crime" (Reiman 1990: 1). 

Crime and the criminal justice system, be argues, serve an ideological function: They 

"keep before the public the real threat of crime and distorted image of that crime as 

primarily the work of the poor. The value of this to those in positions of power is 

that it deflects the discontent and potential hostility of middle America away from the 

classes above them and toward the classes below them"^^ (ibid: 4, emphasis in the 

original). Reiman believes that the system serves the powerful by failing to reduce crime. 

Central to this is the definition of crime: "the label 'crime' is not used in America to 

name all or the worst of the actions that cause misery and suffering to Americans. It is 

The worldng classes in the United States, although excluded from owning (he full value produced 

by their labor, do not in general coustinite themselves as revoluticnaty. To the contrary, many white 

working class Americans have fomied the backbone of a new conservative populism that is hostile to 

historically marginalized groups such as Blacks. Jews, hfmiasexuals and Latinos among others. These 

Americans seem less concerned with insult and exploitation 6om above than they are with the perceived 

threat from below. That threat takes several fonns in popular rhetoric including resentment toward a welfare 

system that is characterized as draining the country's treasury and burdening workers with extra taxes, and 

fear of crime [See also Emsley (1983: 115) and Abrams (1988:74) on "the relationship between political 

institutions and (class) dominatioiL"] 
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primarily reserved for the dangerous actions of the poor" (ibid: 39). (See Table 2.1.) 

Table 2.1. Causes of Death in the United States. 

Occapational 

Hazard and 

Disease 

(est.)® 

Inadequate 

Emergency 

Medical Care 

(est.)® 

Firearms* Other 

Weapons 

including 

Knives* 

61,700 20,000 11,381 6,S66 

'The mugger, the rapist, the murderer, the burglar, the robber all pose a definite 
threat to our well-being, and they ought to be dealt with [But] the threat posed 
by the Typical Criminal is not the greatest threat to which we are exposed" (Reiman: 
44). (Source: *FBI Uniform Crime Reports, 1987 and @Reiman 1990: 67.) 

Reiman urges the redefinition of crime from simply "an act prohibited by criminal 

law" to "an intentional act that is harmful to society" (ibid: 48). "All of the mechanisms by 

which the criminal justice system comes down more frequently and more harshly on the 

poor criminal than on the well-off criminal take place after most of the dangerous acts of 

the well-to-do have been excluded from the definition of crime itself (ibid: 79, emphasis in 

the original). 

For example, Reiman cites a case where twenty-six coal miners died after a 

ventilation system failed. In newspapers, the event is termed a "disaster" and an "accident" 

even though, prior to the incident, company officials had been notifled of but failed to act 
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on 1250 safeQr violations, including that the ventilaticn system was not safe. Still, no 

intentionality is assumed (despite company executive's failure to bring the faciliQr up to 

code) and no criminal laws were broken. The company likely will be fined, certainly there 

will be law suits, and maybe even someone will lose his or her job, but no one will stand 

trial for murder. Reiman suggests that in matters pertaining to occupational safety, if the 

harmful actions and inactions of executives were treated as crimes, those twenty-six miners 

might not have died.^^ 

Reiman's conclusicn that the criminal justice system succeeds by failing is not 

merely cynical. He has observed the way the system works — including lawmakers talking 

tough but refusing to take constructive action"^ — and is commenting on its logic. He 

writes; "If we look at the system as 'wanting' to reduce crime, it is an abysmal failure 

If we lc»k at it as not wanting to reduce crime, it's a howling success" (ibid: 14-15, 

emphasis in the original)'*^. 

The ideological usefulness of the "crime issue" is demonstrated by the successful 

introduction of a discourse on and rhetoric of crime into national electoral politics as 

backlash to the civil rights campaigns the 1960s (Cronin et al. 1981). "Until then, the 

Another example (my own) pertains to ex-I^esident Nixon's policy on Vietnam in the months 

preceding his 1972 re-electicm bid. The diaries of fonner White House chief-of-staff H. R-Haldeman indicate 

that Nixon delayed pulling U.S. troops from Vietnam until after the election for fear of its effect on voters. 

The cost of this electicm [doy can be measured in lives, limbs, and sanity lost during the extended stay 

(Danzinger 1994). Yet no "crime" was committed. 

Reimanidentifies four unaddiessed sources (not causes) of crime: (1) poverty; (2) prisons that 

humiliate, abuse and harden inmates and the legal barriers that make it difficult for ex-cons to find 

legitimate employment; (3) illegal drugs, crimes committed by users to pay for expensive drug addictions, 

and the violence associated with protecting the vast profits generated by the drug trade; and (4) government 

refusal to adopt effective (especially hand-) gun control. 

See also Epstein (19T7; 62), and Driver (1985:429) commenting on FoucaulL 
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law-and-order battle cry had been used mainly by local politicians Mxon found he 

could now use it to organize fears on a wider scale." He elevated "local crime to the status 

of a national menace jeopardizing the very survival of the nation" (Epstein 1977:59-60).^^ 

Thus began the current period, one during which politicians use the crime issue to 

win the votes of Americans atalow risk of being victimized without ever addressing how 

to increase the safety of those most often victimized, i.e., poor, minority residents of the 

inner cities. 'The issue of crime became a debate over whom the law served rather than 

how to reduce crime. The direct materials that the largely middle-class voters derived from 

the specific policies toward crime advocated by [presidential candidates Barry] Goldwater, 

Nixon, and [George] Wallace [not to mention Reagan, Bush, and Clinton] were marginal at 

best" (Rosch 1985:30). "Harsh sounding legislation could be proposed to Congress which 

would have little effect on law enforcement but would gready enhance the administration's 

public reputation for toughness" (Epstein 1977:66-67). 

The insights of Harring and Reiman, though important to a proper understanding of 

role of police in the United States, require greater nuancing, especially with regard to the 

way policing is performed across scales and at the micro-scale of the street within any 

particular ci^ and department In the next sections, I attempt to restore sensitivity to the 

layeredness of geographical scales beginning with a review of the history of the Boston 

Police Department 

2.3 A Little History 

The urgency of Nixtm's appeals weie matched by Gtotgs Bush in his campaign against Michael 

Dukakis. Bush turned convicted murderer ̂ K^Uie Horton into a symbol for all the honors supposedly 

inflicted on middle-class (read white) Americans by liberal democrats. 
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The Boston Police Department was established in 1823 by the ciQr's first mayor, 

Josiah Quincy. Actually, what Quincy did was create the post of City Marshall and two 

subordinates whose job it was to "police" the city. That meant a range of services from 

street cleaning to oversight of the sewage system to maintaining public safety patrols with 

the power to arrest The City Marshall was appointed as a supplement to the nightwatch 

and day constables. After a series of anti-immigiant and anti-abolitionist riots in the 1830s, 

the General Court of Massachusetts cv^dered the appointment of nine policemen (and they 

were men) under the authority of the City Marshall. By 1851 the number of policemen had 

grown to 190. Then, in 1853, a new post was created, the Superintendent of Health, which 

assimied control of most public-health-related tasks. In addition, the night- and day-

watches were folded into the City Marshall's office and the City Marshall took the new title 

Chief of Police. By 1859 policemen in Boston were universally armed and uniformed and 

thus took on their current appearance as a distinct "class" of citizens with special powers to 

detain, arrest and, if necessary, physically overpower. 

In Boston and elsewhere, police departments developed as part of a general 

rationalization of public services — police, fire, health, sanitation — which previously had 

been provided on an entrepreneurial or volimtary basis or, often, not at all. It was the 

nightwatch ~ and not the office of the police ~ that CHiginally oversaw the protection of 

private property (as much from fire as from theft). The specialization of police grew out of 

the expansion, rationalization and specialization of local government 

At this same time in England, police under the direction of Sir Robert Peel played 

an instrumental role in the general disciplining of London's working-classes. Police served 

manufacturers and property owners who might accuse their workers of "gleaning," or 

pilfering, objects and materials; they patrolled the public streets and would see home or 
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arrest individuals behaving disorderly; and they cooperated with music hall owners and 

fairgrounds showmen (despite the objections of middle-class reformers) in regulating 

working-class entertaiimient venues (Storch 1976). 

The English policeman, or "Bobby," was an impersonal authority, a bureaucratic 

professional who executed a prescribed task while remaining aloof—despite sharing 

certain class interests — from the people he policed. Contrariwise, the American "cop"'*'' ~ 

in Mew York, Chicago or Boston ~ was often encouraged (or, as in Boston until recendy, 

required) to live and be part of the "community" he patrolled. The U.S. police officer was 

not an impersonal agent of established interests but a citizen with special powers who relied 

as much as anything on his personal authority."^^ The cop tended to identify with and 

participate in local conflicts and to use his authority to affect a particular resolution (Miller 

1977). 

2.4 Scale 

The relationship of the individual cop to the place he or she polices is part of what 

Herbert (1996a; 1996b; 1997) describes as the other side of the Weberian concept of the 

The tenn "cop" is really an abbreviation for Constable on Patiol. 

See Chakrabarty (1988) for a discussion of the role of scrdcrs, or locally important people, in the 

administration of jute mills in colonial India. Chaloabarty argues that the success of the jute mills was in 

large part due to the supervisory fimctian of scrdcrs who served as foremen. The scrdar's had the authority 

to strip workers of their job and thus deny them the ability to support him or herself as well as to exert 

"naked physical force" (Chakrabarty 1988; p. 227). A scrdar's authority rested on his ability to earn the 

respect of the wage eaineis he siqiervised. Sarders were recruited from the local population and thus were 

able to bdng with them to the mills respectability earned outside of the mills. Chaloabarty writes: "Much 

of the basis of the scrdcr's coatKA of the workforce lay in the commimity. kin or other primordial 

relationships and in the ideas and nonns associated with them" Qbid: 228). See Hannah (1993) for a similar 

discussion of the nde of local warriors in the policing of Oglala Indians. 
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State, namely, teniloriali^. Fcx* Herbert, policing is part of the mechanism established by 

the state to maintain its boundaries internally, that is "to exercise regularized control of its 

subject population" (Herbert 1997:13). This is necessary because, writes Herbert, "police 

would be largely impotent without the capaciQr to create and enforce boundaries, to restrict 

people's mobility in and around certain areas" (ibid: 11). Further, Herbert argues that "the 

processes by which police ofRcers socially construct and attempt to control the spaces they 

patrol lie at the heart of contemporary policing" and, by inference, the establishment of state 

rule (Herbert 1997: viii). The question of police territoriality, however, is problematic. 

Policing in the United States is conducted by numerous agencies within the state 

bureaucracy representing different, and often overlapping, scales or jurisdictions. 

Municipal police departments like the BPD are the principal agency involved in the direct, 

overt policing of local populations. The authority of the BPD, however, is not supreme. In 

"emergencies" state and national guardsmen can assume jurisdictional authority over the 

city. The overlapping of scales can be illustrated with an example. 

During the summer of 1994 various political forces operating across diverse scales 

agitated for dramatic symbolic action against urban crime. At the national scale. President 

Clinton was attempting to pass a crime bill whose centerpieces were gun-control and 

increased spending for police officers to attack inner-cit}' crime by youth offenders. Also at 

the national scale. Attorney General Reno, still stinging from the fallout over her handling 

of the incident at Waco, Texas, was travelling the country to laud various local policing 

initiatives. One such initiative to receive her commendations was Boston's fledgling 

Neighborhood Policing program. Statewide, Massachusetts Governor Weld was pushing 

for the reintroduction of the death penalty. As part of his rhetorical law-and-order 

campaign. Weld talked about the importance of arresting and prosecuting all law-breakers. 
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Closer to Bostcn, District Attorney Martin was pushing for a "court reform" that would 

reduce opportunities for plea bargaining and guarantee "truth in sentencing" (i.e., priscMi 

terms according to pre-determined specifications by crime type with less leeway forjudges 

to determine penalties). Finally, Boston Mayor Menino, himself under pressure from 

communiQ^ activists concemed that the will to institute community policing had departed 

with former-Commissioner Bratton, urged Commissioner Evans to demonstrate a 

commitment to making working-class neighborhoods safe. 

The result was a coordinated raid of the Orchard Park public-housing complex. 

Officers from the federal Alcohol Tobacco and Fireanns (ATF), the State Police, and 

diverse local police forces (Boston Housing Authority Police, the Boston Police 

Department) entered the Orchard Park Homes on a warm July evening with the intention of 

breaking up a drug ring purportedly centered at that location. Lacking warrants to enter 

individual housing units the officers relied on a massive, sudden attack to capture as many 

people as possible who happened to be on the premises. Nearly 150 persons were 

detained. Several firearms and numerous other weapons were confiscated (though, 

according to Captain Dunford of Boston police Area C-11, no more than one would 

expect). Computer checks were run to check for outstanding warrants. Again, no especially 

"wanted" suspects were captured. Most of those detained were cited for trespassing, taken 

to the station (not because protocol called for it but, according to Dunford, to "make a 

point"), and released. Whether because dealers had been tipped off, were too quick in their 

retreat, or simply weren't there in the first place, no significant quantities of drugs were 

found. For the next five or six days following the raid. Housing Authority and State Police 

maintained a close and conspicuous vigil on the property so as to discourage resumption of 

the drug trade. 
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This incident illustrates the layeredness of policing scales. At any one locale, there 

are always two or more different policing agencies with the authority to enforce laws, make 

arrests, forcibly detain, and otherwise maintain order. In addition, there are numerous 

private police forces hired by banks, retailers and the like. While not ofHcially (that is, by 

the state) authorized to execute police functions, private police do in {wactice exercise force 

to protect the property interests of their employers.^® 

Clearly, then, as an institution the police performs a geographically defined state 

function. But the question remains; What do police do? That is: How do police contribute 

to the establishment of state rule? 

The aftennath of the Orchaid Paik raid was described to me by Captain Dunford and by residents of 

the housing project Captain Dunford was skeptical from the start about the raid, perceiving it as a public 

relations ploy. Rom his perspective just over the border from Area B-2. Roxbury, wherein Orchard Park is 

located, the raid had a disruptive effect on day-to-day police operations. In the weeks following the raid, drug 

and gang activity along Bowdoin Street in Dorchester increased. Dunford interpreted the increase as the 

result of dealers having to relocate and meeting resistance from already established operations. Over time, 

activity on Bowdoin Street returned to pre-raid levels. Meanwhile, interviews of Orchard Paric residents 

revealed that many were equally skeptical about the raid's impact Whfle some, especially older residents of 

the predominantly African-American housing complex, welcomed the brief respite from youth activity 

around their homes, most realized that any cessation of drug activity there would last only so long as police 

maintained a tight vigil. When the various police forces finally retreated about a week after the raid, drug 

dealers moved back into the project Youths who were arrested for trespassing on the night of the raid — 

many of whom lived in the neighboiliood and simply "hung out" at the homes along with all of their 

friends ~ resented the police for what they thought of as strong-arm and harassing tactics. 

The privatization of some policing services has muddied the relationship between policing and the 

state. While, in Harring's terms, both private and state-authorized police forces will ccmtribute as 

disciplining agents in the reproduction of (class) society, important legal distinctions limit the power and 

authority of private police. Only publically funded police agencies perform an explicit state function and it 

is to these that I have confined my research. Those interested in private policing should turn to Shearing and 

Steiming (1983, 1987) as well as to Davis (1992a). 
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2.5 What Police Do: Observe, EnfOTce. Control 

Imagine that the entrance to the deviancy control system is something like a gigantic 
fishing net Strange and complex in its appearance and movements, the net is cast 
by an army of different flshermen and fisheiwomen working all day and even into 
the night according to more or less known rules and routines, subject to control 
from above, knowing more or less what the other is doing. Society is the ocean — 
vast, troubled and full of uncharted currents, rocks and other hazards. Deviants are 
the fish (Cohen 1985). 

I quote Cohen here not for the poignance of his prose or the aptness of his 

metaphor. Rather, it is included because it is emblematic of a perspective on policing that 

defines the role of the police officer as upholder of state-community standards of behavior. 

As gleaners of deviants, working to keep society "pure". In reaUty, many police officers in 

diverse patrol areas routinely overlook what the law and "community standards" would 

define as deviance — like public drinking. Such officers do not do their fishing with a net 

but instead strap themselves in and await the real big fish, those worth reeling in and not 

throwing back. 

2.5.1 Containment and Discipline: Toward a Total Institution? 

Americans appear variously appalled by, fascinated by and terrified of crime. 

Television and cinema houses show countless incidents of violence throughout the day and 

night. Stories of real-life murder grip local and national media. Politicians struggle to outdo 

one another in proving that they are "tough on crime" while their opponents are "soft" 

Legislators pass bills which lengthen prison sentences, send juvenile offenders to adult 

facilities, and expand the death penalty. More Americans than ever — in raw numbers and 
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as a percentage -- are now behind bars^^ and that number is litely to ccmtinue its rise 

slowed only by a lack of space to house inmates. And still the fear and sense of 

vulnerabiliQr seem unabated. 

City residents are organizing crimewatches and suburbanites are employing the 

ideas of architects like Oscar Newman who specializes in designing safe, contained spaces. 

The basic principle of Newman's plans is localizing — cut off circulation, limit flows and 

reduce connectivity between areas by creating isolated and observable channels (Newman 

1972; 1980). New resictential areas are laid out in such a way as to minimize the number of 

possible vehicle escape routes; through-streets are closed, becoming cul-de-sacs. 

Residential complexes are built to resemble fortresses - enclosed, gated, guarded by an 

armed private police force. Surveillance cameras are set up in public and private space alike 

~ malls, stores, office and residential buildings, government facilities, subway stations. 

The goal throughout spears to be the production of safety through strategies of 

containment, separation and surveillance. In other words, spatial control is attempted 

through the geographical containment of bodies. Cul-de-sacs, cordoning off, and 

zoning all provide structural constraints on spatial flows. Suburbanization itself ~ both of 

wealthier urban residents relocating to homes on the urban periphery and later of 

businesses and industries ~ effects a form of containment by cutting off (ghettoizing) some 

urban areas from the larger flows of people and capital. 

Police play an important role in spatial strategies of control. In Chicago, police 

 ̂̂  Accoidiiig to tbe U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1.6 millioa persons — or one inmate per 167 

residents - were incarcerated 0in jails and prisons) in 1995. That represents nearly a doubling of the total 

incarcerated population of 1985. 

The death penalty constitutes absolute (and final) containment but its use is too limited to serve 

more than an ideological social-conirol fimctioo. Incarceration — especially with longer sentences—provides 

temporary, theoretically complete containment through separation. 
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provide a visible ptesence in the up-scale neighborhoods ringing the Cabiini-Green 

Housing Project on the city's near north side. Crime is more or less tolerated within the 

extensive complex as police focus on limiting outbound flows.^^ Police have long used 

their power to stop, questicm and detain to keep areas clear of "undesirable" or threatening 

individuals (Harring 1963; Davisl992a, 1992b). Sometimes officers are empowered by 

specific laws — anti-loitering or panhandling ordinances, for instance. But, as the following 

example demcxistrates, police have shown that they do not need to invoke any particular 

law to exercise this function. 

A Boston police officer with whom I did a ride along in the solidly white and 

middle-class Lower Mills section of Dorchester observed two Black youths on bicycles. 

From his experience the boys looked out of place and he figured they had to be up to no 

good. The officer decided to intercept the youths and, cutting through an alley, drove a 

block ahead to position himself just around the comer that he expected the boys to next 

pass. Moments before he anticipated their arrival, he slid the car out toward the intersection 

to cut them off. Because they were moving fast, the youths had to slam on their brakes to 

avoid crashing into the squad car. Having effectively stopped their progress, the officer 

questioned the teens through his open window. He asked them where they were going, and 

why they were riding so fast, and wondered aloud if they were riding stolen bicycles. The 

boys indicated that they were "just riding" and had no particular destination. The officer 

then made a "deal" with the teens: If they stayed out of his beat for the rest of the night, he 

wouldn't take them to the station to run a check on the bicycles. The boys agreed and 

City and federal officials ate woridng on ways to shut down Cabrini-Gieen altogether as Cabdni-

Green, one of the nation's most notorious public housing projects, occupies some of Chicago's most 

desiraUe real estate (Joravsky 1995a; 1995b). 
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retreated back the way they came. Afterwards I asked the officer whether he really thought 

the bikes were stolen. He said that they "probably weren't" but that he hoped the threat of 

further detainment would discourage the boys from coming back I posited that they might 

just like biking here because it's so quiet and safe. The officer replied that the reason it was 

quiet and safe was because there weren't any kids like them biking around at ten at 

night. '̂̂  

Geographical containment involves overt, concrete manipulation of the physical 

environment (e.g., closing streets) or hands-on contact with human bodies (e.g., 

detainment or arrest). It also involves a set of more subtle mechanisms of social control, 

what Fbucault and others have termed "disciplining". Spatial control through disciplining is 

not simply about physically preventing a body from moving in a particular direction or 

from engaging in a particular land of activity. Disciplining refers to the production of 

At the time of this incident, I thought it undencoied a fundamental racism within the largely white 

BPD. Later, after additional lide-alaogs and attending numerous ciimewatch meetings with the Dorchester 

CSOs, I came to understand that the officer was not acting merely out of racism but out of what Herbert 

(1997) identifies as the nomative order of competence. According to Herbert (1997), police officers feel 

compelled to demonstrate to potential offenders as well as to fellow officers and their bosses that they 

possess the power to determine movement through and actions within the spaces they are assigned (and 

claim) to control. In order to assure the safety of his largely peaceful Lower Mills beat, the BPD officer 

sought to inhibit the flow of all activities identified as alien to this area. The boys' sldn color was an 

important marker, signalling to the officer that they were probably not from his mosdy-white sector. Had 

the neighborhood been integrated, the boys would not have looked "out of place" and their skin color would 

not have been, therefore, as significant in drawing the officer's attention. As far as I could tell, the 

officer did not stop the boys out of any malice toward Black peqrie but in order to prove his competence -

that is, in order to malce sure nothing happened on his beat Seeing two youths he recognized as probably 

not from Lower Mills, the officer felt compelled to stop them and send them back into the adjacent area. 

Recognition of the importance of thenormaliveorderofcompetenceinno way diminishes the 

fundamentality and persistence of racism in U.S. society and particularly in die practice of policing. (See 

Skolnick and Fyfe 1993; Wilson 1968:40-42.) Nbnnadve orders are discussed further in a later section. 
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bodies that choose not to go there or do that In this way, disciplining is a highly complex 

and, as Foucault describes it, insidious process. Disciplining involves the exercise of 

power on subject populations in order to produce docile and productive bodies ~ "bodies 

manipulated by authority, rather than imbued with animal spirits" (Foucault 1979: 155). 

The basis of disciplining -- or self-antainment - is the development of an elaborate 

network of surveillance or panopticism. Driver defines panopticism as "a segmented space-

time, supervised continuously and at every point, in which power is exercised without 

division and in which each individual is constantly distributed, located and examined" 

(Driver 1985:428). Police play an important role in the disciplining of subject populations. 

As Herbert (1996a: 49) states, "modem systems of disciplinary control rest quite 

fundamentally upon the establishment of a system that exhaustively maps and monitors 

those that it disciplines; surveillance in the modem era links knowledge, power and space. 

... It is clear, in other words, that an elaborate and sophisticated technology of discipline 

undergirds contemporary policing." Mapping, census-taking and the maintenance of 

complex databases are all part of this system (Anderson 1983; Cohen and Dirks 1988; 

Corrigan and Sayer 1985; Epstein 1977; Hannah 1993), but at the microlevel — at the level 

of individual bodies and their movement through local space ~ the police is clearly the most 

powerful disciplinary force. Video cameras may remind us that we are being watched. But 

without the corporeal reality of police authority — undergirded as it is by the police's right 

to use force — cameras merely threaten. Cameras are part of a netwoilc of surveillance by, 

in addition to cameras, crimewatches, private security forces, police infcHinants and patrol 

officers themselves.^^ That surveillance network links police with a wide and deep 

(simultaneously extensive and intensive) pool of knowledge. According to Foucault, 

Not to mentioa employers who conduct drug tests, the military, and diverse quasi-public police 

forces such as those maintained by universities. 
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panopticism represents an ideal, conplete realization of the exercise of disciplinary power. 

A panoptic society would resemble what GofTman called a "total institution" (Goffman 

1961). 

Goffman observed that ordinarily in modem society "the individual tends to sleep, 

play, and work in different places, with different co-participants, under different 

authorities, and without an over-all rational plan. The central feature of total institutions can 

be described as a break(k>wn of the barriers cvdinarily separating these three spheres of 

life" (Goffman 1961:6). In a total institution — in, for example, an asylum or a prison — all 

of these activities are conducted in the same place and under the same general authority; the 

individual engages all of these activities with the same group of people all of whom are 

equally subordinate to those in power; activities are highly regimented with a rigid schedule 

governing the order of daily activities imposed upon the entire inmate population; ail 

individuals are constantly under observation so that institutional authorities know what 

every single inmate is doing at every single moment; and there is a basic and overriding 

social split within a total institution between a large managed population of inmates and a 

small supervisory staff. "Rnally, the various enforced activities are brought together into a 

single rational plan purportedly designed to fulfill the ofllcial aims of the institution" (ibid: 

6). Total institutions act upon individuals by disrupting and suspending those actions 

which, outside of the institution, are markers of individuality and self-distinction. Total 

institutions deny self-determination, autonomy and freedom of movement (ibid: 43). 

Within a total institution, iiunates are told where to be and what to do at all times during the 

day. And within a total institution one's location and activities are always being observed, 

are always known. Total institutions constitute a fully realized system of observation and 
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Spatial control and Goffman is explicit in contrasting the total institution with what he calls 

civil society, that is, "society at large." To what extent, though, is the concept of the total 

institution an apt met£^hor for the exercise of social control in socie^ and how does 

policing contribute to that control? 

2.5.2 Observation 

Observation, what Matthew Hannah terms the "bureaucratic gaze," is an important 

moment in the disciplinary logic of social control^® (Hannah 1993: 421). For example, in 

order for the U.S. government to tighten control over Oglala Indians at the end of the last 

century "it was necessary to improve drastically the resolution of the official gaze, ideally 

to the point where it can assign a fixed identity to each Indian" (ibid: 418). Similarly, in 

California during the labor unrest among migrant farm workers in the Hrst half of the 

twentieth centruy, police and farm owners worked together in attempting to fix the identity 

and location of otherwise fluid pools of migrant workers. As Mitchell writes: 

"Uncontrolled, constant mobility removes people from the policing gaze of the state... 

making the job of control that much more difficult" (Ntitchell 1996:60). Further, N/Otchell 

writes that "modem power, organized through stuveillance, is possible only when 

individuals can be accurately placed" (ibid: 174, emphasis in the original). Mobility 

confounds placement and leaves individuals unidentiHable, unaccountable, and 

uncontrolled (Hannah 1993:420). Power rests on placement which in tum rests on the 

Hannah (1993:413) writes: At the core of the disciplinaiy logic of social control lies a mechanism 

fortheiegulatiooofhumanactivitycomposedof three 'moments': observation, judgement and 

enforcement" While police play a role in the judgement process — for example, in scnne cases, deciding 

whether or not to arrest and/or charge a suspect — judgement perse is carried out principally in courts and 

prisons. Judgement is closely tied to punishment, discussion of which is problematically absent from 

Hannah's analysis. See Fbucault (1979) and Driver (1985; 1994). 
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collection and cataloging of infonnation. In other words, disciplinary power cannot be 

exercised without detailed knowledge of subject populations.^"^ (See Anderson 1983: 163-

185.) 

Conventic»al policing which is centered around motorized patrols puts police in 

motion. In theory this allows police to extend the bureaucratic gaze of their authority. In 

practice, however, it has produced a policing landscape that is unfixed. Motorized patrols 

have a low visual resolution. What the motcHized police ofRcer sees most clearly is traffic. 

As a result, the role of the patrol officer — when not responding to a radio call — can easily 

be reduced to one of ticket-writer. Meanwhile, away from the street — or at least away from 

the street when the patrol car passes — the microdynamics of street life are largely shaded 

from view. The placing of officers in squad cars and the re-orientation of police patrol 

around motorized, as opposed to walking beats has extended the range of the police's gaze 

and accelerated the speed at which police can cover large areas, but it has notably 

diminished the intensity of that gaze. Motorized patrols also increase the speed with which 

police can respond to calls and, thereby, execute the second moment in the disciplinary 

logic of social control: enforcement. 

2.5.3 Enforcement 

Enforcement is the ability (the power) to punish transgressions. Within 

conventional policing, enforcement is achieved through the deployment of two fundamental 

Wilsoa (1968; 291) writes; "The central problem of the patroiman, and thus of the police, is to 

maintain order and to reduce, to the limited extent possible, the opportunities for crime The officer's 

ability to make ... judgements is improved by increasing his familiarity with and involvement in the 

neighborhood he patrols.... The better he knows his beat, the more he can rely on judgements of character 

and the less he must rely on objective characteristics (race, apparent social class, age)." 
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"rights" of the police: the conditional right to use violent force to subdue suspects and the 

legal right to detain and arrest The first and primary right — to use violent force — assures 

submission. The seond achieves spatial contaimnent There are, in addition, several 

secondary means of enforcement available to police officers including (1) "clearing" an area 

(using the threat of arrest or violence to command civilians to "move along" or keep out of 

an area) and (2) the writing of citations (this is the principle mechanism for enforcing traffic 

laws). 

Enforcement is closely associated with punishment In fact however, police are not 

legally empowered to punish and the administration of such is technically "abuse." By law, 

violent force can only be used to subdue a threatening suspect in order bring him or her 

under arrest In practice, however, the application of violent force is a necessary part of the 

enforcement process (Baker 1985; Skolnick and Fyfe 1993). For example, the use of 

violent force against a suspect who has just led police on a high-speed automobile chase 

can be interpreted as punishment for his or her failure to submit to police authority and for 

necessitating the chase.^^ Similarly, arrest is not punishment but represents only entry into 

the punishment prcx%ss. The punishment process involves the courts and, often, the prison 

system. During the course of my fleldwork I heard many Boston police officers express 

frustration at what they thought of as excessive plea bargaining and lenient sentencing. As a 

result, they said, criminals are not afraid of being caught and this feariessness undermines 

the power of police to achieve social control. 

Wilson (1968) argues that law enforcement and order maintenance are distinct 

policing objectives. Law enforcement pertains to situations in which "arrest is always 

appropriate" (ibid: 292) and order maintenance to those situations in which the police 

Once again, the Rodney King incident is a clear example of police administering punishment rather 

than simply enforcing the law. 
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officer has to use methods other than arrest to manage conflict (ibid: 296). The latter kind 

of situation, writes Wilson, is much more common and requires the officer to choose from 

a wider array of tactics of intervention (ibid: 17-18). Wilson argues that law enforcement 

and order maintenance correspond with what Parsons (ibid: 16, fn 1) called the functional 

imperatives of any society, namely "goal attainment" and "pattern maintenance." However, 

the separation of the two may be arbitrary. Indeed many situations can be interpreted as 

requiring either law enforcement or order maintenance or both. Not long ago, for example, 

a police officer called upon to intervene in a family dispute wherein a husband has struck 

his wife was not likely to arrest the husband. Today, that same situation will almost always 

be interpreted by the officer as a matter of law enforcement Similarly, in a second example 

given by Wilson — this one of a drunk man's disorderly behavior — the officer could drive 

the man home <x threaten him with arrest but the law does specify arrest Therefore, 

according to his own criteria this, too, is technically a law enforcement situation. 

In sum, enforcement involves the application of knowledge gathered by means of 

observation to inflict punishment or initiate the punishment process. Enforcement is closely 

tied to the law both in that police are legally empowered to intervene (even violently) and in 

that police enforce laws including ambiguous and sweeping laws such as those regulating 

"disorderly conduct" The fundament of enforcement is the right to use violent force. 

Secondarily, is the right to arrest or otherwise effect spatial containment 

2.6 Summary 

Police are key personnel within the state-system. They are organized at various 

scales into departments with often overlapping jurisdictions. The institution of the police is 
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an important instrument of state rule and serves primarily a repressive function centered 

around the maintenance of a particular form of law and order. That order is itself based on 

private property and capitalist relations of production. Police are able to perform their 

function primarily because they are empowered to use force legitimately. Spatial 

containment is central to the exercise of social control by police. Pblice attempt spatial 

containment ~ and social control more generally ~ through the deployment of diverse 

tactics of observation and enforcement Within conventional policing the principle tactic of 

enforcement is the use of force. For policing to effect street-level social control, it must 

come to resemble a total institution, that is, it must take on more and more of the form of a 

prison — panoptically observed, spatially fixed and overseen by the same general authority. 

Total institutions and disciplinary power depend most fundamentally upon surveillance 

which is a weakness of conventional modem policing with its motorized patrols and 

retroactive investigations of crimes. Contemporary society is far too fluid to fix individuals 

in place. 

As the following chapters demonstrate, communiQ^ policing is an effort by police to 

remedy this. It attempts to maximize "fixiQ^" by assigning officers (as agents of observation 

and enforcement) to fixed areas and by focusing the policing gaze on abstract space — the 

physical neighborhoods that fit together and compose the map of the city. As will be 

shown, the deployment of Neighborhood Pblicing in Boston makes the Boston Police 

Department mcn-e closely resemble a total institution. 
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3. THE RHETORIC OF COMMUNITY POUCING 

3.1 Introduction 

This dissertation advances the argument that community poUcing is an illusion that 

serves to legitimate police practice without changing that practice in ways consistent with 

calls for police reform. Conununity policing is first and foremost a rhetorical construct It is 

not, however, merely rhetorical. There is enough that is concrete attached to the rhetoric to 

bring its illusion into what Eagleton calls the minutiae of everyday life. 

In this chapter, I review the literature on ccnnmunity policing in order to identify its 

central features as a rhetorical construct Throughout, it is important to keep in mind that if 

I write, for example, that a central feature of conmiunity policing is the production of a 

close working relationship between police and commimities, I do not mean to imply that 

such a partnership anywhere exists. Mor does it mean that such a relationship is desired by 

individual police officers assigned to do community policing. Instead, that partnership is a 

feature of the appearance of community policing. Its mention reflects the recognition by 

police that the appearance of close and harmonious relations is politically desirable and, 

therefore, must fonn part of the mask that is conmiunity policing. This chapter also 

introduces the plans heralding the Boston Police Department's community-policing 

program: Neighborhood Policing. 

3.2 From Broken Windows to Partnership 

Although over 400 U.S. police departments say they are doing it, community 

policing is an ambiguous concept which, in practice, remains largely untested. Skolnick 
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and Fyfe (1993:251) contend: "CanmuniQr.oriented policing has become widespread, 

prevalent, and fashionable not because it has proved to work, but because the alternatives 

to it have proved to fail."^^ For some community policing implies a retum to the kind of 

urban policing practiced in the first half of the twentieth century. For others it represents the 

emergence of a new set of policing goals as well as tactics for achieving them.^° 

The idea of community policing is closely associated with the work of James Q. 

Wilson whose 1982 article, "Police and Neighborhood Safety: Broken Endows," 

introduced the concept to popular audiences. The basic premise of Wilson's argument is 

that by focusing on "serious" crime (those classified by the FBI as Part I crimes: murder, 

assault, etc.), police were overlooking the very problems giving rise to those crimes in the 

first place. Police, he argues, should instead devote more attention to the relatively minor 

"signals" of decline -- such as broken windows, trash, street-level drug dealing and 

prostitution ~ that threaten neighborhood integrity. Wilson recommends that police spend 

less time in random patrols and awaiting 911 calls and more time in close contact with 

neighborhood residents and acting on their behalf to ensure the provision of services. 

An example of this kind of policing was attempted in the Wilshiie Area of Los 

Angeles in 1985 in a program called the Community Mobilization Project E'rior to 1985, 

police in the Wilshire district had shrugged off most requests for service as "nuisance 

calls." The Community Mobilization Project represented a recognition by police that what 

^  ̂ The chief alternative to which the authors refer is known as the Refotm or Berkeley Model. That 

model, which relies on centralized command, random motorized patrols and rapid response to "911" calls, 

has failed to control crime, anest fear, or forge ties to neighborhoods, hi assessing the 'failure" of 

conventiaial pcdicing strategies, keep in mind Reiman's (1990) charge that high crime rates serve an 

ideological funciian, diverting attentioo from harms perpetrated by the wealthy and the powerful and onto 

those by the poor. 

See Herbert (1996a. 1996b) and Fyfe (1991.1992b) on the geopolitics of community policing. 
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they dismissed as a nuisance was actually undennining neighborhood stability. As a result, 

according to Sparrow et al. (1990:11), police in Wilshite became "the conduit for all city 

government services" from street repair to tree trimming. In addition, police became active 

in the neighborhood through such activities as 'Sgraffiti paint-outs." 

VariaticHis of cc«nmuniQr policing were attempted before Wilson popularized it with 

his "broken windows" theory. One program, in Flint, Michigan, has been studied by 

Robert Trojanowicz. Trojanowicz launched community policing into national prominence 

as a practical policing strategy, complete with goals and tactics. Flint's Neighborhood 

Patrol Program began in 1979 with seven stated goals (Banas and Trojanowicz 1985: 12): 

1. To decrease the amount of actual or perceived criminal activi^. 
2. To increase the citizens' perception of personal safety. 
3. To deliver to Hint residents a type of law enforcement service consistent 

with commimity needs and the ideals of modem police practice. 
4. To create a conununity awareness of crime problems and methods of 

increasing law enforcement's ability to deal effectively with actual or 
potential criminal activity. 

5. To develop citizen volunteer action in support of, and under the direction of, 
the police department, aimed at various target crimes. 

6. To eliminate citizen apathy about reporting crime to police. 
7. To increase protection for women, children and the aged. 

This experimental program, with its emphasis on citizens' perception of crime and 

safety and on police-cc»nmunity relations, was intended to complement local police's 

"traditional" role as crime flghters. The basic structure of policing in Flint was left intact 

Twenty-two offlcers were assigned full time to beats within fourteen "experimental areas" 

covering about twenty percent of the city's population. These officers developed close 
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relations with people living and working in their designated areas. They helped form 

neighborhood associations and crimewatches and worked with members of these groups to 

identify problems, gather information and work out (when possible) collaborative strategies 

for addressing those problems. In addition, police served as a link to governmental 

agencies so as to ensure provision of needed puUic services. The foot patrol officers also 

worked closely with motorized units to produce a comprehensive "crime control" team. In 

addition to changes in patrol and beat structure, the program required new forms of 

command and supervision. Foot patrol ofHcers supplemented the traditional impersonal 

ten-minute roll call with thirty-minute biieOngs with their supervisors. In these meetings, 

patrol officers communicated local concerns to the department and devised procedures for 

handling problems. In general, officers were granted flexibility and discretion in 

determining a proper response to problems in their beats. 

The Flint program established the rhetorical framework for future community 

policing efforts in other cities. Gone was the idea of the police officer as an impassive, 

distant and faceless authority figure. In his "place" was the police officer as community-

oriented public servant, upholding community standards and contributing to neighborhood 

vitality. The specifled goals of the Flint program also construct a new vision of community: 

namely, as a place where local needs are balanced against "the ideals of modem police 

practice" and where citizens volunteer "in support of, and under the direction of, the police 

department" Therefore, even in the role of public servant, the police would retain a 

position of conmiand and authority over those it serves. 

An important outcome of Trojanowicz's analysis of the Flint program is its call for 

new measures by which to evaluate the effectiveness of these sorts of programs. 

Traditionally, policing is evaluated according to two reactive measures: response time (how 
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long it takes police to arrive on the scene after a call to 911) and Unifcvm Crime Reports 

which are, simply, tallies of the number of a selected set of repcMted crimes. Instead 

Trojanowicz suggests an alternative set of gauges for measuring the effectiveness of 

policing in Flint He found, for example: that foot patrol ofTiceis felt safer on the job and 

had greater confidence that area residents would play an active role "in crime prevention 

and control'' (Banas and Trojanowicz 1965: no. 1 p. 10); that foot patrol offlcers had 

greater job satisfaction in terms of reduced tedium, increased decision-making authority and 

the perception of increased respect from citizens (referred to as ''clientele") (Banas and 

Trojanowicz 1985: no. 2); that foot patrol officers were more efficient because they had 

less "down time" (time between responses to radio calls during which motorized patrol 

officers simply ride around) (Banas and Trojanowicz 1985: no. 3) ; and that in areas with a 

designated foot patrol the gap between Blacks' and whites' perception of police decreased 

with more favorable perceptions evidenced among both groups (Banas and Trojanowicz 

1985: no. 4). 

Greene and Mastrofski (1988) agree that the central component of community 

policing is the production of closer, more harmonious working relations between police 

and communities. Community policing, they write, implies police working with diverse 

local interests to identify problems and develop strategies for addressing them. Police are 

seen as an instrument of community revitalization: the "communis is viewed as an active 

agent in social change and the poUce are, in part, responsible to activate the community in 

its own self-protection" (Greene and Mastrofski 1988: xii). The authors also note a partial 

demilitarization of the prevailing police bureaucracy with two effects. In the first place, 

police are freed from the entrenched antagonisms evident in the "thin blue line" mentality. 

Second, individual officers are given more latitude in their dealings with civilians and 
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encouraged by their supervisors to devise and implement less conventicxial preventive 

strategies. For Goldstein (1987), however, the very idea of a police-community parmership 

is problematic. He argues that for such a partnership to work, the role of both police and 

communities has to be agreed upon and made exfdiciL This means establishing parameters 

around the kinds of actions police officers and community activists should take in 

addressing public safety concerns. In general, the literature on community policing posits 

an unequal partnership with communities as the junior partner providing inputs but under 

the direction of the police which retains all legal authority. 

Skolnick and Bayley (1966:12) also surveyed community-policing programs 

nationwide and, in their assessment, call community policing the "wave of the fumre" in 

policing. They identify four structural elements common to communiQr-policing programs: 

(1) police-community reciprocity, (2) geographic decentralization of command, (3) re

orientation of patrol, and (4) civilianization. Police-community recifX'ocity implies that 

"police and the public are co-producers of crime prevention." It means that "police serve, 

learn from, and are accountable to the conmiunity" (ibid: 212). Practically, this requires that 

police "involve the community... in the police mission" (ibid: 211). Decentralization of 

command refers, generally, to the creation of "mini-stations," each granted significant 

autonomy in deciding how to police its designated area. Even where these substations have 

not been created (as in Boston), community policing requires a filtering down of authority 

from top brass to area c£q)tains to patrol officers. Re-orientation of paU'ols means both 

increased use of foot patrols and a de-emphasis on 911. This re-orientation stems from the 

perceived need to integrate individual officers into the fabric of specific neighborhoods and 

from a desire to shift frc«n reactive policing strategies centered around radio calls for 
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service and toward proactive and preventive policing strategies. Finally, civilianization 

means the use of non-police (civilians) to do jobs previously done by sworn officers or not 

at all. By hiring clerical staff, for example, departments are able to free officers for Held 

duty. New civilian jobs have been created as well. These include liaisons to specific urban 

communities (gays, the elderly, and, in Boston, ethnic communities such as the 

Vietnamese, for whom the liaison also serves as an interpreter). 

3.3 Social Control or Circumlocution 

Klockars (1968), while acknowledging that he embraces the aspirations expressed 

in the rhetoric of conununity policing, argues that Skolnickand Bayley's review is 

uniformly uncritical and embraces a series of "circumlocutions that sponsor the appearance 

that the police are something other than what they are.... The only reason to maintain 

police in modem society is to make available a group of persons with a virtually 

unrestricted right to use violent and, when necessary, lethal means to bring certain types of 

situations under control" (ibid: 257). The rhetoric of community policing implies that it is a 

popular, grassroots movement. To the contrary, says Klockars, community policing 

increases the "autonomy and independence of police," further removing police from public 

oversight behind the mask of a legitimating illusion (ibid: 250). 

Klockars critiques the underlying concepts upon which the rhetoric of community 

policing is constructed: community and crime prevention. On the idea of community 

Klockars writes that "genuine communities do not exist or are very rare and are largely 

self-policing entities in modern society The modem police are, in a sense, a sign that 

community norms and controls are unable to manage relations within or between 

communities, or that communities themselves have become offensive to socie^" (ibid: 
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248). Klockars notes that the very act of deferring to police on the broad range of issues 

covered by community polidng is an admission by city residents that in fact no cooimunity 

exists. If it did, police would not be necessary to settle disputes, promote environmental 

maintenance or secure public safety. Klockars applauds the substitution of a geographic 

unit, neighborhood, for the more ambiguous one, community. But even this is 

problematic. Klockars insists that it is beyond the prowess of any patrol ofHcer to police an 

entire neighbc^ood. Officers police comers, streets, and blocks, all of which are smaller 

in scale than a neighborhood. In addition, unless sectors are made to correspond with 

neighborhood boundaries (and all officers are assigned designated sector beats), the notion 

of police and communities "co-producing" policing will always break down in practice. 

Like community, the idea of crime prevention is a circumlocution. In the rhetoric of 

community policing, crime prevention is dependent on collaborative efforts by police and 

city residents and the failure to reduce crime locally can be seen as a failure of the 

community to organize and look after itself. According to Klockars, police can make very 

little impact on crime rates; 

Despite the fact that for the past 50 years the police have been promoting 
themselves as crime fighters, devoting enormous resources to the effort, 
taking credit for drops in the crime rate and criticism fo^ rises in it, the best 
evidence to date is that no matter what they do they can make only marginal 
differences in it The reason is that all of the major factors influencing how 
much crime there is or is not are factors over which police have no control 
whatsoever.... Community-oriented policing is brought into being with 
the expectation that it will reduce crime. Political action groups are 
organized by police under that assumption. The assumption itself is 
converted into an untestable and irrefutable promise of prevention, coupled 
with an escape clause imder which failure to achieve prevention becomes the 
fault of the 'community.' Finally, in the face of their failure to reduce crime. 
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the organizations police created for the manifest purpose of reducing it 
[e.g., crimewatches] become ends in themselves" (ibid: 250,252). 

For Klockars the primary function of community policing is ideological: it "wraps 

police in the powerful and unquestionably good images of community, cooperation, and 

crime prevention" (ibid: 257) and, as a result, obscures the fact that the primary function of 

police is unchanged. Namely: To maintain order by violent, even lethal, means. The ideals 

of communiQr policing may be desirable social goals, but they are unrealistic. Police cannot 

build communities, "solve the problems of urban anomie" or prevent crime any more than 

they can fight (let alone win) the war against crime (ibid: 257). 

Crank (1994) agrees that the concept of community — as well as that of the 

watchman -- is a powerful, widely recognized, but ahistorical (Walker 1989) myth.^ ^ 

Invoking these myths provides community policing "a source of legitimation for police 

activity in terms of community protection when legitimacy in terms of police 

professionalism had been lost"®^ (Walker 1989:325). Therefore, community is not, as 

Bouza (1990:237) claims, a practical response to problems on the street Rather for Crank 

 ̂̂  After Dinkheim, Crank defines "myth" as establisfaing. maintaining and expressing social 

solidarity. Myths are ahistorical and imbue social instituticMis with legitimacy (Crank 1994; 332). As such, 

they may be said to be idetdogical. 

Loss of legitimacy, according to Crank, "is a ceremonial process marked by rituals of public 

degradation and absolution through the adoptiaa of a new legitimating mandate" (Crank 1994:328). In the 

1960s, police departments across the country experienced a loss of legitimacy as a result of televised police 

abuses during civil rights and anti-war demonstrations culminating in the I^mer Commission and Crime 

Commission Reports of 1967. People also saw that police had lost, and could easily again lose, control of 

the streets. The police response to that crisis oflegitimacy was a new mandate: professionalism. Police 

began to portray themselves as highly trained and impassive public-safety professionals. A similar crisis 

emerged in the 1980s and continties in many cities today as a result of widespread fear of crime and strained 

police-community relations. 
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(1994; 326), commum^ policing is Hrst and foremost "aimed at restoring legitimacy to 

police" in the face of police's inabiliQr to win "the war on crime" and widely publicized 

police abuses. While the introduction of conununity policing in Boston may be seen as 

tactical, it is also a response to a similar crisis of legitimacy. 

3.4 Neighborhood Pblicine in Boston 

Boston police and communities experienced a ritualistic severing of ties during the 

rioting that accompanied the introduction of school busing in 1974 (Lukas; Lupo). People 

of Irish descent constitute the largest segment of Boston's population, a large proportion of 

its police force, and an even larger propcHtion of the anti-busing rioters. When police 

officers fuUfilled their obligation to protect African-American children participating in a 

court-madated school-busing program, many Bostonians believed that the police 

department had turned it back on its own (community) interests. Conmientators such as 

Lukas (1986) and Lupo (1977) identify the scxnetimes violent clashes between white 

Bostonians and police as signifying a vital and as-yet unmended rupture in the fabric of 

police-community relations. 

In 1978 the BHD created a Community Disorders Unit that won national praise for 

its work in sensitizing police to the diverse needs of Boston's population. Through 

intensive outreach it was able to reaffirm ties between police and some city residents. Still, 

many charged that unequal treatment remained endemic to the practice of policing in 

Boston. Then in 1962 the department suffered a blow as voters accepted a ballot measure. 

Proposition 2 1/2, that limited the tax revenues available to police and other city agencies. It 

was out of this double crisis — of patchy police-conununity relations and budgetary 

constraints — that the BPD, in 1982, announced plans for community policing.®^ In 1985, 
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the BPD unveiled the Neighborhoods Crime Watch I^ogiain, an outreach and organizing 

campaign which the department credits with having "helped found and/or sustain more than 

six hundred groups" (BPD: 6). 

Police-communiQr relations suffered another blow in 1969 during investigation of 

the murder of a pregnant white woman. According to the original, sensationalized police 

report, Carol DiMati Stuart was shot to death by a Black male during an attempted 

caijacking. Her husband, Charles, was also shot but managed to escape. News of the 

attack electrified the city and galvanized police. Although some of the subsequent charges 

were exaggerated, many police officers made plain that they ccHisidered all young Black 

males as suspects. Countless youths were detained, many brusquely. Race relations — 

already poor between police and the city's African-Americans — dissolved into raw 

acrimony. 

It must be remembered that by 1989 the decade's wild economic growth had stalled 

leaving the process of gentriflcation only partially completed. With foreclosures outpacing 

new housing starts, "pioneers'* along the edges of Roxbury and the South End, for 

example, felt vulnerable in their new, economically- and ethnically-mixed enclaves. As 

well, the vehement national rhetoric on crime with its just-below-the-surface reference to 

race that had helped propel the presidential candidacies of Reagan and then Bush had been 

absorbed. Supporting the attendant perceptions of fear were real increases in most crime 

statistics. Boston police, with fewer than two thousand officers (which is nearly one 

thousand fewer than before Prop 2 1/2), outmoded equipment and a combative attitude 

Except for creatiflg new horseback patrols and frequent mention by Commissioner Roacbe of the 

Deed to reconnect with city residents, this first foray into community policing made little impact (See, for 

example. The St Clair Committee Report) 
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toward civilians, were perceived as pathetically ineffective in their efforts to protect citizens 

from violent attack. The Charies Stuart murder case, as it came to be called, was perhaps 

the last thing the department needed. Unfortunately, their response ~ with its veneer of 

racism and disregard for constitutional rights — proved especially ill-timed. Charles Stuart 

confessed to arranging with his brother to murder his wife while making it appear as a 

caijacking. He then leapt to his death into the Mystic River. Currently, William Bennett, 

whom police presented to the media as their prime suspect, is suing the Boston Police 

E)epartment for violating his civil rights. 

In the wake of the Stuart debacle, three separate commissions were charged with 

appraising the department Two of them, the Schwartz and Hennessey Commissions, 

recommended tightening investigative practices, improving training and overhauling search 

procedures. The real heat came from the St. Clair Committee headed by Watergate attorney 

James St Clair and composed of diverse community leaders and criminologists like Jack 

McDevitt from Northeastern University. The SL Clair Committee Report levelled sharp 

criticism at nearly all aspects of the BPD. Charges included: 

• poor, sometimes hostile, police-community relations brought on by the 

department's demonstrated inabiliQr or unwillingness to police itself 

• police leadership that lacked "vision and purpose" and the ability to 

implement change 

• a "near total lack of accountabiliQr within the department"^"^ 

• the "absence of any strategic plan"^^ 

The report states: "[Commissiaoer] Roacbe has not done a good job. That has filtered down to the 

policeman on the beat knowing nothing is going to happen to him no matter what he does on the beat" 

The report further states: "The absence of any strategic plan has resulted in divisive 'turf wars' 

between different segments of the department.. .It actually operates as many separate and nearly 

autonomous police departments, each with its own priorities and infonnai rules, rather than as a unified 
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• "poor mcxale among the police force and growing impatience in the 

ctmmiunities'̂  

The Committee also criticized what it called the department's half-hearted efforts to 

implement community-oriented policing. They write: "We find the department's current 

efforts undertaken with the label 'commimity policing' are incomplete and superficial 

The department is attempting to 'a(ki commimity policing on' to its existing practices; it is 

not, as it must, shifting to a new and more proactive policing philosophy." In addition, 

they found that "almost none of the police officers we interviewed... had any 

understanding of this new policing strategy, and even fewer were consulted during its 

development" The Conunittee's critique extended beyond the BPD to take on the entire 

theory of modem policing. The report states: "We do not believe that the 'core tactics' of 

modem policing — patrol, rapid response and detective investigation — can succeed, or that 

the goal of crime control, at least as the department currently understands it, is a complete 

and adequate statement the police mission. The department needs both a broader range of 

approaches and a broader sense of its role." In response, they called for thorough, 

department-wide change to a conununity-oriented and problem-solving policing s^le. This 

means developing new relationships with Boston's communities; switching from reactive, 

incident-oriented tactics to preventive, problem-oriented tactics; making better use of what 

they call a largely squandered resource, the patrol officer; and re-shaping the department's 

structure, conunand and management^^ 

In reply to the St Clair Committee Report the BPD published, in September 1992, 

organization with shared goals and objectives." 

The Cominiltee also recommended that it be reconvened in six mooths to assess progress. That 

request was denied first by Commissioiier Roache, then by Commissioner Brattoo, and, most recently, by 

Commissioner Evans. 
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The Plan of Action for Neighborhood Policing (henceforth. The PUm). The Plan spells 

out for the department and, perhaps more importantly, the pubhc and media twenty-five 

steps necessary for implementing community policing in Boston. These steps or tasks are 

broken into four groups; 

• forging ties with community-based groups and develoinng individual 

strategies for each neighborhood 

• assessing current police perscnmel to determine maximal deployment 

• retraining 

• material improvements, especially the installation of an elaborate computer 

system for managing the massive flow of information police maintain or 

have access to on all of us. 

According to The Plan, the central feature of the department's plan to implement 

community policing was massive material improvements, specifically computers and a $51 

million renovation of headquarters. The Plan calls for the installation of a powerful 

mainframe computer into which would be entered all of the department's lecords.^^ As 

well, that system, with terminals in the different area stations, would ease access to state 

and national databases. The department also installed a new Computer Aided Dispatch 

(CAD) system for tracking the location of response units and assigning them to calls. In 

addition. Mobile Data Terminals (MDTs) were installed in most police cruisers. MDTs 

enable officers to check license plate and driver's registration numbers as well as to check 

for outstanding warrants. 

Of the remaining task-groupngs, the first pertains to developing a partnership with 

Prior to the installalioo of that computer, the department maintained its records in the more 

difflcult to access paper form. 
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neighborhood groups and other concerned citizens through internal reorganization and 

outreach. Internal reorganization requires police to redraw beat and sector boundaries to 

conform better to city neighborhoods and, thus, to deploy officers full-time to areas which 

demonstrate some form of practical cohesiveness — either as a business district or through 

an organized neighborhood association. Furthermore, the BPD would inventory all 

neighborhood-based groups, from merchant associations to crimewatches. Then, working 

with tfiese groups, the department would compile a list of "quantifiable quality-of-life 

conditions (such as abandoned cars or buildings, littered lots, etc.) that are most important 

to measuring progress in each beat" (BPD: 36). Crime-related problems, real and 

perceived, would be added to this list Also, police would hold public meetings to spread 

the word about the department's new Neighborhood Policing program. 

The Plan states that: 'Tull implementation of the new policing strategy will depend 

on hiring enough officers to staff all the beats and sectors that will be delineated" (BPD: ii). 

Given the unlikelihood that the department ~ even with federal grant money — would be 

able to add the requisite number of officers. The Plan provides an out for BPD 

administrators in the event that they are unable or unwilling to do all it takes to fully 

implement communiQr policing or to provide the much-touted and highly-coveted walking 

beats.^® 

Retraining — the goal of the third set of tasks — means in-service training in 

In fact, as plans were scaled back in the ensuing year and police backed away from talk of 

depaitment-wide change, administrators found refuge in the complaint that failure rested in budgetary 

concems and not in their own resolve. For example, in the summer of 1993 the department created one 

hundred walking beats in business disuicts around the city. Within two months, however, most of these 

ofncers returned to their regular assignments because, administratois ex{4ained, the department could not 

otherwise afford to staff its "anti-crime" units (i.e.. cops in cruisers). 
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problem-solving, cultural diversi^ and community organizing. Retraining would be 

achieved primarily through the production four videos to be shown during roll call 

covering various aspects of effective policing from crime-scene management to customer 

relations, and from baton training to domestic violence. During their basic police academy 

training, new recruits would leam problem solving and be told about the importance of 

working with citizens. 

3.4.1 The Rhetoric 

The rhetoric surrounding the introduction of Neighbo±ood Policing in Boston far 

exceeds the scope of The Plan. Indeed, The Plan outlines only what administrators 

considered to be the basic requirements for full implementation. It is less specific about 

how precisely to practice community policing. 

The Plan defines Neighborhood Policing as "the operating strategy and style of 

policing in which police officers and the departments they represent create a partnership 

with citizens and all relevant public and private agencies to identify, aggressively attack, 

and successfully solve problems that are engendering crime, disorder and fear. As these 

conditions are removed, police, other agencies, and the public woiic together to prevent 

new problems from arising and becoming serious" (BPD: 4). Contained within that 

definition are the three rhetorical principles upon which Neighborhood Policing is 

imagined: partnership, problem solving and prevention (the "three f̂ "). According to The 

Plan, partnership is to be achieved by officers meeting with citizens groups and by police 

working closely with other government agencies — the courts, state's attorney, schools ~ 

on specific initiatives. Problem solving means identifying local problems (e.g., inadequate 

street lighting or street comer drug dealing) and tackling them without waiting for an 
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emergency call for service (e.g., by getting brighter lights installed or clearing a comer). 

Prevention, on the other hand, as Klockars argues, is more difficult to actualize. It is both 

the intended outcome of the first two components and a hedge against actual crime rates. 

The shift in emphasis to the "three Ps" is part of a rhetorical (as opposed to 

practical) redefinition of police and their mission. In The Plan, police are termed "society's 

most important generalists" (BPD: 4), "society's leading proUem solvers in the drive to 

free every neighboihood from crime, disorder and fear" (BPD: ii), and "society's frontline 

defenders of constitutional rights" (BPD: 29). Undergirding all of this, "police officers 

must be equipped, trained, and organized to handle emergency calls, to reach rapidly all 

locations where persons or property are being threatened and to intervene effectively. They 

must also be able to... pursue offenders until they are caught" (BPD: 31). 

To accomplish this expanded conception of the role of police in society. The Plan 

suggests the development of alternative measures for gauging the department's success, 

ones that are sensitive to the contribution of police to maintaining the vitality of 

neighborhoods. "Instead of using only traditional measures which are designed to track 

police activities (response times, etc). Neighborhood Policing will quantify results that 

correlate to actual improvements in the quali^ of life in each neighborhood" (BPD: 5). 

These would include the number of streets with an organized crimewatch, the general 

appearance of neighborhoods, and even population growth. Most importantly, 

Neighborhood Policing intends to attack fear "For it is fear, even more than the actual 

incidence of crime, that destroys the confidence of peo{de in their neighborhoods and 

causes them to abandon hope of rooting their future in a particular place" (BPD: 3). 

William Bratton, who was hired to replace the much-maligned Mickey Roache^^, 

Brauon was hired in January of 1992 as second in command to Roache. In July of 1993 he replaced 
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heralded the introductioa of community policing to Boston as a revolution in policing. No 

longer would pdice see themselves as the "thin blue line" separating order from chaos. 

Instead, police would become partners and problem solvers. Bratton pledged to meet with 

as many conununity groups as possible aixl to use the media to communicate his vision of 

policing. He promised also to open his department to scholars of policing. Let Boston be a 

laboratory, he often said, where new ideas in policing are tried (Bratton; speech to the New 

England Broadcast Media Association). 

Neither The Plan nor the policing literature offers concrete guidelines on how 

actually to do community-oriented policing. What Goldstein or Skolnick and Bayley 

identify as common elements of a conmiunity-policing program more closely resemble 

goals and theoretical principles than they do actual policy recorrmiendations. TJie Plan 

reflects this ambiguity. While describing in great detail some of the technological pre

requisites for implementing change, it says little about what that change must be. The Plan 

merely describes a structural reorganizati(xi that would permit the department's eleven area 

captains to develop local strategies consistent with the principles of partnership, prevention 

and problem solving. 

Neighborhood Policing ~ or at least the adc^tion of conununity-policing rhetoric by 

ciQr officials and pdice administrators — is as much a response to the Sl Clair report as it is 

a practical approach to Boston's policing concerns. This is borne out by the recent hasty 

Roache as Police CommissioiiBr. At the time of his ptomotioa thete was specuiatioa that if Rudolph 

Giuliani won the New Yorkmayoial electioo, he would ask Biatton to take over the New York Police 

Department Bratton. though, promised to honor his four-year contract with the BPD. "I'm here and it's 

right," he told the New England Broadcast Media Association in late July of 1993. "Everything I want to do 

withmylifeprofessionallyandcommissionally, Icandofrom thisposititm. So yes, I would [U* offered, 

turn down the New York job]. Boston is where I want to be." Bratton left the BPD for New York in 

November. 
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retreat of police administrators from their original pledge of department-wide change. Yet 

there is some substance to the rhetoric, just not on the scale advertised by police. Where 

fonner Police Conmiissioner Bratton provided bravado and a media blitz to sell his ideas, 

current Conmiissioner Piaul Evans has been low key. A cop from the old school who came 

up through the ranks of the BPD, Evans may not be comfortable with community policing. 

He has moved it out of the media spotlight and has not provided the kind of leadership that 

Bratton stressed was necessary to change the "philosophy" of the department When 

questioned, Evans promises no department-wide changes, as did Bratton. Still, because it 

would be politically dangerous for him to make a public show of withdrawing support, he 

tends to hide his own inaction behind a few showpieces, most of which are found in Area 

C-II, Dorchester. 

3.4.2 The Reality: Communitv Policing in Dorchester 

When Bratton left the department, much of the rhetorical energy was pulled from 

the movement toward conununity policing. Now, in the absence of a concerted, top-down 

effort to implement new tactics and to re-orient the department's mission, area captains (and 

their patrol officers) have been left with the task of inventing parmership- and problem-

solving-oriented policing. In Bostcm, the one area captain who has distinguished himself 

by a commitment to community policing is Captain Robert Dunford who commands Area 

C- II, Dorchester. The success of the BPD in recasting itself in the cloak of community 

policing is largely due to Captain Dunford and a small group of police offlcers and civilian 

police employees woridng in his area, most notably the area's four full-time Community 

Service Officers (CSOs). 

CSOs are regular police officers whose job is to attend crimewatch and community 
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meetings where they exchange information on local criminal activiQr, field complaints and 

requests for service, and try to find solutions to local problems. Friday nights the officers 

dress in plain clothes and go into the neighborhoods to follow-up on leads. Captain 

Dunford allows his CSOs liberal discretion in choosing their respcMise. They have shut 

down drug houses by going after absentee landlords and by helping landlords evict 

problem tenants; brought city services to neighborhoods in need of street repair, tree 

trimmings or brighter lights; bad autos towed, loud parties stopped, derelict buildings 

boarded up and vacant lots cleared. The offlcers have gone after rowdy bar-patrons by 

ticketing their illegally parked cars. DOTchester's CSOs have accumulated a following but 

they also have their critics. Scxne city residents have complained that their needs are 

ignored, that the officers are disrepectful, and/or that the CSOs talk about doing things but 

don't deliver. Close observation of CSOs over a nine-month period — at the station, at 

meetings and when out following leads — convinced me that they, more than anyone or 

anything else, are the active material force of community policing in Boston.^^ 

A second important feature of community poUcing in Dorchester is the participation 

of police there in several nationally-funded and much-touted community-policing 

initiatives. One such initiative, the Safe Neighborhood Initiative (SNI) has been called a 

community-policing pilot {n^ogram by U.S. Attorney General Janet Reno. SNI is a 

collaborative effort between different government agencies representing multiple scales: the 

Mayor's Office, the Suffolk County District Attorney, the Attorney General of 

Massachusetts, as well as the BPD, local schools and community-based organizations like 

While each of Bostoa's eleven police areas has a Conrniunity Service Office, none demonstrated 

the commitment to or understanding of partnership and proUem-solving as do the CSOs of Area C-11. 

Commissioner Evans is right to send observers there; it may be the only place they'll see community 

policing in Boston. 
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the Dorchester Youth Cdlaborative and Bowdoin Street Health Center. Funding comes 

from federal and state grants with matching municipal funds. 

According to its grant, the "ultimate goal of the SNI is to develop a multi-agency 

approach to reduce violent crime in a designated geographical area and restore the 

neighborhood through social and eccxiomic revitalization" (Office of the Attorney General: 

9). Its major components are law enforcement, conununiQr organizing and revitalization, 

and crime prevention through intervention and outreach. SNI's law enforcement objectives 

(ibid: 10-11) include: 

• "to conduct undercover surveillance and to record criminal activity" 

• "to document criminal activity by means of still photographs and video 

recording for purposes of criminal prosecution" 

• "to target drug distributors for undercover drug purchases and suspected 

buyers for drug interceptions" 

• "to deploy additional walking beats. Code- IQs"^ ^ and Community Service 

Officers who will assist in the development of crimewatch organizations" 

• "to surrender, revoke parole or deport individuals who have violated the 

conditions of their respective status" 

• "to target particular trouble spots" 

• "to enhance levels of communication between police, prosecutors and 

neighborhood residents" 

• "to encourage neighborhood residents to assist police and prosecutors in 

 ̂ A Code-19 (what some officers call "walk-and-tall̂ ') is where an officer parks his or her vehicle and 

conducts a short, highly concentrated walking patrol of a targeted location with emphasis on talking with 

and developing contacts among civilians. 
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"to introduce... expedited prosecution" 
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As described, the law enforcement component of SNI — the only one directly 

involving pdice — does not meaningfully recast either the ends or the means of BPD 

activity. The goal is to arrest criminals, notably drug offenders by means of stepped-up 

surveillance, interdiction and prosecution. To the extent that SNI's grant proposal 

formulates a police-community partnership it is on a very limited basis. Neighborhood 

residents are enlisted as watehers and wimesses. But will integrating crimewatch members 

into their surveillance and prosecuticm machine make policing more equitable or 

accountable? There is no mention of problem solving or of determining local needs as 

expressed in the Plan of Action. There is no explicit attempt to address the problems 

identified in the St Qair Commission Report And yet — as will be shown in later sections 

~ police have (unintentionally) produced mechanisms, that civilian activists within the SNI 

area have been able to use to mate police more accountable to their interests. 

In the next chapter I examine in greater detail the practice of conununity policing in 

Dorchester. I focus on the actions of Community Service Officers. For it is they — the 

CSOs working in formal and informal partnership with patrol officers, neighboiliood 

residents, and other government officials — who, in the final analysis, perform community 

policing in Boston and in so doing generate the concrete action that makes the illusion of 

community so convincing and compelling. 
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4. THE PRACTICE OF NHGHBORHOOD POUaNG 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the concrete elements attached to the rhetoric of community 

policing. These concrete, observable elements give community policing its shape and 

extend its rtietoric into the material practice of everyday life. They also give community 

policing its ideological power and mate it difficult to dismiss. I examine Neighborhood 

Policing in tenns of the central features identified by the community-policing literature and 

discussed in the previous chapter. They are decentralization of command and authority ; 

geographic re-orientation of patrol; civilianization; and partnership-oriented relations 

between police and civilians. My focus is the fourth aspect, the so-called police-community 

partnership, as this is the fundament of the rhetoric of community policing. This chapter 

also identifies material forces ~ both within and outside of the BPD — agitating against and 

limiting the implementation of community policing. 

4.2 Decentralization of Command 

Under former-Commissioner Bratton, supervisory authority over all uniformed 

officers was given to the Superintendent of Held Services who, in turn, granted 

unprecedented autonomy to his eleven captains. Area captains determined the best use of all 

area resources and were granted the authority to manipulate sector boundaries (the specific 

beats within each police area). They also created special-teams units and deployed them as 

they thought fit within their areas. Under cunent-Commissioner Evans, the discretion of 

captains has been curtailed. Captains still report directly to the Superintendent of Field 
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Services but that office has become merely ancillary to the Commissicner who has final 

authority over special-unit deployments throughout the city. 

Still, captains have retained some autonomy including the authority to assemble 

special teams. For example, when, following a major raid of a public-housing complex in 

the Orchard Park secticm of Roxbury, gang and drug activity increased in nearby 

Dorchester neighborhoods, Dorchester's Captain Dunford was able to assemble a special 

team of patrol officers to target key streets or "hot spots." Dunford's intent was to stave off 

conflict between entrenched gangs and encroaching dealers who bad been displaced by the 

raid. The special unit consisted of two-person motorized patrol teams instructed to stay 

within a very limited area and to get out of their vehicles to conduct frequent Code-19s. A 

Code-19 increases the visibility of police and allows them to develop informants and meet 

area merchants and residents. In addition to the two-person teams, Dunford assigned a 

plainclothes unit to the hot-spots area. The plainclothes teams woiked in tandem with the 

patrol units to form a continuous network of surveillance over the targeted area. 

In addition to retaining geneial authority over local deployments, area captains are 

encouraged to develop initiatives that might lead to the department's obtaining a state or 

federal law-enforcement grant The Safe Neighborhood Initiative (SNI) is one such 

initiative. Developed in conjunction with the Mayor's Office, the Office of the District 

Attorney of Suffolk County, and the Office of the Attorney General of Massachusetts, SNI 

is a broad-based approach to policing in a delimited section of Dorchester. Using grant 

money. Area C-l 1 hired a full-time civilian employee to coordinate the activities of the 

various agencies involved in the grant and to do extensive outreach and crimewatch 

organizing within the Safe Neighborhood Initiative area, (see Rgure 1.2.) Within the SNI 

area. Captain Dunford determines how to deploy police resources. In addition, he is the 
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ranking member of the BPD at all meetings regarding administration of the SNI grant 

Another aspect of conmiunity policing's decentralization is its emphasis on 

discretion. Police departments ate hieiarchically structured para-military organizations with 

clear chains of command. In practice, though, police have considerable discretion in 

determining a course of action. When they interact with civilians — as suspects, victims, 

informants, or by-standers ~ they are usually alone or with a single partner and, therefore, 

unsupervised. Thus, it is up to the patrol officers to apply the principles of community 

policing ~ the "three Ps" — in their daily practice as cops. New recruits leam about 

community policing at the BPD academy, where they devote two days of their six-week 

basic instruction to learning the philosophy and practice of conununity policing. Veteran 

officers are required to attend whole or half-day seminars. Instruction consists in role-

playing exercises in which officers are asted to apply the principles of parmership, 

prevention and problem-solving to hypothetical situations. Interviews and ride-alongs with 

patrol officers uncovered little evidence of police doing their job any differently from the 

way they did it before the introduction Neighborhood Policing. 

One exception involved an officer with whom I did an area-wide ride-along and his 

efforts to disperse clusters of youths gathered in front of businesses on Hancock Street 

between Columbia Road and Dorchester Avenue, (see Hgure 1.4.) Residents — 
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including members of the Hancock Street Neighborhood Association and a small, 

predominantly Cape Verdean crimewatch ~ had complained to the CSOs that they didn't 

feel safe visiting Hancock's commercial establishments. Shop owners also complained that 

they feared that loiterers were keeping customers away. The officer with whom I rode had 

heard about the complaints frcm Captain Dunford during roll call. (The captain learned of 

the problem during a briefing with the CSOs and from the manifold^^ which describes 

recent incidents in the area.) Following roll call, the patrol officer pulled the appropriate 

Sector Problem Resolution Fonn which had been prepared by a CSO and contained all 

intelligence regarding the complaint including the precise locations where youths gathered 

and a general description of the youths. Before heading out, the patrol officer conferred 

with the patrol officer assigned to the sector containing Hancock Street The two officers 

agreed that a little extra pressure might help clear the street, at least temporarily. During my 

ride-along, then, the officer engaged various tactics intended to disperse gathering youths. 

First he slowly drove up and down the length of the street, looking over (and being looked 

over by) the people gathered there. Next he parked his squad car in front of a grocery store 

and, after several minutes, got out of the car to enter the store where he talked with a clerk 

behind the counter. Upon leaving the store he turned to a group of six males and in a 

friendly tone told them to find someplace else to hang out because they could not block the 

sidewalk. The youths moved off toward Columbia Road and the officer walked in the 

opposite direction toward a second group of five or six young men.^^ Those youths also 

moved off, dropping out of sight down a side street The officer then returned to the car 

The manifold, which is used to assign resources, is piepared each day hy the day-shift PSO 

Although the officer asked me to stay in the car while he did his Code-19,1 had a clear view and an 

open window and thus was able to observe most of what he did. 
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where he sat with me for perhaps five minutes before driving on. Twenty minutes later we 

returned to the store and found that one of the groups was again in place. Rather than get 

out the car, the officer called through the open window, reminding them in a friendly, 

complaining voice that he'd already told them to find somewhere else to hang out Again 

the youths moved off. This time we circled the block twice and then parked the car across 

the street from the store where we waited for perhaps five minutes. During that time, the 

youths returned but, seeing the squad car, continued past the store to the comer and turned 

out of sight The officer followed them around the comer, cruising slowly past and, with 

the car's internal light on, explicitly looked them over. We were then called by radio to 

another location. After nearly an hour we returned to Hancock Street where the officer 

cruised the block at normal speed ^parently paying no attention to the youths who were 

again in front of the store. After we had tumed off of Hancock Street the officer radioed the 

designated sector officer to explain that he had been unable to persuade the youths to 

disperse. The second officer acknowledged that he had patrolled the street about thirty 

minutes previous (while we were on another call). He then asked the officer with whom I 

was tiding to wait five minutes and then to return to Hancock Street to provide back-up. 

When we pulled up, the designated sector officer was out of his car talking to several 

youths outside of the grocery store. As others came up to watch he shooed them away by 

telling them that if they wanted to stick around he would be happy to cite them all for 

loitering. He pointed to the "No Loitering" sign posted above the store entrance. We stayed 

in our squad car and watched as the officer collected i.d.s and ran a warrant check. Finding 

nothing he firmly told the young men that if he or the other officer (the one with me) found 

them in front of the store again they would be cited for loitering and, if that didn't keep 

them away, arrested for disorderly conduct After the youths had moved off, the sector 
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officer came over to our car to say that he would handle it from here but that he doubted 

he'd have any more trouble that night In the following weeks I received updates from the 

designated sector officer on loitering along Hancock Street including that he had recently 

picked up two of the youths encountered that first night on unrelated warrants. 

This incident reveals several aspects of conununi^ policing — including not just 

decentralization of authority but also aspects of commtmity policing's geographic re

orientation of patrol and its incorporation communiQ^ inputs into the policing process. At 

the same time, it shows the continuity of community policing with conventional policing 

strategy. A roving patrol officer has taken the initiative to implement a plan for solving (at 

least temporarily) a problem identified by city residents. Those residents also provided the 

initial intelligence which they passed along as part of their formal relationship with 

Dorchester's Community Ser/ice Officers. While the situation was typical of the kind 

customarily highlighted by Captain Dunford at roll call before the introduction of 

Neighborhood Policing the detailed intelligence likely would not have been available to him 

had the department not had CSOs regularly attending crimewatch meetings and working 

with neighborhood-based public-safety activists. The officer did not check with his 

supervisor before executing his plan. He did meet with and coordinate his efforts with the 

designated sector officer assigned to t^cock Street as part of community policing's 

geographic re-orientation. The youths were in clear violation of anti-loitehng ordinances 

and the police were within their legal authoriQr to cite them. However, as a loitering charge 

would not have been sufficient to justify bringing them back to the station, the officers 

chose a strategy of harassment and, eventually, threatened arrest for disorderly conduct. 

The roving patrol officer hoped that his presence would be enough to clear the street When 
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the youths refused to vacate the area, the officer clearly felt a challenge to his authority and 

escala^ the situation, calling in the second officer who, as the primary c^ficer in that 

sector, raised the stakes by threatening arrest 

Before Neighborhood Pblicing, that designated sector beat did not exist Without it 

the back-up would have to have been arranged with another roving patrol which would 

have required careful geographic planning and might have been difficult to justify 

without a call to 911. By creating a designated beat and by assigning individual officers 

with the responsibility for managing the accumulated knowledge about police-civilian 

relations (both collaborative and antagonistic) within it the BPD improved its institutional 

memory which, in turn, cuts down on the anonymity many people enjoy in their relations 

with police. The officer reviewed intelligence stored on forms at the station and aeated an 

impromptu hot spot that brought a specific location into focus. Thereby he was able to 

sharpen his policing gaze and make visible the specific individuals creating a public 

nuisance and challenging police authority. 

The actual tactics applied were not spedal to community policing and may even 

hearken back to those used by the old constable on patroP'̂  ~ the walking man who 

patrolled a neighborhood by foot, "moving along" loiterers and chatting with shop owners. 

The fundamental continuity with conventional policing is demonstrated by the simple fact 

that undergirding relations between the police officer and his suspects/subjects was the 

officer's possession of the right to use force to achieve his legally and morally mandated 

ends.*^^ He could forceably take anyone who resisted his authority into custody and trump 

The term cop origiiiated as an acroaym for ccnstaUe on patrol. 

Legal in that police were able to use the law ~ in this case, anti-loitering and disorderly conduct 

ordinances ~ to achieve order and moral because police were acting, in part, to achieve a goal expressed by 

members of the "community." 
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any act of violence all the way even to a shoot-ouL The officer's call for back-up prior to 

the final confrontation reveals his recognition of the possible necessity of using force to 

achieve a satisfactory end. 

4.3 Geographic Re-orientation of Patrol 

Policing involves the spatial exercise of power. Regardless of how units are 

deployed or what tactics are used, the basic task of police is to establish and maintain 

control over territory (Nugent 1993:88; Herbert 1996b; Lowman 1986; Sack 1986: 1.) 

Conventional modem policing — with its radio-coordinated motorized patrols — emphasizes 

the police's purported ability to bring large areas into a net of surveillance and enforcement 

Community policing is a direct rebuttal to the effectiveness of this sort of deploymenL 

Community-policing advocates — from Trojanowicz to Dunford — recognize that the net 

cast by motorized patrols misses more than it catches. As a result, they advocate 

neighborhood-scaled policing: individual officers assigned full-time to small areas, 

preferably on foot and backed up by close-by motorized units. 

Previous to the introduction of community policing, one or two cars were assigned 

nightly to each of EXirchester's ten sectors. From shift to shift, however, the officer(s) 

staffing the cars might change. As part of Neighborhood Policing, fifteen officers have 

been assigned permanently to those ten sectors (five sectors have two designated officers 

including one who performs a walking or bicycle patrol). Coverage remains inconsistent, 

however, due to the time-geography of these deployments. There are three policing shifts 

each day: 6 a.m. till 2 p.m.; 2 p.m. till 10 p.m.; and 10 p.m. till 6 a.m. Thus, on two shifts 

daily and three when the designated officer is off, an alternate patrols the sector. Ounford 

has explained to the lead officer in each sector that they are to manage all of the information 
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relevant to their sector. That means reading all incident repots and Sector Problem 

Resolution Forms and conferhng with other officers who have patrolled their beat'̂ ^ 

The incident on Hancock Street demonstrates the sense of ownership felt by 

designated officers. Although the roving patrol officer had suggested the plan to clear 

Hancock Street and initiated the contact with the youths, he left it to the designated officer 

to execute the final escalation. This was important because it demonstrated to the youths 

that the sector officer was aware of everything going on there and that fellow officers 

deferred to his authority. This sense of ownership is reflected also in the sector officer's 

escalation to the point of threatening arrest In so doing he demonstrated his authority to the 

youths and his competence to the officer with whom I rode. 

Captain Dunford noted two other aspects of his station's geographic re-orientation: 

redrawing of area boundanes^^ and expanded use of hot spots. Working with the 

Commissioner's Office and with Captain Bobby Johnson of Area B-2, Roxbury, Dunford 

was able to have part of the boundary separating areas C-11 and B-2 redrawn. Previously, 

the boundary ran down the middle of Washington Street. Thus, if a crime was committed 

on one side of the avenue and the suspects fled toward the other side, officers from both 

areas would have to be deployed. This led to manpower duplications, turf battles between 

officers and detectives from the two areas, and sometimes even confusion. As a kind of 

 ̂̂  All fifteen of the designated sector officers told me that it was generally unnecessary to talk to the 

different officers patrolling tbeir sector unless something "major" occuned. As they explained it, by 

patrolling the same area over an extended period they learned the ifaythm of events there and could pretty 

much predict what would transpire on any given night 

Police believe that "wroog-doers" are keenly aware of the various boundaries carving up the dty of 

Boston into policeaUe space. For example. Dunford stated that "word is out on the street" that police are 

cracking down within the Safe Neighborhood Initiative area and that prosecutors are not accepting plea 

bargains for arrests there. Thus, though crime and attest rates stayed level within the SNI area, Dunford 

believes that actual incidents were down and that the level rates reflect increased reporting and enforcement 
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internal problem-solving, Dunford convinced Area B-2 Captain Johnson to cede his side of 

Washington Avenue. Together, then, they brought their proposal to then-Ccmmissioner 

Bratton who approved the ledistricting. Hot spots are not technically part of Neighborhood 

Policing as their use predates the program. Yet, the principle of hot spots — intense 

localized concentrations of policing resources to sdve a particular problem — is consistent 

with the microscaled geopolitics of community pdicing. Under Dunford, formal hot spots 

units are deployed whenever called for. As shown in the incident described above, informal 

hot spots operations are also employed. 

4.4 Ci vilianization 

Civilianization refers to the addition of non-uniformed employees including clerical 

staff, civilian liaisons to specific "conununities," and community outreach workers. 

As part of the internal review that preceded publication of The Plan, BPD 

administrators determined that they could not staff walking beats in as many districts as 

wanted them and that uniformed oflicers did most of the department's clerical work. 

Dunford estimates that the four clerical workers added to his station's payroll ~ at 

considerably lower salaries than are paid to police offlcers — have freed-up five or six 

officer shifts a week. 

Civilian liaisons are hired depending on the specific needs of an area. In the South 

End and in the Fenway, police hired liaisons to the "gay communiQr." In Chinatown, police 

have a Chinese interpreter on staff. Dorchester police created the job of liaison to the 

Vietnamese-American community. The Vietnamese liaison. Tram Tran, shares the office 

with C-ll's Conmiunity Service Officers. Her primary functions include "cultural 
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education," outreach, and emergency translating. Cultural educati(Hi consists in working 

with prominent Vietnamese activists and business leaders to explain the function of police 

in American society. She told me that in Vietnam few pec^le trust the police which, she 

said, is corrupt and widely seen as a repressive arm of the central state. This perception 

colors dealings with police in the United States.^^ Cultural education also works the other 

way. Tram has lectured cadets at the police academy and has participated in "sensitivity" 

seminars for Dorchester, Chinatown and Brighton police — the three areas with significant 

Vietnamese populations. In these seminars she explains the attitude of Vietnamese 

immigrants toward police. Tram also sits on the board of the Neighborhood Policing 

Advisory Council — an assembly of neighborhood and community activists convened by 

Captain Dunford to discuss the administration of Neighborhood Policing. Tram is expected 

to bring with her to the meetings knowledge of the problems confronting Dorchester's 

Vietnamese residents. As part of her outreach efforts. Tram works with other activists and 

with the SNI coordinator to develop crimewatches. So far, she admits, she has had limited 

success. Tram carries a pager and is on-call around the clock for emergencies involving 

Vietnamese-speaking suspects and/or victims in need of an interpreter. 

Additional outreach is conducted in Dcvchester by youth workers who organize 

after-school and summer activities for children and teens and by the Safe Neighborhood 

Initiative coordinator Gigi Eacman. Eacman has extensive experience in neighborhood 

organizing'̂ ^ and is proving to be a tireless champion of police-community collaboration. 

In the first year of her four-year contract, Eacman says that she helped organize or revive 

 ̂̂  A Vietnamese-Amencaa public safety activist I inletviewed conGimed this. He remarked that 

several Vietnamese gangs have been able to run a successful extortion ring in Dorchester by playing on 

shop owners' fear of g<^g to the police. 

 ̂̂  SNI coordinator Eacman was president of the Colimibia-Savin Hill Civic Association (in 

Dorchester) for three years and, after that, was an independent grassroots advocate for police reform. 
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fifteen crimewatches. In addition, Eacman orchestrates the monthly strategy meetings 

involving representatives from SNI's various involved agencies. Her goal, and the goal of 

Dorchester's police captain, is to have crimewatches and a designated "safe house" on 

every street of the SMI area. Safe houses would be made known to all neighborhood 

residents as a (dace to go when in danger. In addition, 911 operators would be instructed to 

give calls from these locations Priority-One status. Eacman envisions combining 

crimewatches into what she calls "cells" with each cell linked by way of telephone trees so 

that residents can share information and extend the surveillance capabilities of their 

crimewatches. Her personal goals, though, exceed crimewatch organization. Eacman 

envisions people looking after one another and turning their neighborhoods into platforms 

for high-level participation in Boston's political life, including in decisions pertaining to the 

way they are policed. She thinks of herself, she told me, not as an advocate for social 

control by police, but for popular neighborhood control — including control o f police. As 

she put it: "My job is to call people to action" (Eacman: personal communication). 

4.5 Partnership 

The central feature of the rhetoric of Neighborhood Policing is the formation of a 

new collaborative relationship between police and city residents. Captain Dunford, for 

example, believes thatconununity pohcing is impossible without community input because, 

he says, the BPD lacks the resources to establish a panoptical presence on its own.^° In 

This is not to imply that police want to see everything or establish total control, or that they 

expect civilians to tolerate a poUce force with that much power. Dunford made clear to me in interviews 

that such notions were mere fantasy, hi fact, Dunford believes that no matter what police do there will 

always be a "criminal element' (Dunfoid: personal communication). 
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the past, police relied on informants — often individuals with criminal records who work 

with police in order to avoid prosecution. While some of the officers I spoke with continue 

to use informants, the quality of their information has proved unreliable. In one notable 

incident in 1993, police raided a Roxbury apartment on the tip of an informant who insisted 

that drugs and gims were sold there. Heavily anned SWAT teams burst into the home of 

sevens-three year old retired minister Accelyn Williams, wrestled him to the ground and 

finally cuffed him before he died of cardiac arrest There were no guns or drugs on the 

premises. The informant later admitted that he hadn't really been sure of his infomiation but 

that he had felt pressured by police to "come up with something." 

The use of informants is not discussed in the community policing literature or The 

Plan and in the wake of what some call the murder of Rev. Williams numerous civilian 

activists expressed hope that a community-policing partnership would lessen the 

department's reliance on informants. The Plan describes the community-policing 

parmership as a collaborative relationship between police, city residents and other 

governmental and non-governmental agencies — courts, schools, community centers such 

as the YMCA and Dorchester Youth Collaborative, and neighborhood-based health centers. 

For Dunford it means police leading a broad-based approach to issues of public safety and 

neighborhood vitality. Together, police and neighborhood groups identify local problems 

and develop solutions. Police maintain their conventional role as "enforcers" but they also 

act as mediators between civilians and other goverrunent agencies so as to ensure the 

provision of services necessary to enhance or preserve neighborhood vitality including 

trash collection, street light repair, and the boarding-up of abandoned buildings. On the 

other side, city residents play a formal role in the gathering of information. Although all 

patrol officers are encouraged to expand contact with city residents, notably through 
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increased use of Code-19s, the onus of responsibility for forming this partnership falls on 

Captain Dunford, Community Service Officers and civilian liaisons (especially SNI 

coordinator Eacman). 

4.5.1 Captain Dunford 

With the departure of fonner-Commissioner Bratton for New York, Etorchester's 

Captain Dunford has emerged as the department's most vocal advocate of community 

policing. He regularly attends crimewatch start-up meetings to discuss with city residents 

the philosophy and practice of commimity policing, leads monthly open-houses at the 

station, and troubleshoots when necessary at established neighborhood-association 

meetings. In addition he organized and leads meetings of the Neighborhood Policing 

Advisory Council (made up of activists from around Dorchester) and leads meetings of the 

Safe Neighborhood Initiative Advisory Council (which is attended by community activists 

and representatives from the various involved governmental and non-governmental 

agencies). He opens the station to the public on holidays, hosting parties for children on 

Halloween and Christmas. Dunford is a hands-on captain who believes that any police-

civilian parmership in Dorchester is ultimately a partnership between himself and the people 

who reside there. If he could, he told me, he'd meet with every activist and crimewatch 

member in his Area. During my fieldwork there, I'm not sure that he didn't 

4.5.2 Community Service Officers 

Twenty or so people are crowded into the Las Americas Barber Shop on Hancock 

Street in Dorchester (see Rgure 4.1), but no one wants a haircut "We're here to talk 
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Figure 4.1. Police Area C-11, Dorchester including the location of the 

Hancock Street Crimewatch and F&ukocIc Street Neighbortiood Associatioa 
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about crime, drugs and violence," says Lina Fox, who lives on Hancock and works at the 

nearby Bowdoin Street Health Center. "We need to know what we need to do to make a 

change, and we need help from the Police [Department We need a commitment from you 

tonight"^ ̂  Fox delivers this last statement facing the residents who have come to this 

crimewatch start-up meeting which makes it difficult to tell whether she is referring to them 

or to the two attending Community Service Officers.®^ 

After years of watching drug dealers and street gangs overtake the area. Fox says 

that she and her neighbors have had enough. They are at the barber shop to start the 

Hancock Street Crimewatch. It's early on a warm simmier night, a time when residents of 

this largely Cape Verdean neighboihood used to enjoy sitting out on their front porches. 

Lately, however, they don't feel it's safe to sit there. On busy Hancock Street, they 

complain, brazen dealers sell drugs right in front of their stores and homes and harass 

anyone who so much as notices. As a result, many people at the meeting said they feel 

helpless. One merchant tells how he was shot and how tenants deal drugs out of a building 

he owns. Although they don't pay rent - he won't accept any ~ he says he can't get them 

out Another man describes escorting elderly women from the bus stop to their homes, then 

being assaulted on the way back. 

The two ConununiQ'̂  Service Officers in attendence have heard these sorts of 

complaints before. In their time as CSOs, they have attended countless meetings like this 

one, where residents are frightened, frustrated and often angry at police for not yet having 

done something about it The lead CSO allows the people to vent their fears and 

frustrations before speaking. (As he told me later 'The catharsis is important These people 

 ̂̂  The following descriptioa and all quotations are deiived from field notes. 

In an interview afterwards. Fox said that she meant both police and residents. 
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have a lot to get off their chest It's been building up. If we don't let them get it out, they'll 

never hear what we have to say.'O "What's happening here," he tells them, "is happening 

elsewhere, too. And we've made a difference. But we can't do it alone. We can come up 

and down this street a hundred times, but we won't stop it until all of you start watching 

and calling us to tell us what you see. If we all put our heads together, we can make a 

difference. But until we do, the drug dealers and these others, it's their neighborhood. So 

long as you feel helpless and afraid, they'll thrive. But remember, there's a lot more of you 

than there are of them." 

The officer's speech is well-rehearsed; I heard him deliver much the same line at 

start-up meetings across Dorchester. The Community Services Office in Dorchester is the 

city's oldest When it opened, in 1985, it was staffed by a single officer (the one speaking 

at the Hancock Street meeting) and a telephone. Currently, the office has four full-time 

officers, two youth service officers (YSOs) and a small team of volunteers (mostly 

teenagers recruited by the YSOs to do clerical work around the office). Still, the officers are 

barely able to keep up with the demand for their services. On this night, for example, seven 

meetings are scheduled. A third CSO is at a meeting across the district 

After the lead CSO's introductory speech the second officer warns against 

vigilante-ism. "Don't confront them. Just go back outside and sit on your porches again. 

Watch what's going on but don't do anything. You be our eyes and ears. We'll be the arms 

and legs. You tell us what's going on, we'll put the pressure on." 

One person complains that she has called 911 many times but never gets a 

response. The lead officer takes this as his cue for instructing those present on procedure. 

"Don't call 911 unless it's an emergency. That's the only time you'll get a response. Call 
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US instead." Ffe passes out his card. "We need you to be vigilant and to call us with details: 

license plate numbers, names, descriptions, times, locations. We'll put it all together. We 

can ticket their cars to death. We can get the Department of Social Services involved. We 

can make it very unpleasant for these people to do business here. And if we do, they're 

going to move elsewhere.^^ But we can't do that, we can't help you, unless you help us." 

The officer then gives an example of a neighborhood failing to look after itself. He 

describes how, in broad daylight, burglars were able to steal four televisions, a computer, 

and a u-eadmill from a second-story apartment in a triple-decker. 'This is a classic example 

of why crime is happening in these neighborhoods. How can someone gain forced entry 

into a three-family building and walk off with all that heavy equipment? I'll tell you how. 

People aren't getting involved. Don't look the other way. Pay attention, look out for your 

neighbors, and call us to tell us what you see." The officers' remarks are translated into 

Creole and, with each translation, murmurs of what sounds like approval accompanied by 

head-nodding pass through the crowd. 

The meeting ends with a call to reconvene in one month and with pledges from 

everyone to bring one more person. Before the officers leave, meeting organizer Fox pulls 

them aside to pass on specific information. Fox tells them of drug dealing out of a second 

story apartment on P^yson Street just around the comer from Hancock. E)ealers, she says, 

drop drugs from the second story window to sales agents on the street who stash money 

The ofHcer's comment reveals an awareness that policing and community vigilance is 

geographically uneven. As such, enforcement in one place merely pushes unwanted activity toward another. 

In an interview, the officer explained that crimewatches can help produce a "blanket" of vigilance over the 

city such that there literally would be no place for illegal activities. But, he admitted, there always will be 

places where — for whatever reason — disorder is tolerated. The minimal goal, he said, is to contain illegal 

activity within those more lax areas. These comments are consistent with those of Captain Dunford who 

believes that because of "human natiue" there will always be crime somewhere. 
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behind or underneath an air conditioning unit in a first story window. 

As we leave the meeting, one of the officers complains that the information is 

unreliable. To prove his point, we drive over to Payson Street to look for the first story air 

conditioner. There is none in any window of either of the first two buildings off of 

Hancock. The officers get out of their cruiser to inspect the area more closely. Finding 

nothing, they reiterate their complaint that so much of what residents tell them is useless. 

The officers also explain that they are skeptical of the motives for starting this crimewatch. 

One officer points out that the Hancock Street Neighborhood Association — of which both 

Fox and her co-organizer, a bar owner named Carlos, are members — already exists in that 

area. The officer asserts that the only reason for this new group is to allow Carlos an 

opportunity to generate neighborhood support for extending the weekend closing time of 

his bar. (The Hancock Street Neighborhood Association has already come out against it.) I 

point out that most members of that association are white and that most of this evening's 

group are Cape Verdean and that many don't speak English and so might not feel 

comfortable at the association's meetings. The officers dismiss this as unimportant 

The next day, the CSOs investigate the landlord's complaint against the drug-

dealing tenant They call the city's housing department and ask their contact there to begin 

eviction proceedings. 

The Hancock Street meeting and its aftermath are typical of the work done by 

Dorchester's CSOs but untypical for the department as a whole. Most of what CSOs do is 

driven by the actions of civilians. They attend crimewatch and neighborhood association 

meetings, educate those attending on the best way to work with police, gather leads and 

requests for service, and follow-up on those leads, either in the field (as when the officers 

checked on the alleged drug house) or by contacting other city agencies (as when the 
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officers helped initiate an eviction proceeding). 

The incident also reveals one of the tensions inherent to community policing: police 

are unwilling to enter into equal partnership with civih'ans. This is demonstrated by the 

CSOs admitted wanness of the motives behind the formation of the crimewatch as well as 

by their skepticism regarding the usefulness of information they might gather there. Yet the 

CSOs know that a police presence was instrumental in getting Hancock Street residents to 

overcome their fear and start a crimewatch and they promised residents that they would 

attend to their needs. This, I learned from observing them, was not an empty promise. 

Dorchester's CSOs, like all police officers, feel compelled to demonstrate their competence 

to civilians.®'̂  If the residents are successful in forming a crimewatch they will meet with 

CSOs once a month. If police do not satisfy their requests for service, the CSOs will lose 

their authority, be seen as incompetent, and will even feel embarrassed. Not once did I 

accompany them to a meeting where they reported inaction on a local problem. Some 

problems take months to solve, others prove unsolvable. But the officers always brought at 

least one "success story" to each month's meeting. 

4.5.3 The Safe Neighborhood Initiative 

A more holistic approach to policing is practiced in the Safe Neighborhood Initiative 

area. Although the role of patrol officers and CSOs is the same within and outside of the 

SNI area and although Captain Dunford insists that police resources are equally deployed 

throughout Etorchester,®^ Dunford also says that "people on the street" call the SNI area 

Competence is identified by Herbert (1996b) as one of the six noimative orders structuring police 

practice. See section five for a fuller discussion of these orders. 

During my field stay, members of the St Marks Civic Association failed in their bid to have the 

Sl Marks district (which encompasses several different neighborhoods) added to the SNI. 
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the "magic mile" because a perception that police are cracking down there. The principle 

difference in the role of police within the SNI area is found in their partnerships or what the 

Safe Neighborhood Initiative charter calls "weed and seed." Here more than elsewhere, 

Boston police are working with governmental and non-governmental agencies to produce a 

collaborative approach to problems affecting neighborhood vitality and they are getting 

involved in grassroots community-building. While law enforcement and order maintainance 

are still the primary policing goals of the BPD, within the SNI area police are beginning to 

emphasize service provision especially in their role as mediators between residents and 

other city agencies. 

"Weed and seed" is a euphemism for aggressive law enforcement and conununity 

building. Weeding refers to efforts to weed out dangerous or disorder-prone individuals 

from an area. Police contribute by doing warrant sweeps ~ attempting to serve all 

outstanding warrants and thus arresting individuals who are "wanted" but have avoided 

capture, often simply for lack of effort by police in tracking them down. In addition, patrol 

officers have been told not to tolerate minor offenses such as public drinking and loitering. 

The police role in "weeding" out offenders extends beyond the arrest The SL Clair 

Committee report criticized the BPD for sloppy policing that too often produced 

inconclusive or inadmissible evidence and low conviction rates. As part of the Safe 

Neighborhood Initiative, police are working closely with prosecutors to raise conviction 

rates. Primarily this consists in meetings between detectives and prosecutors to discuss 

how best to build a case. Also Captain Dunford has put pressure on his detectives to follow 

procedure thus reducing instances of judges throwing out evidence as inadmissible. 

The "seed" component of SNI consists in organizing and outreach among area 

residents and non-govemmental social service agencies to build community and attack 
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environmental problems. One example is weekly "paint-outs" where Dorchester's Youth 

Service Offlcers go out with youth volunteers (called Boston Police Explorers) to 

whitewash graffiti. Paint and supplies are donated by local businesses. The SNI grant also 

funds non-governmental social service agencies such as the Bowdoin Street Health Center 

which received money to develop a domestic violence program that includes education and 

counseling. The Center also has teen pregnancy and children's health programs that are 

funded in part through the SNI grant Another group to receive funding is the Dorchester 

Y outh Collaborative (DY Q which is operated as an alternative to gangs and street life. 

DYC has received numerous grants to produce videos on problems facing urban youths. Its 

founder Emmett Fblgert and his team of outreach workers mediate in youth gang disputes 

and at the Advisory Council Meetings Folgert reports on gang activity, including on the 

locations, conflicts, weaponry, and illegal activities of local gangs. Near the end of my 

fleldwork, an additional police-public agency collaboration was allowed, following appeal, 

by judicial ruling. SNI's Community Based Justice Program allows police and schools to 

share information previously held in confldence by police. Thus public school 

administrators are now able to learn the criminal records of their students for whom they 

can design intervention programs. 

Another innovation is an agreement with the NYNEX company which owns pay 

telephones in the SNI area. NYNEX has agreed to deactivate payphones that police suspect 

are being used by drug dealers. (Dealers receive a page from a buyer and call them back to 

arrange a sale.) During certain hours these "smartphones" would be set so that they could 

only reach 911 emergency operators.®® 

A significant part of every Advisory Council Meeting revolves around the search 

Smattphones were not yet operational when I left Boston. 
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for funds. SNI is currently funded by federal, state and municipal grants as well as by 

donations of money and materials from businesses operating in E)orchester (local 

establishments and larger firms such as banks and fast food chains). For example, in 

collaboration with the Bank of Boston and a local community development corporation, an 

abandoned house is being renovated. The plan is to convert the house into a triple-decker, 

selling each unit individually and using the profits to purchase and renovate a second 

property, and so on. 

Clearly, all of this constitutes a broader approach to policing — defined loosely as 

geographically organized efforts to regulate human activity — than that represented by the 

conventional cop in his cruiser. Although most of the activities and programs that make up 

the Safe Meighborhood Initiative seem only tangential to police work, police are in the 

middle of all of it They administer the grant, run the meeting and mediate between all 

involved individuals and agencies. So why is this approach to policing limited to just one 

neighborhood in Dorchester? 

4.6 Limitations 

One of the ways that Neighborhood Policing is illusory is in the insistence of its 

advocates that conmiunity policing is practiced across Boston whereas, in fact, its practice 

is limited to specific initiatives and a few police officers. There are several important factors 

limiting the scope of community policing in Boston. The Boston Police Department insists 

that the principal limitation is an insufficience of officers to staff all sectors with designated 

patrol officers and foot patrols and a budget that is too small to permit the hiring of 

additional officers. According to Captain Sweeney who commands police cadets and runs 
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the police academy, new hires barely keep pace with retirements (Sweeney: personal 

communication). The department is further limited by the very success of its program. In 

Dorchester, for example, where Cbmmunity Service Officers are most effective, the CSOs 

sometimes have to attend as many as seven meetings on a single night The large number of 

meetings on the agenda as well as the quantity of leads and requests for service these 

meetings generate limits the CSOs' ability to do complicated problem-solving. In some 

cases this has led to frustration on the part of civilians who expect quick results from their 

requests for service. So far, only CSOs are mediating on behalf of neighborhood residents 

to ensure the provision of services. Unless they increase their ranks or get patrol officers to 

assist them, CSOs will not be able to keep up with the loads certain to be generated as 

police-sponsored crimewatch organizing continues. As "anti-crime" (patrol) units are 

themselves understaffed, community policing has built into it a fundamental limitation on 

the extent to which its concrete elements can be deployed. 

A second limitation pertains to tensions inherent to the police-community 

partnership. Most officers, even CSOs, mistrust civilians. Part of this reflects a common 

mentality among police that they are under siege from civilians, that they constitute the "thin 

blue line" separating order from chaos and that all civilians are potential suspects. Police are 

skeptical about the quality of information provided by their "eyes and ears." Some of this 

skepticism is bom of experience in tracking civilian-generated leads that do not pan out 

Even more so, it reflects police's basic mistrust of civilians as well as their insistance that 

they play a lead, rather than supporting, role. Police officers I interviewed described their 

department as a "fraternal organization" made up of policing "professionals." Too much 

civilian involvement, they told me, was meddlesome. Thus I observed numerous instances 

of CSOs going into the field to "prove" that the information they just had gathered was 
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useless. Their reluctance to let civilians into the club extends even to the station. SNI 

coordinator Eacman confided in me^^ that she has complained to Captain Dunford about 

being disrespected and antagonized at the station. Said Eacman: "Civilians working in this 

station are tolerated, but we aren't liked" (Eacman; personal communication). 

The partnership is limited from the other side, too. Many city residents — notably 

members of different minorlQ^ populations — distrust police. Compounding this are civilian 

disorganization and apathyLacking the resources to see all and enforce everywhere, 

police need civilian input Yet in many parts of the city, there are no crimewatches or 

neighborhood associations. Hnally, there is some suspicion that current BPD 

administrators — starting with Commissioner Evans — are not committed to community 

policing because, according to Dunford, they covet the centralized power characteristic of 

conventional deployments. Thus, as a result of resource constraints, police parochialism, 

civilian disorganization and administrative inaction. Neighborhood Policing is practiced 

only in certain locations and, even there, incompletely and by only a few officers. 

The next chapter continues this discussion of the practice of community policing. In 

it, I explore the continuities between what police are calling community policing and 

conventional policing models. These continuities expose part of the illusion of community 

policing. I also examine the metaphor of the "policing body" - as part of which, the saying 

goes, civilians act as the eyes and ears and police the arms and legs. Discussion of the 

policing body is built into a broader consideration of policing as a labor process generative 

9n Eacman asked only that I not reveal this in an article I prepared for the Boston Globe. 

Qvilian apathy like Sayer's (1994; 374) cynicism can serve to produce the appearance of 

acquiessence to state (or police) rule. That appearance, however, is certain to mask discontent as well as a 

variety of minor forms of resistance. 
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of a specific subculture. I argue that the practice of community policing is contingent upon 

its reception into the police subculture as well as upon the ability of this subculture to 

recognize itself within and then accomodate itself to the technics of community policing. 
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5. CULTURE, SPACE AND THE POUaNG BODY 

5.1 The Practice of Neiehboifaood Policing Revisited 

At a crimewatch meeting in the Neponsett section of Dorchester, neighborhood 

residents complain to the two Community Service Officers in attendance about "gangs" of 

youths congregating in a park that abuts their neighborhood. The residents no longer feel 

safe entering the park after dark, especially on weekends, and forbid their children from 

playing there. One woman describes how she used to take her small dog for an evening 

walk in the park. Now she takes her dog there in the morning only and, when she does, 

she says she finds the park strewn with trash including empty beer containers and the tiny, 

papery butts of marijuana cigarettes. The patrol officer assigned to the Neponsett beat is not 

present and, therefore, cannot report on whether he has observed any activity in the park or 

even whether he patrols it (The park is sloped, wooded and fairly large which makes it 

impossible to patrol without getting out of the squad car.) In his absence the officers gather 

as much inforaiation as possible about what nights and at what times residents have noted 

activity and whether anyone has actually seen the "gangs" of youths. Most of the residents 

contributing information agree that weekends well after dark are worst As far as 

identifying the youths, because they are afraid to enter the park no one present has seen 

more than an outline in the dark and/or heard voices. The CSOs conclude that the youths 

must be entering the park from one of the adjacent blocks not rei»^esented by the 

crimewatch. 

Afterwards I asked the CSOs whether they considered the park situation serious. 

The lead offlcer told me that it probably was not serious, nothing more than kids drinking 
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beer, but that he had an obligaticn to look into it "It's important for us to do the little 

things," he told me, "if we expect their help when something big comes around." I asked 

whether he really expected something big to happen in the relatively quiet Neponsett area. 

"No," he replied, "but it's our job."®® 

In the next few days, the CSOs discussed the situation with the patrol officer 

assigned to the Neponsett area. The officer admitted that he rarely got out of his car to enter 

the park because, based on calls for service and his patrol experience, nothing ever 

happened there. The patrol officer doubted that any real "gang" activity was going on in the 

park and agreed with the lead CSO that it was probably just kids drinking, leaving their 

trash and moving on. The patrol officer and CSOs decided, based on the evidence at hand, 

not to contact the gang unit but to investigate it on their own. 

The following Friday, Dorchester's three nighttime CSOs, as is their wont, went 

into the field in plain clothes to follow up on leads gathered at crimewatch meetings. On 

their agenda was the park in Neponsett Shortly before midnight the officers quietly entered 

the park and circled the area identified in the meeting as the most common hangout The 

officers did not encounter anyone but they did find obvious signs of occupancy including 

cigarette butts, junk food wrappers and three empty forty-ounce beer bottles. A week later 

they returned, again in plain clothes, this time a little earlier. And this time they caught their 

QQ 
During the preparation of this manuscript, one critic observed that in this anecdote (as in the bulk 

of my anecdotes) police appear to be "good guys just doing their job." Indeed, police are often doing things 

that don't make them look so "good," two examples being the murder/botched raid at the home of Rev. 

Williams and the Stuart murder investigatiao. However, in keeping with Abrams' (1988:62) observation 

that one of the characteristics of state power is the power to dictate the terms of observation, even to the 

point of denying observation, these were the incidents to which I was privy. That they are not reflective of 

the full range of police activity does make them any less instructive in demonstrating the technics of 

policing. 
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prey: four white teenage boys drinking beer, smoking cigarettes and talking loudly. The 

officers detained the youths in the park and interrogated them about what they were doing 

there, where they lived, and where they got the beer. The four boys were then marched 

down the hill to the waiting squad car where the officers used their Mobile Display 

Terminal to run a warrant and past offenses check. As expected, nothing came up. During 

my follow-up interview, one of the CSOs admitted to me that a year ago he would have 

sent the boys on their way or, at worst, driven them home so as to notify and warn the 

parents. With the new conunitment to Neighborhood Policing and the police-community 

partnership, however, the officers felt compelled to take stronger action. They decided to 

take the boys back to the station and, rather than issue citations, to call the boys' parents to 

come pick them up. (Interestingly, Captain Dunford later told me that several of the parents 

complained to him that they thought the officers treated their boys unfairly. Dunford told 

me that they felt that had the youths been Black or hispanic the officers would have looked 

the other way.) 

As a follow-up, the sector officer started to make periodic sweeps of the park. Only 

once did he encounter anyone and, in this instance, he merely sent him on his way. At the 

next month's community meeting, the CSOs reported on their efforts and asked if residents 

noticed a difference. The woman who had complained about the trash said that she saw less 

garbage lately but like the rest was not yet ready to restmie nighttime use of the park. The 

CSOs urged them to do so. "You have to be there," one officer told them. "You have to 

show that you own that parte, that you are looking out for what goes on there. If they think 

no one is using it, [the kids] will come back. They're just looking for somewhere to hang 

out" He explained that police cannot be everywhere all the time. Thus, it is up to 

neighborhood residents to demonstrate a watching and occupying presence. 
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Police would describe this as an instance of community policing. CSOs gathered 

information initially collected by neighborhood residents, shared that information with 

patrol officers to form a knowledge pool and then went into the field on a proactive basis — 

defined, in this case, as initiated without a call to 911 — to achieve a resolution. In the field, 

police used their newly-installed Mobile Display Terminal to obtain additional information 

on their suspects.^^ Afterwards they reported back to the residents whose complaint had 

initiated the investigation and ccmtinued to receive updates from them and from the 

designated sector officer who added a regular Code-19 of the park to his patrol. The 

incident demonstrates community policing's technics of observation — its diverse methods 

for accumulating knowledge about places and suspects — as well as its emphasis on police 

discretion in selecting a mode of enforcement® e.g., bringing the youths to the station 

The installadon of Mobile Display Tenninals (MDT) is described in The Plan as a necessary 

preiequisite to Neighboriiood Policing. A second incident iUustrates the way that they not just enable but 

encourage officers to act aggressively and proactively. During aride-along with an officer assigned to a beat 

within the Safe Neighborhoods hiitiaiive area, the officer observed three African-American males — probably 

in their late teens or early twenties — "hanging out" in front of a small store on busy Bowdoin Avenue. The 

officer, who is also African-American, pulled his vehicle up to the curb in front of the three males and told 

them in a fimi but not unfriendly voice that he had warned them about hanging out in front of businesses. 

The men started to move off but the officer stopped them saying, "I've already got you for loitering. Any of 

you been doing anything else I should know about? How about I just run a quick check and if you come up 

clean Fll forget the loitering." The men protested their innocence but submitted to giving the ofHcer their 

names. The officer typed in each name in turn and learned fnnn the MDT that none of the men bad any 

outstanding warrants. Before letting them go. the officer joked with the men for a few minutes, encouraging 

them to stay out of trouble and not to let him catch them loitering in front of businesses. "Just checking." 

he said to me as we drove off. In response to my question, the officer admitted that the men could have 

given him false names but that without better cause he didn't have the authority to search them for 

identification. (This, of course, calls attention to the fact that all new technics of observation and 

enforcement give rise to new technics of avoidance!) 

 ̂̂  Not ail enforcement is punitive. As part of Neighborhood Policing the BPD has created special 
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and notifying their parents instead of booking them.^^ 

But the incident can also serve to demonstrate the continuities between what police 

are calling community policing and conventional policing. These continuities are evident in 

the very ways that police hope to accomplish Neighborhood Policing: namely, in the re

making of the policing body through the prosthetic addition of civilian eyes and ears and, 

concomitantly, in the re-making of Boston's policed space. 

5.2 Partnership and the Policing Body 

Throughout this report I have argued that although community policing is illusory, 

it is more than mere rhetoric. Community policing is also a concrete response to the 

realization by police that the surveillance net cast by random motorized patrols gleans but a 

fraction of the events that might interest them. In Boston, there is one uniformed officer for 

every 290 residents. Pressed by civilian calls for more visible and "effective" service and 

yet without the resources to add pers(xmel, the BPD has bad to find a policing style that 

intensifies its ability to observe "wrongdoing" and that expands its visibility among all city 

residents — from the "law-abiding" to the suspicious. What it came up with is community 

assignments directed at intervening in the lives of youths. In Dorchester, for example, two full-time Youth 

Service Oflicers visit schools and organize other activities, hi addition, two civilian youth workers organize 

after-school and summertime activities for youths in especially troubled neighborhoods. Interestingly, these 

efforts have been ciiticized by some activists who complain that a disproportionate share of the city's 

resources are going to Idds who get into trouble leaving "good" kids to fend for themselves without, for 

example, after-school basketball leagues. 

The incident also shows the role of police in judgement and punishment The CSOs used their 

discretioa in deciding not to book the youths for public drinlring or disorderly conduct and in so doing acted 

as judges dismissing all charges. Wanting to do more than slap their wrists, however, the officers brought 

the youths back to the station. This, they hoped, would instill fear in the boys. They also expected the 

parents to add their own punishment 
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policing. Community^ policing allows police to see more and — potentially ~ to be 

everywhere all the time. It accomplishes this by remaking the policing body ~ defined 

here as the collective body directly involved in the legal regulation of human activity.^^ 

The policing body that axnmunity policing mates incorporates the eyes and ears of as 

many city residents as police and local civilian activists can mobtlize.^"^ These civilian eyes 

make it possible TOT police to see even when patrol officers aren't looking and they allow 

police to establish a presence even where they are absent^^ 

Imagine a collective, working body composed of many differently empowered 

individuals more or less governed by the same general authority; a cybernetic^® body that 

incorporates computers, radios and automobiles by which it stores infonnation, 

Foucault calls the methods by which individuals are regulated and thereby made part of the body 

politic disciplining. Disciplining is like the construction of "a machine whose effects will be ma:dniized 

by the axicrete articulation of the elementary parts of which is it composed. Discipline is no longer simply 

an art of distributing bodies, of extracting time from them and accumulating it, but of composing forces in 

order to obtain an efficient machine The individual body becomes an element... in a whole ensemble 

over which it is articulated" (Foucault 1979: 164). Police are important agents of disciplinary regulation but 

disciplining is performed also by myriad social institutions including families, schools, armies, prisons, 

workshops and timetables. 

As Grosz(1994:143) notes in her discussiim of gendering; "The various procedures for inscribing 

bodies, marking out different bodies, categories, types, norms, are not simply imposed on the individual 

from outside; they do not function coercively but are sought out They are commonly undertaken 

voluntarily and usually require the active compliance of the subject" 

Intheprostheticallyreconstnictedbody politic that is the policing body, civilians are castas eyes 

and ears. Of course, they are much more than that Each individual is (and has) an entire body. The concept 

of the policing body offers insight into the relationship between the social body as a whole and individuals 

bodies. It is important, however, to heed Shilling's (1993:73) warning not "to collapse these two bodies 

together by reducing the lAenomenology of the individual body — the ways in which people live, experience 

and perceive their bodies ~ into the positions and categories made available by the social body." 

Cyborg bodies are imagined in the social science literature by Haraway (1991) and in science 

fiction by Gibson (1984). 
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communicates and moves through space. This is the policing body, an instrumentaliy 

organized, selective version of the body politic conceived of as an organism that is 

"fundamentally alive" (Haraway 1991:7). Boston police regularly use a metaphor of the 

body to describe their relationship with civilians. "You be our eyes and ears," they 

frequently said, "we'll be your arms and legs." According to this construction, police are 

positing a policing body as part of which civilians are cast as supporting, more or less 

passive, information-gathering organs (eyes and ears) while police exert power (perhaps a 

masculinist or macho kind of power) through the flexing of arm and leg muscles. Together, 

pohce say, they will more effectively rid neighborhoods of disorder. But the production of 

a policing body that incorporates civilians just as it does MDTs and cruisers is useful to the 

police (and to the state more generally) in additional ways. A policing body is a disciplined 

body, a subordinated body, a body deployed in the service of power. It is a co-opted body, 

one that is less likely to oppose police goals and tactics. At least that's how police conceive 

of iL 

The policing body made and then mobilized by community policing involves the 

training of police and civilians (but most importantly of civilians) in the use of their bodies. 

Civilians are taught what to do — observe their neighborhoods, keep an ear out for 

suspicious sounds, keep an eye out for unfamiliar people, look out of windows, record all 

that one sees (licence plate numbers, personal descriptions), and pass that infonnation to 

police at monthly meetings or by telephone. Community policing contains an extensive 

educational component which includes lectures from and tips by CSOs during monthly 

crimewatch meetings on the "best" way to work with police, elaboration of what the CSOs 

teach by Captain Dunford at meetings he attends and at the open house he hosts each month 

at the station, and the creation of a Citizens' Police Academy where civilians are trained in 
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the principles of community policing and taught the most efficient way to contribute to 

effective police practice.®^ 

Current literature theorizes the body as an inscriptive surface that is acted upon, 

made, and subjected (Eagleton 1996:71).^^ Much of this literature extends from and 

comments on Foucault's theory of discipline. For Foucault: "Discipline 'makes' 

individuals; it is the speciilc technique of a power that regards individuals both as objects 

and instruments of its exercise" (Foucault 1979: 170). Disciplinary power marks bodies, 

trains them, forces them to carry out tasks and perform ceremonies. "[D]iscipline produces 

subjected and practiced bodies, 'docile' bodies. Discipline increases the forces of the body 

(in economic terms of utility) and diminishes these same forces (in political terms of 

obedience)" (ited: 138). Disciplinary power, which is diffused throughout society, is 

expressed in punitive measures "which make it possible to repress, to prevent, to exclude, 

to eliminate." But these "negative mechanisms" are linked also "to a whole series of 

positive and useful effects which it is their task to support" (ibid: 24).®^ 

Foucault's theory of the disciplining of individual and collective bodies is 

The first class of tbe Qtizens' Police Academy was set to begin instruction in January 1995. 

For example, Grosz (1994; 141) writes that in every society "there is a form of body-writing and 

various techniques of social inscriptian that bind all subjects, often in quite different ways according se.\, 

class, race, cultural and age codification, to social positions and relations." 

One of the cornerstones of Foucault's analysis of power is that the effects of power are 

fimdamentally positive. Thus one of the positive effects of community policing — of what Miliband 

describes as the state's repressive function — is the production of a policing body that integrates civilians 

into police practice, distributes them among regulated communities, and squelches dissent But as Butler 

(1993; 13-16,22) observes, regulatory regimes operate by demarcating the legitimate and closing off tbe 

illegitimate, by circumscribing, restricting and compelling. Even if they produce positive, productive effects 

— gendered bodies, a policing body, and space — the ways these effects are materialized are often explicitly 

repressive, i.e., negative. 
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indebted^^^ to the French anthropologist Marcel Mauss. According to Mauss: 'in every 

society, everyone knows and has to know and learn what he has to do in all conditions" 

(Mauss [1934] 1979: 120). What each of us learns, he writes, are body techniques — "the 

ways in which from society to society men know how to use their bodies." (ibid: 97). 

Body techniques are "physio-psycho-sociological assemblages of series of action... more 

or less habitual... [which have been] assembled by and for social authority" (ibid: 120). 

A body technique is above all an "education in composure... a retarding mechanism, a 

mechanism inhil»ting disorderly movement; this retardation subsequently allows a co

ordinated response of co-ordinated movements setting off in the direction of a chosen goal" 

(ibid: 122-123). Thus body techniques are repressive, they discipline the social body, but 

only in order to direct a particular kind of movement toward the efficient attainment of an 

authorized goal. Body techniques involve not Just the production of a socialized body but 

the mobilization of that body. Body techniques belong to individuals but not to 

individuals alone. They are learned by imitation and naturalized to the extent that they look 

and feel personal, even innate, but they are necessarily shared. Without the imposition of a 

"tradition"of body techniques — which are, for Mauss, just one expression of the whole 

of society ~ there could be no society, only a collection of iconoclasts. 

This debc is, as far as I can tell, unpaid. Mauss' work is not cited by Foucault but it seems 

improbable that Foucault was unaware of it 

 ̂̂  ̂  Dominant txxly techniques reflect a dominant selective tradition and thus embody one of the ways 

that tradition is a contested domain within popular culture. (For example, one could debate the 'popularity' 

of puritanical efforts to rid bodies of 'sinful' actions.) While certain techniques are dominant throughout 

society, Mauss acknowledges that specific habits will vary between individuals, "educations, proprieties and 

fasbions, [and] prestiges" with the transmission of a new technique largely dependent upon "the prestige of 

the person who peifoims the ordered, authorized, tested action vis-&-vis the imitating individual" (Mauss 

1979; 101-102). Thus, the sudden appearance toward the end of the 1980s of boys sticking out their tongues 

(after Michael Jordan) while dribbling a basketball. 
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Foucault links the productioa of body techniques to "a. political technology of the 

body" (Foucault 1979: 26). Power acts on bodies, disciplines them, and incorporates them 

into a field of knowledge. Foucault emphasizes that control over individuals (over bodies 

and their use) is made possible by and contingent on the the possession of knowledge 

about them. (See also Corriganand Sayer 1985; Hannah 1993; and Anderson 1983.) Just 

as disciplinary power attempts to regulate the spatial and temporal activity of individuals, 

knowledge of when and where people do the various things they do allows centralized 

power to locate individuals and to exercise power over them. This dialectical relationship 

between power and knowledge is evident in the policing body. Police organize civilians 

(via crimewatches) into the policing body and teach them how to use their eyes and ears to 

best serve the interests of that body. Civilians obtain knowledge of diverse localities which 

is held and acted upon by police. As part of the policing body, civilians can do no more 

than watch and wimess. They learn no other techniques and are told not to do more than 

observe and report. Within this body politic, civilians occupy a subordinate but crucial 

position. Police power mobilizes them and in so doing generates a field of knowledge 

previously unavailable to pcdice. Civilian participation within the policing body allows 

police access to and knowledge of the intimate, private spaces of everyday life. Without 

search warrants police are able to see into our homes; without setting up a "hot spot," 

police are able to monitor our movements. In performing their roles as part of the policing 

body, civilians become sources of knowledge even as they remain objects of that 

knowledge and subject to it 

For Foucault, disciplinary power is diffused throughout society and infiltrates 

nearly all aspects of social life by way of "the carceral archipelago," a continuum of extra-

 ̂ Recall the CSOs remaiks to the Hancock Street Ctimewatch start-up meeting: "Don* t confront 

them," he said, "we'll put the pressure on." 
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penal institutions involved in the production of docile and capable bodies and transporting 

the disciplinary techniques of the prison^^^ - temporal regulation and, above all, 

hierarchical observation ~ into the everyday life of the entire social body. Each island in the 

carceral archipelago is as an observatory, a point of observation as well as of potential 

intervention. 'The perfect disciplinary apparatus," he writes, **would make it possible for a 

single gaze to see everything constantly... without being seen" (ibid: 173,171). 

Foucault overstates the extent to which disciplinary power infiltrates and regulates 

everyday life. Society is not nearly so seemlessly bound as the image of a carceral 

archipelago implies. Nor is complete observation desired by the key persoimel stafflng 

the observatories. In actuality, the carceral archipelago is marked by voids and gaps and it 

exists in constant tension with a formidable exterior (myriad powerful, counter-disciplinary 

forces that persist outside it). Even prisons are less carceral than Foucault's "regulatory 

ideal," with goods and information flowing in and out, riots and uprisings, and organized 

crime syndicates and corruption thriving. As Butler (1993:2) writes: "[Mlaterialization is 

never complete [BJodies never quite comply with the norms by which their 

materialization is impelled." 

For Butler regulation is materialized in performance. Bodies are not just constructed 

 ̂ Foucault calls the prison the perfect model of a disdpUnaiy institution. It is "an exhaustive 

disciplinary apparatus; it must assume responsibility for all aspects of the individual, his physical training, 

his aptitude to work, his everyday conduct, his moral attitude, his state of mind.... Moreover the prison 

has neither exterior nor gap; it cannot be interrupted, except when its task is totally completed" (Foucault 

1979: 235-236). 

In constructing for themselrcs a loie within the policing body, civilians for the most part posit 

a supervisory role with police "aims and legs" subservient to their interests and obligated to respond to the 

signals of their "eyes and ears." Indeed, as Eagieton (1996:72) writes: "The body is that which is able to 

make something of what makes it" 
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(which implies a passive surface docilely accepting power's inscription); they are 

materialized — they act, they reiterate, they perform. The concept of construction 

presupposes and draws attention to "an agent who precedes and performs that activity" 

(ibid; 7). Materialization, on the other hand, directs attention to the necessarily practiced, 

material effects of that construction. Performativity, she writes, is "that power of discourse 

to produce effects through reiteration Performativity is thus not a single 'act,' for it is 

always a reiteration of a norm or set of norms, and to the extent that it acquires an act-like 

status in the present, it conceals or dissimulates the coaventions of which it is a repetition" 

(ibid: 20,12). Attention to performativity returns us to a Maussian conception of the 

individual as instructed in the proper and most efficient way to use his or her body — ways 

that are more or less consistent throughout society such that the body politic is composed, 

co-ordinated, inhibited and goal-bound. Individual and collective bodies are materialized in 

practice and that practice is "orchesorated through regulatory schemas... [which] are not 

timeless structures, but historically revisable criteria of intelligibili^ which produce and 

vanquish bodies that matter^®^" (Butler 1993: 14-15). 

CommuniQ'̂  policing imposes criteria for regulating the construction and 

 ̂ Butler (1993: 16) defines "bodies that matter" as "ways of life that count as 'life,* lives worth 

protecting, lives wtnth saving, lives worth grieving." The policing body, as constructed by police and 

materialized in police practice, does not recognize everyone as having a body that matters. Bodies that don't 

matter are subjected to police brutality, their calls for service are unheeded, their judicially convicted bodies 

are, in extreme cases, put to death. Captain Dunford's introductory talk to crimewatch start-up groups 

includes a discussitm of the "criminal element' — those "preying" on "our neighboihoods." Within that 

ctiminal element — and it isn't a body because its movements are un-coordinated — is a "core" of "worst 

offenders." These people, must be "taken out" (removed from society). Most civilian activists are no more 

sympathetic when it comes to "criminals." But for members of groups with long lists of grievances against 

the BPD - gays and Blacks, for example - the struggle to make theirs bodies that matter continues in the 

courts and media as well as in electoral and community politics. 
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materialization of the policing body. Through outieach, police attempt to bring individuals 

under its influence. Through education, police attempt to instruct those individuals in the 

best use of their bodies. By example (including the transmissicm of "success stories"), 

police attempt to persuade individuals that the police way is the best way. Through CSO 

attendance of monthly meetings, police attempt to impose temporal regulation over the 

policing body ~ i.e., over the individuals drawn into the social apparatus of police practice. 

In turn, this disciplined collective body performs by spreading its gaze over even out-of-

the-way public spaces. In so doing, it increases the police's knowledge of those spaces and 

its power to control them. 

The body — the social body, the body politic — is a metaphor for society as a 

whole. But it is not merely metaphorical. The body politic is an assemblage of human 

bodies disciplined toward a coordinated response in the direction of an authorized goal. The 

policing body is a specific version or mobilization of the body politic — organized toward a 

more specific set of goals that are more or less shared by its constituent parts (i.e., 

individual civilians and police). The making, training and mobilization of the policing body 

is literally — not merely metaphorically - about how to use one's body. It is about civilians 

using their eyes and ears in a speciflc manner — namely, to observe potential "wrongdoing" 

in their neighborhoods. It is about learning what to look for, how to remember what's been 

seen, and how to communicate (and to whom) one's observations. On the police side, 

the policing body requires a specific set of activities metaphorically attributed and literally 

performed by arms and legs: patrolling, chasing, apprehending and overpowering as well 

as attending crimewatch meetings and instructing civilians in how to perform as part of the 

 ̂ Civilians provide additional sets of eyes and ears which supplement diose of police officers. 

WMe the metaphor stresses the aims and legs of police, police do of course continue to use their own eyes 

and ears to look for "wrongdoing." 
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policing bcxiy. As Shilling (1993: 199) observes: "The body is not only affected by social 

relations but forms a basis for and enters into the construction of social relations The 

categories and images we use and build up about social and natural life are not independent 

of our corporeal existence but are finnly based in it" The policing body has a concrete 

form and its performance has concrete effects. The production of a policing body (and its 

performance) makes possible the second component of police's plan to accomplish 

Neighborhood Policing: the re-making of Boston's policed space. 

53 The IDominant Space of Community Policing 

The policing body's performance of community policing is facilitated by and 

productiveof the re-making of Boston's policed space. As Foucault(1979: 141, 143) 

writes: "Discipline proceeds from the distribution of individuals in space... [It] organizes 

an analytical space." The policing body is a spatialized body. Its civilian eyes and ears are 

deployed diffusely in geographically fixed, neighborhood-based crimewatches which 

police coordinate into "cells" linked by telephone trees and police intermediaries (notably 

CSOs and the SNI coordinator). Its arms and legs — police officers, themselves ~ cruise 

through newly-fixed beats, their motorized movements coordinated by radio. The spatiality 

of the policing body simultaneously extends and intensifies the policing gaze to produce a 

disciplined, legible and functional space ~ whatLefebvre terms dominated space. 

Lefebvre (1991:164-165) distinguishes between dominated (or dominant) and 

appropriated space. Dominated space is "a space transformed — and mediated ~ by 

technology, by practice [It] is invariably the realization of a master's project" 

 ̂ Herbert (1996b: 579) writes: "The police's capacity to exercise authority over the spaces that they 

enter undergirds state efforts to control and administer subject populations and it helps to secure compliance 

to the state's legal and moral order." 
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Appropriated space, on the other hand, is "a natural space modified in order to serve the 

needs and possibilities of a group... [and that] has been appropriated by that group." 

Appropriated space is always vulnerable to being dominated by political power including its 

expression by police. Whereas appropriated space is made to satisfy individual as well 

as popular needs and wants, dominated space satisfies the needs of power which are to 

observe, to regulate and to order. According to Lefebvie, indoor, private space is generally 

appropriated while outdoor space is dominated. "Private space is distinct from, but not 

always connected with, public space. In the best circumstances, the outside space of the 

community is dominated, while the indoor space of family life is appropriated" (ibid: 166). 

Community policing challenges this distinction by opening private homes to police as well 

as by the occupation of indoor space by the prosthetic eyes of the policing body. 

Community policing turns private, indoor spaces into Foucault's "observatories" (Foucault 

1979: 171) and, in so doing, it commingles the private and the public^ and at least 

partially integrates those spaces into the dominant policing space. ̂ ^ ^ 

The spatiality of community policing in Boston is evident even in its name. 

Neighborhood Policing. Administrators say that the name is intended to evoke the strong 

 ̂ Lefebvie (1991: 166, italics in the origiaal) writes: "Dominatioii has grown paripassu with the 

part played by armies, war, the state and political power... not that appropriation disappears." 

 ̂ The idea of a prosthetics of supervision is borrowed from Melissa Wright 

 ̂ In so doing it casts doubt on the continued utility of yet another familiar binary opposition, 

namely, public versus private. 

 ̂̂   ̂ Many civilians participating in community polidng's police-conmiunity partnership (and thereby 

performing within the policing body) would argue that community policing has the opposite effect on their 

neighborhoods. For them, crimewatch organizing is part of a larger effort to build community in their 

neighborhoods. Community building through participation in the police-community partnership can even 

be interpreted as an attempt to extend the indoor, appropriated space of the home over the whole of outdoor 

space within a delimited area. 
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asscx:iations of many people to their neighborhoods. But Boston's neighborhoods — even 

well-known ethnic enclaves such as Chinatown, South Boston and Charlestown ~ are no 

longer as socially cohesive as they once might have been. The BPD's emphasis on 

neighborhood, therefore, is in practice more tactical than nostalgic: ̂ it isolates 

geographical territories for targeted applications of police strategies and carves the city into 

a two-dimensional geometric space over which it can deploy its policing body. ̂  

Neighborhood Policing remakes city neighborhoods as spaces of surveillance, in other 

words, as space dominated by police power and occupied by the policing body. One of the 

social effects of the production of this space is that communities without propinquity ~ 

citizens who have come together from diverse residential locales on the basis on some 

recognized commonality — are structurally denied the access to police enjoyed by 

neighborhood-based groups such as crimewatches and neighborhood associations. As 

several of these groups have long-standing grievances against police — Blacks and gays, 

for example ~ it is not surprising that they are also some of the city's most vocal critics of 

Neighborhood Policing. 

The production of a space that is mediated by an observing, supervising and 

information-gathering authority is part of community policing's technics of enforcement. 

CSOs work with neighborhood residents on what they term "environmental" issues — 

removing abandoned vehicles, clearing vacant lots, flxing broken street lights. At 

This is another example of how what appears to be mere ihetonc has concrete fonn. 

Lefebvre (1991; 49-50) terms this abstract space. Abstract space "functions 'objectally'.asasetof 

things/signs and their formal relationships [It is] the locus, the medium and tool of power. As 

Herbert (1996c: 568) notes in his analysis of the more militaristically organized policing space of the Los 

Angeles Police Department, in order to enact their technics of social control, police construct a space that is 

potentially emptiable: "This is the fairly empty space of tactics composed ofquarry and conquerors, 

organized along the grids and axes used to locate and surround" (ibi± 575, emphasis in the original). 
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crimewatch and community meetings police make lists of local complaints ranging from 

noisy neighbors to pothole repairs. The CSOs then either intervene directly or act as 

brokers in getting the appropriate ciQr services. This environmental focus takes police 

beyond the ccmventional role of the patrol officer and makes them responsible for solving a 

host of problems not ordinarily associated with modem police.^ The environmental focus 

is consistent also with Kelling and Wilscm's (1982) "broken windows" thesis — namely, 

that the appearance of disorder and decay undercuts the confidence of residents in the 

vitality of their neighlxx'hood and signals to "wrong-doers" that disorder is tolerated there. 

Like the efforts of police and farm owners in California described by Mitchell in Lie of the 

Land, Boston police believe that if they change the environment people will be less inclined 

toward deviance (Mitchell 1996:55). Police theorize that when people are deviant in a 

healthy environment, blame can be placed squarely on the shoulders of the deviant who, 

they say, is clearly anti-social and unfit to live among law-abiding citizens. ̂  

 ̂ In fact, this softer, multidimaisional conception of what it means to be a cop is functionally more 

accurate than the more limited (and macho) conception of police as law enforcement waniors. It is 

consistent also with the job police have performed throughout their history (Emsley 1983: 1983). Although 

the Mayor's Office has a Neighborhood Services Liaison who comes to many community meetings to field 

requests for service, police tell residents to work directly with them and insist that they have more clout 

and, therefore, can "get things done." 

 ̂ This concern for the "envinrnment" and the notion that cleaning iq) or brightening the 

environment will deter crime can beccme a form of spatial fetishism. According to Smith (1990:14) spatial 

fetishism is where: "Real social relatiaoships between people are Uansfeired to space and seen as spatial 

relationships." Examples of spatial fetishism include environmental determinism and mathematical models 

such as "Reilly's law" and the "gravity model." Spatial fetishism implies the spatial production of society 

and not the social pcoduction of space. Crime prevention can only succeed by the constant presence of 

people and the effects — such as whitewashed walls and well-lit, litter-fiee open spaces — of that presence. A 

streedamp by itself does not deter crime. Rather it is the perception of being visible to vigilant eyes and the 

reality of police responding with force to those watchers' calls for service which will cause potential 

lawbreakers to move elsewhere. 
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5.4 Labor Process and the Culture of Policing 

In order for police to re-make the policing body and to fully dominate space 

according to the logic ctf" community policing, police officers themselves — and more than 

are currently doing it — will have to change the way they do their job. Changes include 

learning to use the new information technologies added to every partrol car and at the 

station, learning the new boundaries of Boston's policed space as well as new tactics for 

dominating it, and learning to work with their civilian "partners" to maximize their 

knowledge production capabilities and rally poltical support for their actions and 

intitiatives. Administrative mandates and weekend seminars on how to do community 

policing will not accomplish these changes if police are unable to recognize themselves in 

the new policing body. In other words, police will not perform community policing if it 

does not fit into the familiar (sub)cultural world of police practice. 

For Calagione and Nugent (1992: I) "the labor process is itself a cultural process." 

The ways people labor is productive of aesthetic and narrative forms through which they 

construct an identity for themselves, conceive of their work, and go about doing it If 

culture is "a whole way of life" (Williams 1980; 20, emphasis in the original) then labor is 

part of culture. Within that whole there are numerous, apparently discrete, domains of daily 

experience, each governed by and generative of sets of symbols and meanings, rules and 

norms, values and moral codes, and body techniques. In fact, "the domains of work, 

leisure, and popular culture, of productive activity and everyday life, will always overlap" 

(Calagione and Nugent 1992: 5). Just as space is contested — dominated by power and/or 

appropriated to satisfy individual and popular needs and wants — so too is the labor process 
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a contested domain. This can be demonstrated by reconsidering the policing body. Like 

civilians, MDTs and cruisers, police ofiicers are but a part of the cybernetic collective I am 

calling the policing body. The role performed by police within the policing body is both 

their woiic and their labor. To the extent that the labor process is dominated, work is turned 

into labor; to the extent that it is appropriated by workers, labor is turned into work (ibid: 

7). ̂  Like all workers, police struggle to make their labor satisfy their needs and wants. 

Over time, their struggle has produced a way of laboring that can be distinguished from but 

overlaps with the cultural whole. ̂ 

Police constitute a sub-cultural realm that generates diverse, often conflicting, 

impulses which together shape police practice. Herbert (1997:4) identifies six "normative 

orders" — defined as sets of rules and practices centered on a primary value — which 

structure police practice. They are: the law, bureaucratic regulations, adventure/machismo. 

See also Lefebvie (1991:70, emphasis in the oiigiiiai) on (be difference between a work and a 

product where "a work has something irreplaceable and unique about it, [while] a product can be 

reproduced exactly, and is in fact the result of repetitive acts and gestures." The labor process — when 

dominated as labor (and not appropriated as work) — consists in the mobilization of those repetitive acts. 

Drawing upon this passage from Lefebvie's The Production of Space, Kirsch (1995: 547, emphasis in the 

original) notes that the production of space "is never the same as the production of an object Whereas the 

production of an object can be completed (and repeated...) this can never be fully true of the production of 

space which is always, to borrow I^red's phrase, in the process of becoming over time." The labor 

process, too, is always in the process of becoming. Labor is a dynamic domain which is subject to 

influences from within the subcultural world of the worker as well as from society as a whole. 

^  ̂ In practice, there are myriad subcultural domains within any society especially one like that in the 

United States which, as a result of its size, diversity and immigration history (and other factors), includes 

countless ways of life that share sometimes very little with other ways lived by people sometimes even 

close-by. Compare, for example, members of the Tohono-O'odham Indian Nation living on their 

reservation just to the south of Tucs<m with recent in-migrants from Los Angeles who have retired to large 

homes in Tucson's foothills. Compare also Jewish residents of Chicago's West Rogers Park neighborhood, 

many of whom are survivors of concentration camps, and more recent immigrants from hidia and Pakistan 

whose shops stand beside and often have displaced Jewish businesses on Devon Avenue. 
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safety, competence, and morality. The first two of these normative orders — law and 

bureaucratic regulation ~ structure space and the labor process for police. The last four ~ 

adventure/machismo, safety, competence, and morality — ate subjectively constimted 

within the subcultural world of police officers. Together, these normative orders define the 

contours of the police subculture,^ a subculture that varies (sometimes considerably) 

from department to department and even within departments from one part of a city to 

another. It is the interaction of these orders that structures the specific response of an 

individual officer to any situation. An officer may choose to "go by the book" (i.e., enforce 

the law or follow the procedures stipulated in their book of rules and regulations); he or she 

may do what they think is the safest or the "right" thing or seek out adventure with little 

thought for anything else. 

If police officers do not recognize themselves in the commands they are given, the 

policing body can break dowiL This was the case during Boston's school busing crisis 

when many police officers found themselves professionally obligated to oppose their own 

community interests. When the system tveaks down non-local police forces may be 

introduced (as during the busing crisis) or, as appears to be happening with Neighborhood 

 ̂ One critique of Herbert's emiriiasis on notmative orders is that he has conceived of the police 

subculture (and, by inference, subcultures in general) as a discrete social worid, more or less separate from 

the larger society in which it exists. Thus, for example, racism, according to Herbert (1996b; 578), "can 

influence an officer's choice of which notmative order to mobilize" but it does not in itself constitute a 

"key" noimative order. This may underplay the persistence of racism in society at-large and may even 

ccmtradict evidence of overt racism within the LAPD and other police departments. I would argue instead 

that racism is a fundamental aspect of contemporary U.S. society and that it constitutes an important 

contextualizing feature of the exerdse of power. Still, within the working world of police, the six 

notmative orders identified by Herbert as shaping police practice remain valent as well as analytically 

useful. Further research on the police subculnne is caUed for that will locate that subculture (including its 

internal tensions) within the larger cultural frameworks in which police officers (as people who are not 

always on duty) also participate. 
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Policing, a department may fail to achieve bureaucratic mandates. In the rest of this chapter, 

I use Herbert's six normative coders to show how police themselves are limiting the 

disciplinary power of the policing institution. 

One of the principal tasks of police is the enforcement of criminal law. Police are 

variously enabled and constrained by laws in the performance of this task. For example, 

police are legally permitted to carry and, when justiHed, use firearms; they can exert force 

to compel obedience and are allowed to disobey traffic laws; they may obtain warrants that 

allow them to enter and search private property and pat down bodies; they are empowered 

to detain individuals and to prohibit movement of people into and out of areas. But laws 

also constrain the abili^ of police to move freely and to exercise their authority over people 

and space. In fact, as Skolnick (1993; 20) points out, law and order "are frequently found 

to be in opposition, because law implies rational restraint on the rules and procedures used 

to achieve order." Further 

The phrase 'law and order' is misleading because it draws attention away from the 
substantial incompatibilities between the two ideas. Order under law suggests 
procedures different from achievement of 'social order' through threat of coercion 
and summary judgement Order under law is concerned not merely with the 
achievement of regularized social activity but with the means used to come by 
peaceaUe behavior (Skolnick 1993; 19). 

Police cannot enter private property without an invitation, a warrant, or "sufficient cause" 

to suspect criminal misconduct While many officers routinely overstep legal bounds ~ for 

example by stopping individuals without cause or conducting unwarranted searches of cars 

and bodies - they are rarely held accountable for these actions. In fact, one of the most 
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serious charges of the St Clair Committee was that the BPD failed to discipline its rank and 

file to the extent that officers felt free to "cross the line" whenever they considered it to be 

in their best interests to do so.^ Still, so long as police, too, are subject to the law, they 

cannot exercise total control. 

The police bureaucracy also hinders the extension of disciplinary control. As 

discussed above, since the departure of former-Commissioner Bratton, the department has 

shown a lack of resolve to fully implement Neighborhood Policing. According to 

Dorchester's Captain Dunford, the current administrati(Mi is reluctant to give up centralized 

control and, therefore, it has failed to deploy departmental resources according to the more 

"oqjillary" logic of Neighborhood Policing. Buerger (1993: 1C8-124) notes that the basic 

problem with fully implementing community policing is that it is being imposed from the 

top down. The rank and file rightly perceive and therefore resent that community policing 

derives from "managerial cop culture" and is being imposed on "street cop culture." 

Because it has not developed organically from within the subculture of street cops, many 

police officers are reluctant even to consider whether the performance of community 

policing could be appropriated into that subculture. 

 ̂ This failure to police the police, according to the Committee, added to a public perception ~ 

especially in minonty areas — that police are not trustworthy. As a remedy the Committee called for 

civilian oversight of the Ihtemal Affairs Division. BPD administrators rejected that recommendation btu 

made accountability a cornerstone of the rhetoric surrounding (be introduction of Neighborhood Policing. 

More importantly, activists in neighborhoods and communities around the city have worked to infonn die 

citizenry of their tights in an attempt to prevent bullying by police. One group. Qtizens For Safety, 

publishes manuals — one aimed at juveniles and another at adults — describing the legal tights of citizens in 

their relations with police. Another group. Gay and Lesbian Advocates Against Discrimination (GLAAD). 

has filed a series of lawsuits charging civil rights violations and misconduct by individual police officers. 

 ̂ The opposition mounted by patrol officers demonstrates what the policing literature identifies as a 

fundamental rift between the tank and file of patrol officers and "office" cops — administrators and brass who 

give orders but do not put themselves on the line, in the street (See, for example. Baker 1985; and Herbert 
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As shown by the example described above of officers teaming up to disperse 

loiterers on Hancock Street, police go to lengths to demonstrate their competence to 

civilians, potential wrongdoers and fellow officers. There are numerous ways to 

demonstrate competence: from "being on top of everything that transpires in a designated 

beat to successfully completing a chase to regaUng crimewatch members with war stories. 

In general, the normative order of competence is supported by community policing. 

Just as there are numerous ways to demcnstrate competence, police can maintain 

their commitment to upholding a moral order through the practice of community policing. 

However, the majority of police officers I spoke with and interviewed had trouble 

recognizing themselves and this goal in the collaborative, environmental approach of 

Community Service Officers. Most of these officers prefer to think of themselves as front 

line warriors in a battle against crime and deviance ~ as the "thin blue line" separating 

society from violence and chaos. Boston police think of themselves as defenders of a (legal 

and) moral standard which is shared by all "good," i.e., law-abiding, citizens. Actual 

police practice consists in the manner in which they defend that standard. 

Although tempered to varying degrees by the normative order of safety — especially 

among veteran officers who, unlike their occassionally reckless younger colleagues, less 

often seek out the thrill of adventure — the normative order of adventure/machismo more 

than any other informs the construction of a police identity as well as how they choose to 

do their job. Communis policing has failed to win the support of the rank and file 

1997:80). This dichotomy was bome out in interviews with patrol officers in Boston all of whom 

expressed some mistrust of the motives of the department's top officials "downtown." 

 ̂̂  ̂  The Boston Pblice Department is staffed still overwhelmingly by men. In Dorchester, for example, 

I noted only three female officers, two of whom I saw only at the front desk of the station, the other was a 

Community Service Officer on maternity leave through the entirety of my research time. At the same time. 
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because it is perceived to conflict with this cn-der. Even the officers most integrated into the 

practice of community policing continue to define themesives and their job as essentially 

macho. CSOs are sure to devote one night a week to plain clothes Held work and officers 

assigned to walking and bicycle beats told me that they enjoy a special rush of adrenalin 

from the closer contact they have with potential "wrongdoers." Still, CSOs sometimes miss 

the thrill of the chase. On one occasion, for example, I was driving with a CSO to a 

community meeting when our squad car was flagged down by a motorist who had just 

been involved in a hit-and-run. The CSO quickly gathered descriptive details and took off 

in high speed pursuit After several minutes of failing to locate the suspect's vehicle, the 

officer called off the chase and we drove on to the meeting. Tuming to me with a smile he 

admitted that he sometimes missed turning on the lights and sirens and speeding through 

traffic. After a similar incident with another Dorchester CSO, the offlcer admitted that 

sometimes, before or after crimewatch meetings, he went out "to play" - i.e., he patrolled 

the area and listened fcr calls. "Remember," he said, "I still have a badge that says police." 

It is up to police to materialize the observational and enforcement tactics of 

community policing by coordinating the peiformance of a policing body within which they 

are the most empowered agents. Their reluctance to do so limits their (and the state's) 

ability to exercise disciplinary power. But police do not see themselves or construct their 

role as wardens in a total institution. Rather, they have constructed for themselves a job and 

an identic based on the macho performance of a legally-mandated moral duty. In addition, 

they think of themselves as constituting a separate class from civilians who, when push 

many of the civilian employees woddng in C-11 are female including clerical staff, the Vietnamese liaison 

and the coordinator of the Safe Neighborhoods Initialive. I did not conduct a gendered analysis of 

community policing — or of policing more generally — and direct those who are interested in such to Martin 

and Jurik (1996) and to Belknap (1996). 
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comes to shove, they cannot trust to support police needs or interests. Yet, even with full 

police practice of community policing, other factors would limit the police's disciplinary 

capability including the fluidity of movement by people within and between cities, civilian 

oversight of police, and massive disorder. 

Of these additional constraints, mobili^ is largely, but not entirely, beyond their 

control. Wherever possible, police in Dorchester have sought to slow, deflect, and channel 

traffic so as to minimize undesirable entries and hasty retreats. For example, officers from 

areas C-11 and B-3 worked with neighborhood residents to press the city to introduce a 

series of one-way streets. Residents had complained about vehicles speeding down their 

otherwise quiet streets and police were eager to limit flows into and out of a section of 

Codman Square known for drug activity. By introducing trafflc restrictions, police felt they 

could better monitor drug trafficking in that area and could more easily pursue and cut off 

suspects attempting to flee. Similarly, patrol officers are always on the alert for vehicles 

entering from and fleeing to suburban Medford after buying drugs or visiting prostitutes in 

Dorchester. By maintaining a visible presence near the three entry points to the city, police 

hope to discourage flows of people coming into the city in search of "vice."^^^ Still, given 

the general freedom of movement Americans enjoy, there is no way for police to achieve 

absolute spatial control. 

Civilians can also limit police power by demanding accountability. Neighborhood 

 ̂ Another example of the way police attempt to direct spatial flows comes from Gucago where 

police provide a visible presence in the up-scale neighbothoods tinging the Cabiini-Green Housing Project 

on the city's near north side. Crime is more or less tolerated within the extensive complex as police focus 

on limiting ontboaad flows. At the same time city and federal officials are working on ways to limit 

inbound flows of capitals so as to, in effect, strangle residents, force them to move out and, thereby, shut 

down Cabrini-Green altogether. Cabrini-Green, one of the nation's most notorious public housing projects, 

occupies some of Chicago's most desirable real estate (Joravsky: 1995a; 1995b). 
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Policing has been promoted as a means of achieving police reform ~ of producing a 

department that is equitable, efficient and accountable. Just as the observational tactics of 

Neighborhood Pblicing have allowed police greater access to civilian life, so too have city 

residents become more aware of the details of police practice. In a way, then, community 

policing turns the skeptical eye of city residents on police as much as it does the 

bureaucratic gaze of the police on civilians. Individual officers, in seeking to demonstrate 

their competence to client groups, are singled out, known by name and charged with a 

personal responsibility to serve the people who have invited them into their homes. The 

police's visibility also can be used to make them accountable for their actions. For example, 

CSOs encouraged residents of one Dorchester neighborhood to use video cameras to record 

suspicious activity. Recall, however, that is was a civilian video recording that captured the 

illegal assault of Rodney King by LAPD officers. Hidden video cameras can be turned on 

police as easily as on anyone else. 

Rnally, U.S. society is overrun with what police would consider disorder. Massive 

homelessness means constant violations of laws against loitering and vagrancy; a huge, 

wildly lucrative illegal drug trade employs countless individuals and, on the backside, 

produces countless criminal "users." Boston police do not pretend that they can eliminate 

crime — or even significantly reduce it ~ especially given that courts are already 

backlogged and prisons overfull. Police do believe, however, that if they create a "safer" 

environment they can reduce the fear of crime which, according to a police survey, far 

outweighs the actual risk of victimization (The Plan). 

In this chapter I have demonstrated some of the continuities between community 

policing and conventional policing. These continuities are most evident in the way that 
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community policing conceives of, constructs and mobilizes the policing body and its 

domination of space. CommuniQr policing, like conventioial policing models, employs 

diverse methods of observation and enforcement, all backed by the use of force and aimed 

at the achievement of territorial control. I have shown also how police themselves are 

limiting the implementaticm of community policing and, thereby, constraining (rather than 

enabling) the exercise of disciplinary power. In the next chapter, I explore community 

policing as it is seen from the other side of the police-communi^ partnership. Many city 

residents see community poUcing as means for seizing greater control over police practice 

in their neighborhoods. In so doing, they are attempting to make the BPD fulfill some of 

the promise embedded in its rhetoric but absent from its plans and practice. 
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6. LCX:ATING THE COMMUNITY IN COMMUNITY POUCING 

6.1 Introduction 

To this pdnt my discussion has been limited to consideration of the illuscxy 

qualities of community policing. I have noted the ways in which the practice of 

Neighborhood Policing in Boston is inconsistent with the general rhetoric of community 

policing as well as with the plans heralding its implementation. Further, I have shown that 

even in those areas where community policing is most elaborately deployed, it constitutes 

more of a refinement and extension of conventional policing strategy than it does a break 

from it. These continuities, I argued, are most evident in the policing body that police 

conceive and are attempting to mobilize and, concomitantly, in police efforts to dominate 

(public and private) space. As part of its effort to incorporate civilians into police practice 

and to dominate space. Neighborhood Policing works to dissolve community and to re

make it as a geographically-contained, neighborhood-based crimewatch. But the illusions 

and concrete practice of community policing do not go unchallenged. 

Community poUcing, as it is actually practiced, has as much to do with the manner 

in which civilians perform their role as it does with how police perform theirs. In Boston, 

many community activists see in their role the possibility of increasing popular control over 

policing services. In the United States, state formation acquires its everyday forms through 

a combination of physical domination, routine law enforcement, moral education and 

widespread acquiessence to state rule and to the dominant relations of production which 

that rule supports. (See chapter one above.) But state formation is necessarily part of a 

dialectic with the "popular" ~ that is, with those incorporated into, governed by and 

acquiessent to the state (Hall 1981). In this dissertation, the term "civilians" has been used 
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to distinguish those acting as agents of the state (police) from those subject to state/police 

power (civilians). Police clearly participate in the establishment of state rule by physical 

domination but they also perform a role within the broader framework of quotidian 

administration. I have argued that communis policing is an illusion produced by police in 

order to re-legitimate police practice. In other words, community policing assumes the 

existence of an audience — civilians. As a concrete illusion, community policing is more 

than mere ±etoric; community policing involves the concrete performance of a new set of 

tactics and practices many of which specifically require civilian participation. 

Community policing as it is imagined by police requires particular inputs from 

civilians. The nature of those inputs is characterized by the concrete metaphor of the 

policing body. Pc^ular participation in the concrete practice of conmiunity policing is what 

makes the illusion of conununity policing so compelling to civilians. Because conmiunity 

policing explicitly involves civilian partnership — because it requires the incorporation of 

civilians into the policing body — many civilians believe that community policing contains 

within it mechanisms by which civilians can (re-) build or shore up community and thereby 

gain leverage in struggles to make police more responsive to community interests. Civilians 

do not constitute an uncritical audience. Nor are they dupes to be deployed according the 

logic of the state. Although some city residents are in fact playing their assigned role (as 

eyes and ears) within the police's new technology of surveillance, civilians as a whole do 

not accept the police's logic of a policing body. Most city residents who are seeking to 

participate in conununity policing's police-communiQ^ partnership imagine for themselves a 

more active role than the one allotted to them by police and recognize a supervisory power 

(unrecognized by police) in their role as watchers and wimesses. 
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This chapter takes up this second argument of my dissertation, namely, that 

community policing contains within it mechanisms ~ unintended by its architects and 

unrecognized by police — by which civilian activists can attempt to make police more 

responsive to their own concerns. Understanding of the ways that city residents are using 

(or trying to use) community policing to make police serve community interests unfolds 

from consideration of the nature of community. Community and community building are, I 

show, rooted in popular tradition and latent even in contemporary urban settings 

characterized by widespread ancmie. Further, community is constructed in relationship to 

the state. Contemporary forms of community — as represented in the work of Herbert Gans 

and Philip Abrams — supplement inadequate or unsatisfactory social service provision by 

the state zmd/or agitate against the state for changes in the provision of those services. In 

this chapter I consider the long duree of community in order to emphasize that current 

neighborhood-based communiQ^ building in Boston is not a new invention or an ephemeral 

movement Rather, current communis building is rooted in tradition and represents the 

continued vitality of pre-modem forms of social solidarity. Understanding the roots of 

community reveals also that the conflicts emerging around the implementation of 

community policing, the mobilization of the policing body, and the domination of space by 

agents of the state are not singular to community policing or to contemporary U.S. cities. 

They are, instead, characteristic of a long struggle between states and their subjects where 

rule is established and maintained by "civil," in addition to outright repressive, means. 

Boston police are not coercing civilian participation. To the contrary, I found that 

many city residents are eager to form a partnership with them. I begin this chapter, 

therefore, by asking why conununity policing is so attractive to so many Boston residents 

(and especially to neighborhood and public-safety activists). I then revisit the space 
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community policing makes. As noted in the previous chapter. Neighborhood Policing 

privileges those groups organized at the neighborhood scale and disadvantages others with 

social but not geographical propinquiQr. In so doing, Boston police are positing a particular 

take on the concept o( conununity, assigning to it a spatiality that is not always consistent 

with actual community practice. Here, I tease out the spatiality of community ~ and of 

community policing — from the perspective of those civilian activists that have made or are 

trying to make themselves part of the police-community partnership. The spatiality of 

community, I note, is characterized by tension between domination by the state (and its 

agents) and appropriation by state subjects (citizens organized into and as conmiunities). 

I reject conceptions of ccHnmunity that are based solely on geographical location or 

essentialized (and hypostatized) social characteristics and instead insist on the centrality of 

social/political action. I argue that the extent to which city residents can appropriate the 

space in which they reside (wresting it from domination by police and their technics of 

social control as well as from others who frighten them into a retreat from the streets) 

depends on the extent to which they can build conununity within their neighborhoods. 

In general, Boston residents want to materialize a policing body that resembles the 

one envisioned by police. The major distinction between the policing bodies imagined by 

police and by their civilian partners lies in the supervisory potential that civilians recognize 

in serving as eyes and ears. Whereas police conceive of a prosthetically constructed 

policing body that is dominated by and subservient to police power, community activists 

See Lefebvie (1991:164-168,409-411) as well as chapter four above for a discussion of domiiiatecl 

and appropriated space and the meaning of eachinrelatitHi to the production of space. 

Community means people coming together—collectivizing — on the basis of arecognized 

commonality to do something. In a later section of this chapter, I expand upon and clarify this provisional 

definition. 
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envision a policing body within which police officers are responsive to civilian signals and 

accountable to civilians who possess in their eyes and ears the power and authority to 

oversee poUce behavior. Because police and civilians therefore have different expectations 

about the performance of the policing body, the poUce-conmiunity parmership can take a 

range of forms but notably four (1) open conflict, (2) civilian pressure for police reform, 

(3) co-optation of community by police, and (4) negotiation. The last part of this chapter 

examines these four forms of interaction and assesses the prospects for future 

collaborations between police and communities. 

6.2 Why community policing? 

In the twenty months I spent in Boston researching community policing I devoted 

approximately half of my time to interviewing community activists and attending 

neighborhood association and crimewatch meetings.The intent of my interviews and 

observations was two-fold. Rrst I wanted to understand how city residents conceived of 

themselves as a conununity (or as members of various conununities) and, second, I wanted 

to understand how ccxnmunities interacted with police and how that might be changing 

since the introduction of community policing. One of my first conclusions ~ based on 

repeated observations and the near complete absense of contrary evidence — was that 

community activists as well as crimewatch and neighborhood association members 

overwhelmingly welcome the implementation of community policing. This is true even for 

those activists (and they are numerous) who are skeptical that police will ever make the 

organizational and behavioral changes which activists consider fundamental to the 

production of police reform. I found that community policing is so attractive to so many 

 ̂ I usually arrived at crimewatch and neighborixx>d associatioa meetings with the police. 
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Boston residents because they recognize in it the possibility of reducing crime, alleviating 

their fear of being victimized, making the BPD more accountable, and building 

neighborhood-based communities through the construction of crimewatches. 

According to the FBI's Uniform Crime Report (FBI 1996) — which summarizes 

statistics for a selected set of violent and property offenses as reported to police 

departments covering ninety-five percent of the nation's population^— there were 13.9 

million violent and property crimes during 1995. That represents a one percent decrease 

from 1994 and a seven percent decrease since I99I but a five percent increase from 1986. 

There were 21,597 murders, 97,464 forcible rapes and 1,099,179 aggravated assaults 

reported in 1995. In addition, 2.6 million households reported a burglary and 1.5 million 

automotive owners reported a stolen vehicle. In Boston alone there were 9,569 violent 

crimes including ninety-six murders and 42,709 property crimes reported in 1995. By the 

end of the year, Boston police had arrested thirty persons for those ninety-two murders. 

Crime and the threat of crime is a fundamental part of the landscape of U.S. cities. 

By any standard, U.S. society is violent Property crimes make up an important informal 

economy, circulating money and goods totaling $15.6 billion nationwide (FBI 1996). Vice 

crimes ~ drug sales, prostitution and illegal gambling — also generate huge profits. Many 

violent crimes are conunited in the execution of a property crime or in order to protect the 

enormous profits associated with the unregulated traffic of illegal drugs. Money, however, 

is not the motive behind every crime. E^r example, of the 206 homicides reported in 

Massachussets during 1995 thirty-two were coded as "domestic" (including nearly half of 

Recall that police refonn refers to equitable, accountable and efficient policing. 

See chapter two above for aciitique of the FBFs Unifonn Ciime Reporting Program. 

 ̂ Offender statistics are even less reliable than victim statistics because this category includes 

individuals already convicted and those awaiting trial. 
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all homicides with a female victim). An additional fifteen were listed as '̂ other arguments" 

— whether between friends or strangers. 

Many Americans (especially residents of urban neighborhoods with high crime 

rates but also residents of quieter neighborhoods and tony suburbs) live lives that are 

conditioned by a fear of being victimized. That fear is embodied in urban form — for 

example in fortress-style residential and ctfilce complexes (Davis 1992a) and in urban 

designs which cut-off circulation and reduce connectivity between areas (Newman 1972, 

1980). Fear is evident also in the spatial behavior of city residents. According to Bain, for 

example, the fear of crime effectively excludes women from full participation in public life 

as a result of their confinement to areas in which they feel safe (Pain 1991). The fear of 

crime is exacerbated by the media's fascination with violence and by politicians who use 

crime to try to manipulate voters. As discussed in chapter two, crime has served revanchist 

(Smith 1996) interests in U.S. politics, helping conservative politicians lead a backlash 

against the advances of the civil rights movement (Cronin et al. 1981) and fueling white 

(especially white male) working-class anger at a system perceived to be helping everyone 

but themselves (Rosch 1985; Epstein 1977). 

Several polls conducted and published while I was doing fieldwork in Boston 

spoke to the fears of Boston residents. For instance, of the 488 city residents who 

responded to a poll by the Boston Herald newspaper and WCVB-TV, thirty-eight percent 

said that they were fearful of being victimized and forty-six percent reported that they had 

recently changed their lifestyle to minimize the risk of crime (Woodlief 1993). In another 

poll, this one by the Boston Globe newspaper and WBZ-TV, fifty-five percent of the four 

hundred respondents (this time representing the entire metropolitan area) reported that they 

avoid walking alone at night and fifty-seven percent advocated the imposition of martial law 
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in "high crime areas" (Aucoin 1994). According to a poll commissioned by Dorchester 

police in 1993, the fear of crime among Dorchester residents greatly exaggerates the real 

risk of being victimized (Dunford; personal communication). According to Captain 

Dunford, even in quiet neighborhoods like Neponsett, the fear of crime is keeping city 

residents locked up in their own homes. Boston police contributed to perceptions of 

lawlessness when they distributed twenty thousand pamphlets entided "Fiear City USA" to 

downtown shoppers on the first shopping days after Thanksgiving 1993. The pamphlet 

was produced by the patrolmen's union as a ploy to increase leverage in upcoming contract 

talks (Ford 1993). Crime, therefore, is politically charged and has concrete impacts that 

affect the lives of many more than those who actually commit, or are the victim of, a crime. 

Boston police are advertising community policing as a strategy for lowering crime 

rates, making neighborhoods safe and alleviating the fear of crime. This is exactly what 

many Boston residents want At the crimewatch start-up meeting on Hancock Street 

described in chapter two, the meeting in the Neponsett area described in chapter five, and 

countless other meetings like these, city residents eagerly welcome police into their homes 

in the hope that police will help them make their lives and neighborhoods safer. For these 

people, the kind of reform most needed by the BPD is toward greater efficiency and equitv'. 

They want a police force that is efficient at crime prevention and arrest and one that 

allocates (no less than) a fair share of police resources to their neighborhoods. At least for 

now, they have embraced the rhetoric of community policing. 

Others have embraced community policing for the possibility of using it to make 

police more accountable. Following the Charles Stuart murder investigation, the execution-

style slaying of an off-duty detective with a reputation for physical abuse and corruption. 
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and the police murder of Rev. Acceiyne Williams during a bungled SWAT team raid, even 

the mainstream media began questioning whether the Boston police department was able to 

police itself (Murphy 1993; r .alrshmanan 1994). Boston activists such as Vaughn Simkins 

(an African American) and members of the gay and lesbian legal assistance organization 

GLAAD see within conununity^ policing an opportuni^ to provide greater oversight of 

police activity in their communities. They also hope that conmiunity policing will lead to 

greater accountability in instances when police officers are charged with misconduct 

Conununity policing is seen as a possiUe corrective to legitimate concerns about 

crime and to exaggerated fears of being victimized; it is being seized by those hoping to 

gain closer access to police in order to press for a more equitable (or skewed in-their-favor) 

distribution of police resources and/or to obtain oversight over police and thus limit (and 

punish) instances of abuse. Community policing is also being welcomed by activists 

hopeful of using it to mobilize what they see as a latent and untapped potential for 

community buidling in their neighborhoods. In this regard, the participation of civilians in 

the police-conmiunity partnership is as much about conununity as it is about policing. Let 

us now, therefore, reconsider the spatiality of Neighborhood Policing, this time from the 

persepective of the civilians police hope to enlist into policing practice. 

6.3 Community as a Relation of Production 

The concept of community is a central proUem of community policing and 

neighborhood organizing. Therefore, in order to understand the range of police-communit>' 

relations, it is necessary to define just what we mean by conmiunity. As discussed in the 

previous chapter, community policing in Boston is called Neighborhood Policing. This 

AlUiough the tenn community is sometimes used to designate a geographic area (i.e., a 

neighborhood), it is not synonymous with the tenn neighborhood. Neighborhoods are socially constructed 
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rhetorical switch emphasizes a vision cecity space as abstract and tactically dominatable by 

police power. It subordinates the spatiality^^^ of communiQr ~ that is, the ways that urban 

space is made through meaningful social interaction between social groups occupying city 

space at various scales — to the logic of tactics and command. The emphasis on 

neighborhood effectively delimits participation in community policing's police-community^ 

partnership. Neighborhood-based community groups (especially crimewatches) are 

included; communities lacking geographic propinquity are structurally excluded. 

As Alinslgr pointed out a quarter century ago, an organized populace is a politicized 

populace (Alinsky 1971).^^^ For city residents to resist domination by police — for them to 

make urban space and the agencies of local govermnent serve their interests — they must 

organize collectively. Given the stmcture of Neighborhood Policing, which privileges 

neighborhood-based community formations, it appears that the extent to which it will be 

possible for civilians to intervene in and co-produce the policing process will depend on the 

extent to which they can build community in their neighborhoods. But what is 

spatial entities often with rigid boundaties. The teims refers to place more than it does to the people living 

there. For example, the Franklin Park neighborhood of Dorchester in Boston was once occupied almost 

exclusively by Jews. Today its residents are mostly of African-American and Caribbean descent Thus, 

contemporary reference to the Iianklin Park cfunmunity has an entirely different meaning from the one it 

had thirty years ago. Yet the name Firanldin Park is unchanged (Harmon and Levine. 1992). 

Following Soja, I recognize that "spatiality issocie .̂ not as its definitional or logical equivalent, 

but as its concretization, its formative constitation" (Soja 1985; emphasis in the original). It is "both 

the medium and outcome" of human action. 

 ̂ At the same time, it is no less true that not all forms of organization are oppositional. The various 

fomis of police-community interaction are discussed in a later section of this diapter. 

And to the extent that they choose not to or fail to build community, city residents are 

contributing to what Sayer termed the cynicism that is essential to non-coercive state rule (Sayer 1994). 

Not organizing has the same result as submission to police rule even if it isn't the same as participating, 

on the police's terms, in the performance of the policing body. 
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community? In the rest of this section I argue that community has three components: social 

solidarity, the production of a space and collective action. 

After Durkheim, community is a fonn of social solidarity based on a combination of 

similarities and interwoven differences. "Social life," he wrote, "is derived from a dual 

source, the similari^ of individual consciousness and the social division of labor" 

(Durkheim [1933] 1984: 172).^^^ Durkheim recognized that solidarity, however dynamic 

in form, is fundamental to the social (re-)i»xxiuction of everyday life. In other words, 

community is a relation of production: it is a form of social mobilization involving 

collective performance in the production and reproduction of everyday life including of the 

terms of collective identity (Bondi 1993:90). 

The expression ^communiQr is a relation of production' has been borrowed from 

Roseberry (1991) who notes that as rural areas in early modem England were transformed 

from a communal to household-based system of production, basic production decisions 

continued to be "mediated by the community." "While production was not conmiunal, the 

community constituted an important relation of production" and a "conununity ideology" 

continued to limit household autonc»ny (Roseberry 1991:22). Simply put, conmiunity did 

not disappear even if it appeared to have been supplanted first by, the household and later 

by the individual. In the language of Durkheim, even as pre-modem rural English society' 

(and systems of production) became more complex and differentiated — and thus apparently 

more "organic" — the reorganization of community life around household production was 

not altogether inconunensurate with mechanical solidarity. Relations of production 

 ̂ As societies became mote complex, especiafly as they are integrated into complex economies, 

organic solidarity supplants mechanical solidarity but not necessarily in a thoroughgoing manner. Thus, in 

any particular instance, the one or the other may be dominanL 
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remained centered on the community and, conversely, communiQr relations remained 

centered on relations of production ~ on the producticxi of goods necessary to individual 

survival ~ and on relations of social reproduction ~ that is, on the reproduction of the 

means of survival of the collective, the conununity. In rural early modem England, one of 

the products of community relations of production was the space of the community. That 

space was largely contiguous with the land occufned and worked by members of the 

conununity. Community and place (e.g., village) are, therefore, in this instance largely 

synonymous terms. The important point is that community — concern for the collectivity --

mediates relations of economic production so as to ensure the social reproduction 

of the collectivity. 

A similar form of community — one integrating people and place and mediating in 

relations of production ~ was found by anthropologist Daniel Nugent in the town of 

Namiquipa in Chihuahua, Mexico. A key distinction, however, in the way Nugent 

formulates community lies is his concern for relations between the community and the 

state. He writes: 

In Mexico what are 'below' [the state] are a lot of pueblos. In Spanish the 
word pueblo can signify both 'village' or 'rural town,' and 'people' or 
'popular classes.' The word assumes an appropriate resonance when it is 
taken to signify both simultaneously. It is precisely this multilayered 
meaning — referring at once to geographical locale and social totality, to 
physical space and political movement within it — which should be attached 
to the concept rendered as 'conununity' in English (Nugent 1993:34). 

In Namiquipa, communiQ^ explicitly emerges out of and mediates relations of production. 

Namiquipan settlers and their descendents were granted usufruct rights by the state. Living 
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on that land meant joining the pueblo—a fonnal procedure entailing obligations both to the 

pueblo (working the land, etc.) and to the state (notably, defending the northern frontier 

against "savage" Apaches) (ibid: 46). Community fcvmation, therefore, is understood here 

as part of a mutually fdxmative struggle between the community and the state. 

Nugent's "pueblo" form of community really isn't as far removed from urban 

community building as it might seem. While neighborhood-based communities in Boston 

are less formally organized than the Namiquipa pueblo — with residence not contingent 

upon accepting obligations to the community or upon entering info a formal arrangement 

with the state — community building and community policing both entail the promotion of a 

way of thinking about the neighborhood that is consistent with the pueblo ideal. 

Community building involves production of a collective sensibility — the same sort of 

sensibility that Roseberry recognizes as mediating in pre-modem relations of production — 

among residents of a geographically delineated area in order to enhance the quality of life, 

through reciprocity, of area residents. Community policing — if performed under the 

direction of police — casts neighborhood residents in a subordinate relationship to the state. 

It obliges civilians to act according to the logic of a state-controlled policing body to defend 

the urban frontier against individuals often termed "savages" (individuals who are often, 

like the Apache, racially "othered"). Nugent's pueblo brings us closer to the dynamics 

shaping community building in Boston but the links are still rather tenuous especially 

Nugent's conception of community is OMisistent with that of Raymond Williams who writes that 

community, like the temi civil society, was "originally an attempt to distinguish the body of direct 

relationships from the wganized establishment of realna or state" (Williams 1976: 75, emphasis in the 

orginal). In its rural context of the previous century and of the first part of this one in northern Mexico, a 

body of direct relationships making up a particular whole way of life in a particular place emerged out of 

and centered around relations of agncultural producticHL Although filtered through the anomie and mobility 

characteristic of modernity, contemporary communities — whether in cities or organized at a broader scale — 

only exist to the extent that this body of more "direct relationships" exists. 
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because in Namiquipa, as in Roseberry's England, the traditional roots of community are 

obvious while in contemporary Boston community building resembles the conscious 

invention of tradition. 

E.P. Thompson draws us nearer with his analysis of the sundering of traditional 

forms of social cohesion and the emergence of a new form of solidarity ~ on the basis of 

class consciousness — during and after the Industrial Revolution in England between 1780 

and 1840 (Thompson 1966; 1978). In his monumental The Making of the English 

Working Class, Thompson describes the transformation of community from separate, 

spatially and socially distinct entities distributed across the rural landscape and tied to an 

agrarian-based way of life into a "formative working-class community" which transcended 

geographic boundaries. As in Roseberry's analysis, traditional communities bound people 

to place through generations of spatial fixity and a "clannish form" of consciousness that 

was centered on the village and "closed to outsiders." In those villages "some very old 

traditions survived" (Thompson 1966:407). The new form of solidarity that emerged from 

the wreckage of villages whose economic base had been disrupted by the Industrial 

Revolution also sprang from relations of production. This solidarity "was the product... 

in high degree of conscious working-class endeavor" (ibid: 412); it was built by the 

workers themselves and fufilled many of the same fimctions as did traditional forms of 

solidari^. In other words, just as traditional communities were produced out of a 

"particular whole way of life" (Williams 1983:90) in a particular place and wedded to an 

agriculturally-based local economy (i.e., to the land and the demands of working that land 

and reproducing a society in rhythm with it), the new working-class community expressed 

an understanding of the demands ~ political as well as physical ~ of a new industrial and 
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urbanized way of life. 

Thcmpsoii's notion of commiiniQr (and of class) is informed by Marx's conception 

of ideas and categories as "the abstract ideal expression of... social relations" (Marx, in 

Sayer 1987: 126). Social categories are not things but are, rather, "historical and transitory 

products" which partake of the social reality they seek to depict (ibid). "Society does not 

consist of individuals, but expresses the sum of interrelations within which these 

individuals stand" (Marx [1857-8] 1978). Thus, for Thompson, class and community are 

historically contigent ideal expressions of a particular form of social interaction which binds 

individuals into collective social bodies. In The Making of the English Working Class and 

further studies of the social and cultural transformation of English society during and after 

the Industrial Revolution Thompson's focus is class. Yet his definition of class offers 

equally profound insight into contemporary, American concepts of community. In the 

following quotation I have substituted the word community for the word class. 

When we are speaking of a community we are thinking of a very loosely 
defined body of people who share the same categories of interests, social 
experiences, traditions and value system, who have a disposition to behave 
as a community, to define themselves in their actions and in their 
consciousness in relation to other groups of people in conununity ways. But 
community itself is not a thing, it is a happening (Thompson 1978:85).^^^ 

Community isn't a neighborhood or an ethnicity, nor is it a set of institutions 

Wheieas the transposidoa of the terms community and class works in this quotation and is thus a 

fniitfui point of departure for my discussion of community as practiced and ptocessual rather than static and 

categorical, I do not wish to imply that the terms are isomosphic. Indeed, it would be taking the parallel too 

far if, for example, one were to rewrite the openning sentence of the Communist Manifesto as: "The 

history of all hitherto existing society is the history of community struggle." That is an interesting 

proposition, but too far beyond the scope of this dissertation to explore. 
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separate from the peer group it supports. CommuniQr means people coming together to do 

something. It consists of people making, challenging and remaking the world around them. 

For community to be a relation of production it must be seen not as a given but as 

produced, reproduced, contested and altered through positive action — that is, in practice. 

In U.S. cities, that action may consist in patronizing local shops, looking after neighbors, 

and doing whatever it takes to keep outsiders from moving into or changing local ways of 

life. When people stop acting in ccmcert, their communiQr ceases to exist The propensity 

for community may exist, but it will lie dormant until it is again organized in action. 

The propensi^ for ccHnmunity derives from a shared sense of experience, identity 

and purpose. As Thompson shows, that common ideology no longer coincides 

necessarily with physical closeness. For example, African-Americans living as far apart 

as New York and Los Angeles might think of themselves as part of "the Black community" 

- a group sharing a sense of personal and collective identity as well as specific goals. In 

U.S. cities, geographic propinquity has re-emerged as an important basis for organizing 

solidarity and political action. This is evident in community-building efforts in Boston and 

is demonstrated by the now extensive literature on neighborhood-based urban social 

movements (Castells 1983; Fainsteinand Hirst 1994b and below; Hsher 1994). However, 

In the same sense, a neighboiiioodis only a community under certain dicumstances, namely. 

when the people residing there come togetheron the basis of a recognized commonality to act coQectively. 

Insight into the making of those circumstances is provided by the literature on the formation of class 

consciousness (Thompson 1966). 

 ̂ The term "the Black conununity" is itself suspect because it implies the existence of a single, 

organized unity of African Americans more or less sharing goals and perspective and acting together to 

achieve them. To say that racism exists and afiiects. to differing degrees, all African Americans is not the 

same as to say that all Blacks are coming together to act collectively. Some African Americans are coming 

together from diverse locales as they did in the "Million Man March" on Washington, D.C in 1995. But 

even that event highlighted deep fissures within Black America. 
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solidarity based on shared place of residence is often weak grounds for organizing 

(Katznelson 1981:31; see also Alinsky for a defense of residence-based political 

organizing). 

Perhaps the key distinction between class and communis forms of solidarity lies 

not in relation to the means of economic production but in relation to place. Harvey deflnes 

communis "as a set of processes which produce a geographical product" (Harvey 1989: 

148). According to Roseberry and Thompson, pre-industrial and pre-capitalist English 

society wedded economic production, social reproduction and place. That bond was 

loosened by the Industrial Revolution and, in contemporary capitalist socie^, some see 

place as merely incidental to flows of capital, people and information (Castells 1989). Class 

consciousness emerges out of an understanding of one's relationship to the means of 

production and to others sharing the same, or a similar, position. Contemporary 

commimity formations, on the other hand, require the conscious production of a spatialized 

identity (at whatever scale). For example, Gilroy (1987; 1993) and Hesse (1993) argue for 

the existence of a globally constituted Black community founded on common lineage within 

the black-African diaspora. "Blackness," they argue, is an identity-centered global 

condition with numerous expressions from place to place, but all part of a process 

occurring at the global scale. 

My modification of Thompson's definition of class (i.e., community as a 

happening) is useful because it highlights the inadequacy of defintions which focus solely 

on geographic location (e.g.. Franklin Park) or essentialized social location (e.g., the Black 

Harvey's emphasis on the production of place is consistent with Lefebvre's admonishment that: "A 

revolution [or social movement] that does not produce a new space has not realized its full potential; indeed 

it has failed in that it has not changed life itself, but has merely changed ideological superstructures, 

institutions or political apparatuses. A social Itansfonnation, to be truly tevolutionary in character, must 

manifest a creative capacity in its effects on daily life, on language and on space" (Lefebvre 1991; 54). 
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or Jewish community) without considering the necessarily practiced quality of those 

relations. In addition, "Thompson's definition'' emphasizes the political dimension of 

community formations — namely, the ways that commimities may be constructed in 

opposition to other communities and to the state. Finally, "Thompson's defintion" is 

analytically useful for the study of the production of solidarity as embodied in such 

popular expressions as "conmiunity building" (Peck 1987). 

Analysis of contemporary, urban communities has focused on the failure of the 

welfare state adequately to provide for social reproduction of the working classes and 

the resultant need to develop mutual support networks within a neighborhood or among a 

more diffusely settled peer group. As Abrams notes; "The so-called natural helping 

networks of the traditional neighborhood — not actually natural at all, of course — 

developed as a response to certain highly specified social conditions which one would not 

wish to see reproduced today" (Abrams, in Bulmer 1986:92). The literature on urban 

communities is split between ccmcera for community fcmnations among peer group 

members — i.e., among individuals collectivized on the basis of something akin to 

Durkheim's mechanical solidariQr (see Gilroy 1987 on interpretive communities as well as 

Saunders 1993) — and concern for community building along the lines of Castells' urban 

social movements (Castells 1983). In both cases the basis of community is the formation of 

reciprocal relations support either to augment or to counter the provision of social 

services by the local state. 

Herbert Cans is illustrative of the first group. In The Urban Villagers Gans 

describes how Italian immigrants to a Boston neighbortiood created a community "to 

See Willis 1977 for a brilliant portrait of the reproductioa of labor power in England. 
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perfonn functioiis that cannot be taten care of within the peer group society" (Gans 1962: 

104). That commimiQr consisted in "the small anay of... institutions, voluntary 

organizations, and other social bodies which function to support the workings of the peer 

group society" (ibid: 36). These institutions include churches, parochial schools, formal 

social and political organizations, and local businesses. Importantly, the conununity is not 

isomorphic with the peer group itself, that is, with people sharing basic social, cultural and 

lifestyle characteristics although the peer group is what makes community building possible 

and, in some cases, necessary. Thus, while identiQr is fundamental to membership in 

the peer group and to participation in the community, community is not defmed on the basis 

of that identity. Rather, community consists in just those forms of association or sociality 

which Gans calls "institutions" and which are created and used by peer group members to 

perform services not provided by the local state or by the peer group itself (i.e., family and 

friends). Gans's is an institutional conception of conununity wherein the community 

functions like an ultra-local shadow-government While very few people participate in the 

functioning of the institutions that make up the community, those institutions serve all peer-

group members. Gans also notes that communities are portable: as peer group members 

scattered across the city following the "renewal" of their urban neighborhood, religious, 

educational and social organizations and institutions continued to provide services 

necessary both to individuals as well as to the maintenance of the integrity of the group. 

Gans's analysis of conununity institutions is useful when considering current community-

building efforts through the formation of crimewatches and neighborhood associations 

 ̂ Religious institutiaiis includiiig churches and parochial schools serve a necessary function in the 

reproduction of similaiity within the peer group; they also foster recognition of difference between the peer 

group and what Gans calls the outside world. 
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whose goal is to establish an institutional liaison between the neighborhood and local 

government agencies. 

A second author, Philip Abrams, focuses on the production of neighborhood-based 

community by people living in proximity to one another and not necessarily bound by 

membership in a peer group. Abrams studied the process by which neighbors (literally, 

"nigh-dwellers") become neighborly, i.e., develop positive, committed, reciprocal relations 

with one another. He writes: "Neighborhood care is a mobilization of local energies and 

resources to achieve levels of indigenous concern and support which complement, 

supplement and progressively omtain the need for external stamtory and voluntary services 

in specified respects" (Abrams, in Bulmer 1986:24). It means "working out a constructive 

relationship between the state, nationally and locally, and neighborhoodism, the politicized 

voice of attachment" (ibid: 95). Like Gans, Abrams recognized that conmiunity is created 

out of necessity: although it is formed voluntarily, without it important social needs would 

not be met (by the state or, affordably, within civil society). In this regard, community 

(what Abrams terms neighborhood care) is built in direct response to the state. Community 

means the production of a set of social relationships concerned with social reproduction 

primarily among the working classes. 

As a social relationship, communities are "simultaneously material and ideological 

formations" (Nugent 1993: 150). This idea is akin to Benedict Anderson's (1983) notion of 

nations as "imagined conununities." Lacking the authority to legally coerce participation 

and no longer particpating in communal forms of production, it is the ideological 

component of conmiunity that binds people to one another and links them within the 

network of obligation and responsiblity. According to Gilroy: "Community is as much 

about difference as it is about similarity and identity. It is a relational idea which suggests 
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. . .  t h e  i d e a  o f  a i i t a g ( x i i s m . . .  T h e  w o r d  d i r e c t s  a n a l y s i s  t o  t h e  b o u n d a r y  b e t w e e n  t h e s e  

groups" (Gilroy 1987: 235). 

A ccxnmuniQr of identity resembles a social formation described by Durkheim 

(1984) as characterized by mechanical solidarity, that is, "solidarity by similarities." 

Mechanical solidarity implies a idnd of ideological confcmnity, whereby members of a 

society (or peer group) come to to share a common identity and outlook. Under mechanical 

solidarity: "The totality of beliefs and sentiments common to the average members of a 

society fomis a determinate system with a life of its own. It can be termed the collective or 

common consciousness" (Durkheim 1984:39). A society marked by mechanical solidarity 

is not only by definition homogenous but also resistant to change and intolerant of 

difference. 

Abrams recognized that neighborhood care (community building) isn't necessarily a 

good thing. A conununity may incorporate chauvinistic and parochial interests and is 

susceptible to co-optation by the local state. Communities that carve out a territory with the 

goal of keeping out the problems of the outside world constitute a form of urban populism. 

An urban populist movement, according to Fainstein, "often veers into right-wing defense 

of homeowner privilege and communal espousal of exclusion despite its espousal of 

democratic ethos" (Fainstein 1994: 1; see also Fainstein and Hirst 1994a and 1994b). In 

practice this has two effects. The first is parochial schisming: 'The fragmented, parochial 

nature of most urban movements limits their capabilities, causing them to be issue 

dependent and resistant to becoming effective elements within broad coalitions" (1994b: 4). 

A second effect is that the narrow, strictly local focus of these movements prohibits them 

from addressing the basic forces structuring their struggles. 

 ̂ For example, on King Street in Dorchester (see Hgure 6.1) two ciimewatches meet on difTerent 
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Community is also vulnerable to co-optation by the local state. Abrams wains that 

because state agencies often are integrated into a neighborhood care movement (as, for 

example, when police help form crimewatches and/or attend neighborhood association 

meetings), the whole movement is subject to becoming "a cunning extension of social 

control [by the state] which seeks to advance the frontiers of public surveillance and service 

by appropriating the rhetoric and forms of private life" (Abrams, in Buhner 1986: 24-25). 

Criticism of conununity also addresses the conflation of individual and group — as 

nights. Although the meetiiig places are just a few blocks apart, the only attendees common to both 
meetings are Conununity Service Officers. One of the watches was established five years ago and has been 
acknowledged with a 'Top Ten Ciimewatch Award" The other is just starting up. At the established 
ciimewatch, twenty-five or so homeowners (mostly older women and almost exclusively people of Irish 

descent) gather to eat pastries, drink coffee and hear their cantankerous but politically effective organizer rail 

against police and city government At the other, five or six renters, all recendy moved to the neighborhood 

and representing a range of ethnic origins, share juice anddonuts and look to the CSOs and the BPD's 
civilian organizer for guidance on how to operate and expand their organization. The established crimewatch 
was organized after the one and only drive-by shooting in the neighborhood's history. The other, although 
just a few blocks distant, meets on a street riddled with crime (mostly drug dealing, gang activity and 

robbery). They have asked to merge their fledgling organization with the larger, established group — to 
expand the scope of that 'Top Ten" crimewatch to include their streets and. in time, hopefully, the 

intervening ones as well. This proposal has been rejected by the established watch. As organizer Corina 

Carleton says: "On this block, everybody knows everyone. Our goal is to keep the problems ruining other 
parts of the city off our street Why would we invite those problems into our living rooms?" (Carleton: 
personal communication). 

The two groups also differ in their percepdon of the respective roles of police and residents in 
producing public safety. Whereas Carleton insists that policing is police business and that civilians should 
keep out of it except to call for help, the newer group's members — mote desperate to secure their safety -
are asking police what they can do to augment what they know is a limited police presence. The isolationist 
parochialism of the established watch is evident also as a coUecdve consumption goods struggle. Carleton 
complains that too many of the already insufficient city services ate targeted at high crime neighborhoods 

and at kids who have been in trouble with police. She demands that Youth Service Officers meet with kids 

on her Uock (at the upcoming Uock party, fOT instance) and that more after-school programs be made 

available to "white" kids. (Carleton has taken this campaign to the Neighbortiood Policing Advisory 
Council and to Area C-11's monthly open house. The Youth Service Officers did attend the King Street 
block party.) 
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when one assigns all dark-skiniied people to 'ihe Black communiQr" CM* all Jews to "the 

Jewish community" — and comes from opposing ends of the political spectrum. From the 

right, analysts like Shelby Steele complain that insistence on the existence of a thing called 

the Black community (a Black collective consciousness with institutions set up to defend 

the solidarity and integrity of that collectivity) "censors individuality by enforcing a rigid 

'party line'" (Steele 1990:79). This collective identity, argues Steele, constructs Black 

identities in subordination to a white system and cripples individuality ~ which is needed if 

one wants to pull oneself up by (xie's bootstraps. A racial identity that is substituted for 

individual volition and action is an excuse, he writes, for failure to seize control of one's 

life. One can be Black without belonging to the Black community; "Identity is not the same 

thing as the fact of membership in a collective" (ibid: 96). 

From the left comes Iris Marion Young writes: 'The ideal of community... 

privileges unity over difference, immediacy over mediation, sympathy over recognition of 

the limits of one's understanding of others from their point of view" (Young 1990:300). 

The desire for a imified, pure community is at odds, she believes, with the diversity of 

contemporary urban landscapes and can only be realized by creating dichotomies, 

constructing borders and barriers, and through exclusion. According to Young, a 

politics based on the ideal of community is regressive. Such a politics will not agitate for 

fundamental change but will instead further entrench class fractions in their differences. 

Unfortunately, neither Young nor Steele has proposed a workable political alternative to the 

organization of community. (See Harvey 1993 for a defense of the continued vitality of 

 ̂ Parochial and chauvanistic community building demonstrates that community is also an important 

"dividing practice," that is. something "which separates the individual, breaks his linlfs with others, splits 
up community life, forces the individual back on himself' (Foucault 1982; 212). 
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class-based political activism.) 

As a result, even as contemporary urban landscapes become mote complicated — 

reorganizing in response to (1) a shift from (industrial) production to consumption (Zukin 

1991), (2) gentiificaticm (Smith 1992a), and (3) uneven economic mobility — place-based 

organizing along the lines of Abrams' neighborhood-care movement remains prominent 

Neighborhood-based conununity building is a response to the erosion of local power and to 

the effects of anomie increasingly characteristic of modem organically organized society. 

As Abrams puts it: 

If mobility and choice are two distinctive features of the social effects of 
industrialization, formal organization and a vastly enlarged public, political 
life are two others. And it is precisely these four properties — mobility, 
choice, organization and politics — that identify and precipitate modem 
neighborhoodism and mark it out as scxnething quite unlike the traditional 
neighboiliood. Modem neighborhoodism is in its purest form an attempt by 
newcomers to creale a local social world through political or quasi-political 
action. Great organizational skills and ingenious organizational devices are 
often used in an attempt to mobilize old and new residents alike in order to 
protect amenities, enhance resources, and, to a greater or lesser degree, 
wrench contrcd of the local milieu from outside authorities and vest it in 
sUictly local hands (Abrams, in Buhner 1986:95). 

To reproduce conununity is to resist individual isolation and anomie, it is to 

reconstruct collectivities based not on a division of special functions but on the recognition 

of similarities. Contemporary community building involves manufacturing an imagined 

mechanical solidarity based on the recognition of a common stake and/or condition. It also 

necessitates the development of localized resistance to centralized authority and, in so 

doing, re-empowers people and their places. The locality (the neighborhood) emerges as an 
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alternative (albeit less ambitious one) to organized class-based resistance to capital and the 

state. Neighborhoods are constructed as defensive spaces from which to resist 

powerlessness, anomie and dependence on an unresponsive and unjust state. Considered in 

this way, neighb^faood-based conununities more and more come to resemble Nugent's 

pueblo. 

In sum, there are three components to contemporary urban communities; 

communities are a form of social solidari^; they are organized in space and produce a space 

(at whatever scale); and they entail social action often directed at or in response to the state. 

Community building is a popular tradition that grew out of and mediates productive 

relations in the name of social solidarity. While once isomorphic with the locale, today 

community is formed at numerous scales ranging from the neighborhood to the global. 

Over time, community has evolved into a more complex social formation that has been 

juxtaposed with (although not always in outright opposition to) the state. With the 

reconfiguration of locality-based community, other forms of solidarity - notably, class — 

have emerged to bind individuals in collectivities and to mediate in relations of production. 

Contemporary neighborhood-based community building incorporates many of the elements 

of the traditional (i.e., pre-modem, pre-industrial, rural, etc.) community along with 

elements of more recent inventions. 

Attention to conmiunity as a relation of production remains a valuable theoretical 

framework for the analysis of community despite the practical distance separating 

neighborhoods from sites of economic production. In addition to the work of Lefebvre and 

of Harvey on the social production of space, Roseberry himself offers an important 

connection. In his analysis of rural, pre-modem England Roseberry recognizes that 
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concern for the reproduction of the community survived the transformation of economic 

production frcHn a communal to a household basis and contributed to the survival of those 

participating (incopcvated into) the collectivity. That emphasis on the reproduction of 

solidarity — on binding individuals into practical, productive relations ~ continues today in 

the neighborhood-care movement, a movement that achieves its political apex in what 

Castells terms urban social movements. In the next section, I review the history of urban 

social movements in the United States in order to situate current community-building 

efforts in Boston. As I show, urban social movements represent the politicized side of 

community building — or, in the language of Abrams, "the politicized voice of attachment" 

(Abrams, in Bulmer 1986: 95). In other words, it is as an urban social movement that 

neighborhood-based (and formative) commimities negotiate a relationship to the state. 

6.4 Community as an Urban Social Movement 

Urban social movements emerged in U.S. cities as an expression of the growing 

political organization (and power) of ciQ^ residents in their struggle to participate in the 

decisions affecting the governance and vitaliQr of their neighborhoods. Urban social 

movements, therefore, are a political expression of community involvement in the planning 

process and constitute a form of resistance to centralized planning and to the objectification 

(by the state) of city residents and the neighborhoods in which they live. Fainstein and 

Hirst (1994a) identify three stages in the history of neighborhood planning in the United 

States. The first stage was coincident with the Progressive Era and lasted from 

approximately 1880 to 1920. During this time, social reformers established settlement 

houses to ease and accelerate the assimilation of new immigrants to American cities. The 
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second period lasted from approximately 1920 to 1960 and was concerned primarily with 

the physical design of neighborhoods, particularly in so far as they were to be made to 

accommodate the automobile. In both of these periods, the authors note, neighborhoods 

were seen as the object rather than the subject of social policy. In both stages, local 

interests were subordinate and incidental to the larger-scaled, centralized interests of capital 

and the central state. 

At the end of the second period — the onset of the 1960s — many U.S. cities were 

facing major disrupticns in their social and economic fabric as a result of, among other 

factors, massive internal migration from rural areas and, in particular, the southern and 

Appalachian states. In response to rapid demographic change and to the local ravages of 

government-sponsored urban renewal projects, residents of diverse neighborhoods began 

to fonn social movements whose goal was to preserve neighborhood integri^ by resisting 

change. Thus began what Fainstein and Hirst identify as the third stage in the history of 

neighborhood planning. At this point, neighborhood residents often were well organized 

with the neighborhood space coming to represent a politicized terrain of struggle. The 

neighborhood was no longer the object of social policy. Instead, it was perceived "as a 

physical unit whose fate would be determined by its residents rather than by exogenous 

political and economic forces" (Fainstein and Hirst 1994a: 2). 

Fainstein and Hirst situate the present period at the end of this trend toward local 

activism. The goals of current organizations are the retention and attraction of investment, 

the provision of local government services, and control over the character of 

neighborhoods (including chauvinistic, exclusicniary, or racist movements to preserve the 

ethnic character of a place). According to Fainstein and Hirst, current activism is stimulated 

by growing dissatisfaction with the quality of life and level of services as well as by social 
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and physical decay within neighborhoods (ibid: 12). In all cases, the current period is 

characterized by uneven and sometimes tense relations between neighborhood-based actors 

and local government agents attempting to placate demands for service or mediate intia-

neighborhood disputes (as, for example, between Black and Jewish residents of the Crown 

Heights section of Brooklyn in 1991). This position as both subject and object of social 

policy is the fundament of the third stage. They write: 

In the late 1960s protest movements erupted in many cities throughout the 
United States, coalescing around the three bases of race/ethnicity, client 
status, and territory. They took as their targets local state agencies in their 
roles as providers of collective consumption services such as housing, 
health, and education and as sponsors of physical development (Fainstein 
and Hirst 1994b: 8). 

The initial protests were organized in response to the massive dislocations brought 

about by internal migration, a de-industrializing economy, and urban renewal projects. 

Parallels exist today that keep these movements and new, similar ones going. Uneven 

development in cities like Boston has disrupted the social continuity of many 

neighborhoods through the twin engines of disinvestment and gentrification. Formerly 

working-class neighborhoods have teetered and fallen into decay with precipitously 

declining property values. Ethnic enclaves and other neighborhood-based communities of 

long-standing have been broten up and with them a sense of attachment and neighborhood 

care. Violent crime, much of it associated with a tremendously profitable illegal drug trade, 

has frightened many urban residents to the point where they are afraid of their neighbors. 

The movements of the 1960s often had social identity as an organizing linchpin. 

The civil-rights and Black-power movements, gay-rights movement, and (Chicano) 
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migrant farm workers movements, for example, were large-scale social struggles that 

erupted in specific places where group membership was particulariy well organized. But as 

Fainstein and Hirst (i994b: 9) point out: 'The reliance on race as a base for mobilization, 

while extremely important for enhancing solidarity among movement participants, seriously 

restricted the potential for coalition formation." 

Castells (1983:319-320) writes that contemporary urban social movements propose 

a new relationship between society and space, forcing a negotiation of the uses of public 

space, the provision of public services, and the rights of property-owners. The aims of 

urban movements, he writes, are securing collective consumption goods, self-management, 

and the preservation of cultural identity. Urban movements are generally resistance 

movements — that is, they are more often than not focused on preventing change than 

agitating for it Among the projects urban social movements tend to resist are: appropriation 

and adaptation of urban spaces to new functions through urban renewal and real estate 

speculation; the destruction of ethnic or sub-cultuialAifes^rle enclaves; and non-local 

management of urban services. 

Urban movements take a number of forms ranging from government-sponsored 

organizations like community development programs to independent organizations formed 

in opposition to what is perceived to be a hostile state. Fainstein and Hirst write that the 

neighborhood planning movement is frequently marted by the existence of municipal 

programs that encourage the formation of quasi-independent, neighborhood-based citizens' 

groups working in collaboration with the city government These officially-sanctioned 

citizens' groups participate in the policy planning process by reviewing plans, developing 

plans, and sharing in the task of providing certain services. 
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Pacione (1968), wlio adds to this list infonnation collectioa and dissemination, 

identifles three levels of participation. These are: non-participation (notably by excluded 

groups), tokenism (for example, where a citizens' group is merely informed of decisions 

and perhaps consulted but without the group having a binding vote), and full "citizen 

power." In the last case, the urban movement is a full parmer with designated power and 

authority. Only in the last case, do citizens possess local power to control the character and 

destiny of policies affecting their neighborhoods. 

Fainstein and Hirst point out that government-sponsored citizens' movements and 

the collaboration process in which they are involved are problematic. First of all, they note 

a class bias. Whether as a result of poor organizing or exclusion, those groups working 

most closely with local government tend to be dominated by the middle class (and, more 

specifically, by a white middle class). This, they argue, blocks the potential for social 

equity and limits the range of issues brought up for debate. In many cases certain class 

fractions may even capture important mechanisms of governance and use them to oppose 

the interests of other, non-participating or excluded interests. In any case, the authors 

contend that the real stakes in these battles tend to be more symbolic than practical with real 

decision-making power retained by the state (Fainstein and Hirst 1994a: 5). 

Neighborhood-based urban movements also have practical limitations. In particular, 

operating at the neighborhood scale places these movements in a purely reactive and 

uncoordinated position that limits their power to affect structural change. 

Still, at least in the case of Minneapolis where the authors studied a government 

program that fostered collaborations with citizens' groups in the neighborhood-planning 

process, "neighborhood-based planning offers the potential to overcome centralized 

planning's disabilities, particularly its bias toward downtown development, its ideological 
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commitment to the conception of the city as a unitary interest, and its tendency towards 

technocratic domination as opposed to grassroots participation" (ibid: 6). The program in 

Minneapolis, they concluded (and they just as well could be writing about Neighborhood 

Policing in Boston), was unlikely to fulfill the highest hopes of its advocates and would 

have only a marginal effect on the vitality of city neighborhoods. "The promise is real, but 

its achievement depends on the commitment of public officials, both elected and 

bureaucratic, to exercise leadership and to adapt to a different and possibly diminished role" 

(ibid: 34). 

Current community organizing in Boston is centered, predominantly, on the 

neighborhood. City residents have organized into localized neighbo±ood-care movements 

that complement, supplement and agitate for more and better public services. An important 

component of the current neighborhood-care movement is policing and public safety. In 

many neighborhoods, in fact, public safety and policing are the central focus of activists 

seeking to produce community from otherwise non-interacting nigh-dwellers. Whether this 

neighborhood-based movement can produce fundamental changes in the landscapes of 

crime in Boston or on the way Boston police do their job is still very much in doubt. In 

fact, of the three levels of participation identified by Facione, non-participation and 

tokenism best characterize the relationship of neighborhood-based organizations to the 

police. However, as neighborhood residents become organized, they increase their political 

power via-^-vis the local state. In Boston, urban movements which are privileged by 

community policing tend to support the local state. When they do oppose its policies and 

practices it is only as part of a collective consumption goods struggle - i.e., to increase 

their share of services. Those organized in opposition to the state, tend to lack a venue from 

which to confront it. 
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In Boston, organizing and activism around the issues of policing and public safety 

have produced a mechanism by which diverse neighborhoods city-wide have begun to 

come together as communities. Though riddled with chauvinism and parochialism and 

uneven in their relations with the state, they have opened important and promising doors. 

The venue now exists in which police and citizen groups can come together, confront one 

another, and press for changes. A venue also now exists for neighbors to come together to 

discuss the diversity of issues confronting their neighborhoods and to work out a 

relationship with police and other agencies of the local state. The range of forms that 

relationship takes is discussed in the next section. 

6.5 Four Forms of Police-Community Interaction 

Civilians theorize a policing body whose performance is not entirely consistent with 

the one imagine (and mobilized) by police. Even those civilians who designate a passive, 

watching role for themselves — as along King Street in the area organized by Corina 

Carleton's crimewatch (see footnote 141 above) -- recognize in their role as eyes and ears 

the authority to oversee police action and to use those observations to make demands of the 

police. In Carleton's cozy section of Dorchester, with little criminal activity in evidence but 

with widespread feelings of vulnerabiliQr to "siege", residents are using the political power 

of their collective to press police for increased services in what Castells terms a collective 

consumption struggle (Castells 1983). In the rhetoric of police reform the main concern 

here (as in many well-cvganized neighborhoods across Dcxchester) is for increased equity 

where equity comes to mean no-less-than a fair share of police resources. 

Similarly, in the busy Codman Square business district which straddles police areas 
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C-11 and B-3 (see Hgure 6.2) and which is the the site of disproportionately high rates of 

criminal activi^r, organizers and activists are using their considerable political muscle to 

sectire what they believe is a propcvtional share of police resources. Codman Square 

represents one of the many contradictions in police-community relations. Although activists 

like Bill Walcak of the Codman Square Neighborhood Council share with police a law-

and-order, lock-up-the-bad-guys view of city life, he has emerged as one of Boston's most 

outspoken critics of the BPD. Walczak is in constant conflict with the department and is 

considered a thorn in the side of cops like Captain Dunford and his CSOs despite agreeing 

with police on how they should (be allowed) to do their job. Walczak's strategy is simple; 

He knows that police resources are scarce and that squeaky wheels get the grease. If it 

takes making enemies of individual police officers to get the services he wants, then that is 

what he will (and does) do. 

Elsewhere, city residents are hoping to turn the power of their collectivized eyes 

and ears into a body that cooperates with but is not subject to the authority of police. In 

neighborhoods like Grove Hall on the edge of Dorchester and Roxbury (see Figure 6.3), 

civilians are demanding increased service from police but are warning police that they will 

no longer tolerate abuse or disrespect from them. In the language of police reform, they 

want equity but they demand accountability. Across Dorchester — in areas whose residents 

are in regular contact with CSOs and in areas not yet integrated into the routine of 

community policing (as it is practiced in Boston) — police-conmiunity relations tend to take 

one or more of the following forms; conflict, pressure for police reform, co-optation, and 

negotiation. In the rest of this section I consider examples of each as derived from twenty-

months of fieldwork among community activists and crimewatch organizers in Boston. 



Figure 63. Police Area C-11, Dorchester including the location of the 
Holbum-Gannet-Gaston-Otisfield Betterment Association in Grove Hall 
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6.5.1 Conflict and Reform 

The majoriQr of conflict I witnessed between organized community groups and 

Boston police centered on the allocation of police resources — the assignment of a walking 

beat, frequency of patrols, CSO attendance at crimewatch and neighborhood association 

meetings. Occassionally, police would clash with individual crimewatch members but this 

was rare. For example, at the regular meeting of the Hancock Street Neighborhood 

Association Dorchester's CSOs got into a verbal melee with a man who was frustrated by 

the police's inabiliQr to control crime and angry about a Massachusetts law that forbade him 

from owning a gun. In response he took his anger out on police. In Dorchester, I heard 

relatively few complaints of police abuse and, as a result, accountability was not the key 

component of the police reform movement there, falling well behind concern for equity and 

efficiency. There were exceptions, however, including from youth advocates, Domincans 

and representatives of Dorchester's growing Vietnamese population. Elsewhere, calls for 

greater accountability were more commcn. I heard them echoed in Chinatown by Jane 

Leung of Asian YES a provider of services to youths, in the South End by Stanley Pollack 

of the youth advocacy group Teen Empowerment, in the Fenway by members of the gay 

 ̂ Discussion at the meeting centered on what residents could do to make their streets "unfriendly''' to 

criminal activity. One of the attending CSOs listed a number of options including putting up light sensors. 

"What about signs?" a resident asked. Another, a man, inteijected: "They just laugh at that kind of thing. 

They'll take it home and put it on their wall and laugh." "That's right," replied a woman. "The system isn't 

doing shit and the kids know it" "How come I can't have a gun. They all have guns and the law says I 

can't have one. [In Massachusetts it is nearly impossible to legally purchase or own a handgun.] I'mtired 

of this crap. Icali911 and no one comes and yet I can't have a gun to protect myself." The CSO tries to 

explain the prevailing gun laws but is cut short by the same, now irate, man. "If I go to work and don't 

deliver, I get canned. This is your job and you aren't delivering." The officer shifts discussion to the courts 

and the need for tougher sentencing and limiting rights for the accused. Several others jump in to agree that 

the laws have to change and the man doesn't again speak during the remainder of the meeting. 
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and leslnan legal defense group GLAAD, and in Roxbury from Ben Haith an African 

American who runs a Drop-A-Dime center there. One of the Boston police's most eloquent 

and forceful critics is Laura Younger, a resident and activist in Grove Hall which lies at the 

edge of Dorchester but is served by area B-2, Roxbuiy. 

On a rainy July evening in 1994, a "speak out" was held at the Roxbury 

Multiservice Center in Grove Hall. Organizers invited neighborhood residents and 

representatives from the Boston Police Department Only ten to fifteen residents from the 

economically depressed, predominantly African-American, and crime-riddled 

neighborhood appeared. Nearly as many police officers came including CSOs, patrol and 

gang-unit officers, and the BPD's Deputy Superintendent, Captain Bobby Johnson of Area 

B-2, Roxbury. 

The first speaker. Deputy Supt Johnson, explained the idea behind the 

department's new conmiuniQr-policing program and concluded by telling area residents that 

if they had any concerns they needed to "organize those concerns, then I'd be happy to 

discuss them." The organizers were ready. Neighborhood activist Crystall Redd 

complained that police were "physically and verbally abusive" to area residents even on 

routine traffic stops. Johnson replied that he had received "hardly any" complaints of 

abuse; in any event, the deparunent would soon add "sensitivity training" to the police 

academy curriculum. Unsatisfied, activist Laura Younger complained that abuse was the 

rule, not an exception, in Grove Hall. Officers, she charged, were rude even to those 

calling for help. Johnson repeated that the department's Internal Affairs Division (IAD) was 

investigating "very few" incidents in the area and had substantiated only "one or two." In 
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response, attendees detailed cases of perceived abuse and Younger accused Johnson of not 

being honest with them if he was going to rely on lAO statistics, a division of the BPD that 

had been condemned as ineffective by the St Oair Committee. At this point, the meeting 

had turned hostile with citizens charging police officers with callousness and the 

department with being unable to police itself. 

Jorge Martinez, who organized the "speak out" and others like Redd and Younger 

say they are ready to work with police in displacing criminal activi^ from their 

neighborhood. But none of them believes police intend to make any of the changes 

embodied in the rhetoric of community policing — at least not in Grove Hall. As a result, 

each has committed to doing what they can without police. 

On Seaver Street, for example, Martinez was initially successful in attracting 

residents to the nearby Roxbury Multiservice Center fora crimewatch start-up meeting. At 

that meeting, which was attended by CSOs from the Roxbury police area, Martinez 

outlined the principles of community policing and explained how a police-resident 

parmership could result in a greater sense of security and control. Participants, mostly older 

African Americans many of whom had never even met their next-door neighbors, left the 

meeting inspired with confldence and promising to attend the second meeting in a few 

weeks. When no one returned for that second meeting Martinez started knocking on doors 

and what he saw that day put a stop to his (x-ganizing on Seaver Street. At house after 

house, residents showed him (or described) the gasoline soaked rags they had found on 

their porches the night of the first crimewatch meeting. Martinez says that when he reported 

his difficulties to police and asked for a more visible presence to boost morale, he was told 

that police already did all they could in Grove Hall and that Martinez would be better off if 

he moved away and never looked back (Martinez: personal communication). 
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Across the street from the Roxbury Multiservice Center, Rodney Daley operates an 

organization called Gang Pbace. Gang Peace, which began as a mediator in gang disputes, 

has developed into a platform from which Daley criticizes the treatment of Black youth by 

Boston police. Grove Hall residents I spoke with praised Daley for standing up to police 

but said they wished he would move his headquarters/meetinghouse out of the area. 

Police say that Grove Hall is still too unorganized to allow full integration into the 

police-community "partnership" they call community policing. And yet, in 1994, the 

Holbom-Gannett-Gaston-Otisfleld Betterment Association (HGGOBA), a coalition of 

block watches, was selected by the Boston Foundation as the Boston community group 

that best exemplifled the principles of social organizing and neighbo±ood support 

Association president Laura Younger is a skilled organizer, tireless grassroots politician, 

and thorn in the side (if also a willing partaer) of the BPD. Younger uses the medici, 

organizes public demonstrations and pressures elected and ^pointed officials as forcefully 

as anyone I encountered in Dorchester. Yet CSOs sometimes miss her association's 

monthly meetings. (It would be difficult to imagine Dorchester's CSOs as unresponsive to 

someone like King Street's Carleton.) 

HGGOBA represents residents of a small bloc of streets within Grove Hall. At its 

monthly meetings residents discuss issues affecting quality of life in the neighborhood — 

from infrastructure to city services, from children's play spaces to public safety — and 

organize solidari^-building social events. HGGOBA publishes an annual report detailing 

association activities and reprinting letters sent to ci^ government officials, minutes from 

all monthly meetings, progress reports on ongoing concerns, and plans for the coming 

year. Attendance at the monthly meetings is strong and over the years the group has grown 

to take in residents from adjoining blocks. After meetings, the printed minutes are hand-
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delivered to each house. As Younger explained, it is critical to continually reach out to and 

interact with local residents to encourage their participation in the public life of the 

neighboriiood. Says Younger "We need to come together, the most conservative and the 

most progressive parts of the community, because there is some common ground — 

common concerns ~ that we can agree on and support each other on and work together to 

achieve. Our association, we hope, will help create a space for that dialogue" (Younger 

personal communication). '̂*^ 

Organizing, says Younger, is critical in crime-ridden, under-served neighboihoods 

like Grove Hail. Residents there need to look after one another and demonstrate publicly 

their commitment to one another and to the neighborhood. Demonstrating that solidarity 

tells street hoodlums and city officials alike that theirs is a neighboihood that will not 

passively house disorder. Nor is it one that will quietly allow government agencies to 

ignore their needs. Only by organizing do neighborhood residents have a chance of 

displacing criminal activity from their streets and of mustering the political clout necessary 

to force government agencies to deliver adequate public services. 

Actually, policing occupies a small parted the asscKiaticm's agenda. Enviionmental issues are a 

top piiority including water quality, street lighting, street and sidewalk repair, maintenance of vacant lots 

and the creation of safe and creative play spaces for children. Another coacem is housing, especially in 

terms of pressuring city inspectors to force landlords to bring local properties up to code. In ways similar to 

the function of instimtions in Gans' West End community, HGGOBA is playing a vital role as a service 

provider to residents of a Grove Hall neighboffaood, supplementing city services and pushing for the 

provision of more and better government services. As well, in ways cmisistent with Abtams' observations, 

residents of the streets covered by HGGOBA are moving from mere "nigh-dwelling" to neighborhood care. 

Theirs is a grassroots movement that spreads from door-to-door and around comers to adjacent blocks. And 

it is an action-based movement — political because it must be to achieve its goals. Says Younger. "We 

can't do it by ourselves. But we can do a lot and one of the things we can do is demand that the city do its 

share" (Younger personal commimication). The basis of their movement is a form of solidarity founded on 

a recognition of a common stake in their place of residence. 
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In the absence of an ongcwg partnership, there is instead a more adversarial 

relationship between Younger (and other neighborhood residents) and police. For 

example, according to Younger area police tend to bicter (rather than collaborate) with her 

over how to set the public safeQr priorities in her neighborhood. In addition. Younger 

charges that police services are not evenly distributed. She claims that some areas are 

privileged with a heavy police presence despite low crime levels and that others, like her 

own Grove Hall, are underserved despite high levels of crime. Younger says that whenever 

she points this out to police officials, they "bellyache about lack of funds and lenient courts 

... anything except the issue which is getting a fair share of resources, one equal to the 

problems" (Youngen personal communication). 

Younger notes that there is a climate of permissiveness in Roxbury. Police, she 

says, constantly overlook minor violations ~ traffic offenses, public drinking. The result is 

an environment in which "wrongdoers" are encouraged and "good citizens" are 

discouraged. As a result, she says, nobody trusts the police to do their job. Younger 

compares the struggle necessary to produce public safety to the one waged by a 

homeowner against graffiti "taggers." "Even if you do it a thousand times, you have to 

commit yourself to painting it over^ (ibid). Police, says Younger, know what the problems 

are, where the drug houses are, and who the troublemakers ate in the neighborhood. 

Police, she says, just need to start enforcing the laws the same way they do in other, tonier 

neighborhoods. Only then will police build some credibility. Only then will residents begin 

to retake possession of their streets. Like many other Grove F^l residents. Younger 

 ̂ Cqitain Dimfoid doesn't disagree. He insists that officers are deployed according to need but he 

does admit that noisy and politically influential citizens* groups can secure police services for their 

neighborhoods even when there is no statistically demonstrable need for a disproportionate share. 
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charges that police treat all Roxbuiy resideats alike and that hostility is just below — or at -

the surface in all encounters be it with a "hoodlum" or a neighborhood-watch member. She 

believes that the anti-police sentiment pervasive in that part of the city is a direct reflection 

of the hostility area residents feel directed at them by police. 

The conflict in Grove Hall is part of a long simmering unease between Boston's 

African-American residents and its police. That conflict has come to a head on numerous 

occasions including in 1974 during the school busing crisis and again in 1989 during the 

Charles Stuart murder investigation. Having witnessed several instances of gross (and 

clearly racist) disrespect on the part of police officers interacting with Black civilians, I am 

sympathetic to the complaints that came out of Grove Hall.^"^^ But accountability is only 

part of what residents are demanding. As elsewhere throughout Boston, equity-based 

(collective consumption) demands for police reforai are an important component of 

community activism. Collective consumption goods, according to Castells, are those 

More than once when accompanying Dorchester's CSOs to a meeting I observed behavior that 

struck me as outright racist On cmk occasion we observed a group of young African-American males 

(probably teenagers but perhaps a little older) standing in front of the building we were about to enter. 1 

watched as one of the officers went a few steps out (rf'lus way so as to intentionally walk into the area 

where the young men were standing. When they didn't immediately get out of his way — therefore showing 

that they accepted his authority — the officer got right up in the face of cme of the youths and, not saying a 

word, stared into his eyes until the youth moved away. Looking back as we entered the buflding. I saw the 

youths shaking their heads and heard one fellow say "that's bullshit" In this instance, the officer had been 

unprovoked, the young men were not in violation of any laws, yet the officer felt compelled to exert his 

authority. Although I understand how moments like this fit into the disciplinary Ic^c of social control - a 

logic based on intimidation and coercion — I was surprised to see such a performance by this officer. On two 

other occasions I witnessed fiom the back of the squad car as the Irish-American sergeant of the office rolled 

down bis windowtoaddress,inthefirstinstance, a Black boy of perhaps ten who was riding his bicycle on 

a quiet residential street at dusk, and, in the second, a Black woman in a vehicle whose license plate was 

displayed in the rear window. On both occasions, the officer spoke to his subject in a grotesque pantomime 

of Step'n Fetchit-like "Black speech." In both cases, the person he addressed did no more than stare back at 

the offlcer, with looks of baffled amazement on their faces. 
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commodities that are "necessary to the reproduction of labor power and/or to the 

reproduction of social relations" (1963; 461) but which are not produced at an economically 

profitable rate. Collective consumption goods therefore are not produced for sale on the 

market but "through the state apparatus" (ibid: 460). Despite widespread privatization, 

these might include such goods as medical care, public transportation, education and 

policing. 

In many urban neighborhoods, residents feel themselves under siege and in need of 

police protection. For them, policing is a scarce collective consumption good. One 

response to the scarcity of policing services is to augment them with local actions. I found 

evidence of this in Boston but it is not common.More common is for neighborhoods to 

vie with one another for shares of the total pool of police services. Many neighborhood 

associations and crimewatches exist in order to command the attention of local government 

bureaucrats and thus to secure their share of services. As Fainstein and Hirst write: Urban 

social movements "typically challenge government's role in producing or reinforcing an 

uneven distribution of power and resources Individual mobilizations are usuzdly 

narrowly focused, demanding particular services or speciflc powers" (Fainstein and Hirst 

1994b: 4). In Boston, where most activists admit that the local government cannot afford to 

provide adequate services to all neighborhoods and people, urban social movements don't 

just challenge inequities in the distribution of collective consumption goods. Rather, their 

In one Fenway neigbborhood, for example, cnmewatch members organized street patrols during the 

summer of 1993. (See Hgiire 1.1.) Groups of two and three individuals walked designated "beats" equipped 

with walkie-talkies that connected them to someone who would relay calls by telephone to the police. 

Organizers called the action a success even though tne complained that police didn't take their work 

setiously and refused to priontize their calls for service. The patrols were not repeated in 1994 (Goldstein; 

personal communication). 
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Struggle is for a favorable distribution, irrespective of whether that means insufficient 

provision elsewhere. 

The particular kind of organizing that develops under these circumstances resembles 

the old adage about the squeal^ wheel getting the grease. For numerous groups, 

partnership is only desirable to the extent that it assures them enough grease. When it is felt 

that betraying the pannership will offer the best results, they do. A very tense negotiation 

results from this kind of communi^-police relation. Local police are often annoyed with 

groups that go over their heads with complaints and demands for service but they are 

compelled to make peace, if for no other reason than to show headquarters brass that they 

can manage their area. 

Meanwhile, however, police remain hamstrung by their own limited resources. 

Dorchester's Captain Dunford, for example, does not have the personnel to assign 

permanent walking beats in all the neighborhoods clamoring for them. While he will say 

that the decision to assign them is based on the need for service, he will also take into 

consideration which wheels squeak loudest and are most likely to cause trouble. In this 

way, a strong (i.e., large, cohesive and active) organization has the power to affect police 

policy. In Codman Square, for example. Bill Walczak and his Neighborhood Council 

successfully pressured the city and C^tain Dunford into delegating a "fair" share of 

policing resources to their neighborhood. In this case, Codman Square got as much as 

police could give, even if it wasn't as much as the residents wanted. In Grove Hall, on the 

other hand, activists like Laura Younger, despite using many of the same tactics as Walczak 

have failed to secure what they consider their fair share. 

The middle ground is occupied by the St Mark's Neighborhood Association. As 

word spread throughout Dorchester that police were doing something special in the Safe 
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Neighborhood Initiative area, several neighborhoods tried to attach themselves to the SNI, 

none more vigorously than St Mark's. The St Mark's Neighborhood Association 

attempted, by writing the mayor and police commissioner and (literally) by pestering 

Captain Dunford, to have their neighborhood added to the SNI area. Dunford wanted 

nothing of it. Hrst of all, he argued, it is a mistaken perception to believe there are more 

police resources going to the SNI area than to other parts of Dorchester. Second, says 

Dunford, St Mark's does not have the levels of crime common throughout the target area 

making a special designation unnecessary. Third, analysis of arrest reports show that most 

people stopped by police within the SNI area live in the area. In St Mark's, on the other 

hand, arrest statistics indicate a flow of perpetrators from the adjacent police area, B-3. 

Dunford allowed St Mark's Neighborhood Association president Barry Mullen to plead 

his case at a monthly SNI Advisory Council meeting but to no avail. Ciimewatch and 

neighborhood association representatives already participating in the program guarded what 

they considered to be a privilege and Mullen was unable to gamer support As a 

consolation, Dunford promised Mullen that the St Mark's neighborhood would receive 

extra attention from Dorchester's roving patrol officers. In addition, the captain began 

attending the association's monthly meetings (Dunford: personal communication). 

As police attempt to co-opt communiQ^ groups — to draw civilians uncritically into 

the performance of the policing body and into a network of pro-police political support — 

they must negotiate a satisfactory resolution to civilian demands for increased service. In 

Grove Hall and in other neighborhoods where police have failed to do this relations have 

remained (or turned) antagonistic. 

6.5.2 Co-optation and Negotiation 
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I define the co-optaticu of conununities as a situation in which communis groups 

(crimewatches and neighborhood associaticxis) exist as extensions of police, facilitating 

police practice without ccmtributing to local policy making. A co-opted community acts 

uncritically within the policing body as "eyes and ears" and does not recognize the power 

or claim the authority to oversee the behavior of police officers. In a co-opted community, a 

crimewatch is likely to not be representative of the total neighborhood with membership 

representing instead a narrow fraction of the local population, a fraction whose interests are 

represented by police as coincident with those of police. In neighborhoods that are more or 

less homogenous the co-opted community will wall itself off from other people in other 

parts of the city, including (as on King Street) from adjacent blocks. In terms of relations to 

the state, co-optation implies that the crimewatch has yielded all authority to determine 

policy, assign priorities and develop a plan of action for one's own neighborhood. The co-

opted communiQr is a dominated community. 

Although I had expected to And co-optation among crimewatches in whose 

organization police were instrumental, this proved not to be the case. Overall I found a 

frequent intersection of interests between police and crimewatch organizers, especially 

(but not exclusively) in neighborhoods where the local association was concerned primarily 

with crime and much less so with other aspects of neighborhood care. In fact, I found ver>' 

little evidence of outright co-optation among any of the groups I observed. Police are wont 

to privilege those groups whose interests closely intersect with theirs but, especially in high 

crime areas and in neighborhoods where the perception and fear of crime is high, 

displacing criminal activity was a basic priority shared by police and residents alike. This 

Start-up crimewatches represent, in fact, only the propensity for community because it is still 

fomiative. 
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was the case even amcng those who also demanded greater accountability as well as fcH* 

those crimewtaches and neighborhood associations which engaged broader issues of 

neighborhood vitality beyond simply crime and policing. In fact, the primary form of the 

police-community relaticxiship in Boston is negotiation. The closest thing to outright co-

optation that I found was Dorchester's Neighborhood Policing Advisory Council, a select 

group of activists who meet monthly with Captain Dunford. 

The Neighborhood Policing Advisory Council (NPAC) consists of a group of 

prominent activists in the C-11 police area who meet once a month with area captain 

Dunford. Membership in the Advisory Council is strictly by invitation of the captain and 

depends on levels of activism and political clouL A typical meeting of the NPAC includes a 

review of recent police and crime activity in Dorchester and a dialogue on Dunford's 

philosophy of policing. At the meetings I attended, Dunford presented himself as standing 

up to the current police commissioner who, he said, was trying to dismantle important 

aspects of Neighborhood Policing. As a result, the meetings had a "campaign" feel with 

Dunford promising services that are contingent on his receiving community support. 

Time was devoted also to discussing police-conununity relations and, unlike the 

Grove Hall meeting where activists attacked police fcx* the way they treated local residents, 

NPAC members demonstrated little antagonism. On the contrary, participants sometimes 

appeared to me lite cheerleaders for Dunford and his troops. Council members talted about 

ways the BPD could improve its image and rarely discussed actual street-level interaction 

between police and civilians. Suggestions included more holiday parties at the station — the 

station opens to the public on Halloween and before Christmas with food and toys for 

children ~ and the distribution of "cop cards" — collectable cards featuring a picture of an 
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officer with a quote and brief biography on the back. (See Bgure 6.4.) 

As a whole, the primary function of NPAC meetings appeared to be public-

relations. While information was passed bade and forth between police and activists, there 

was little of substance done there that wasn't done at the local crimewatch meetings with 

the CSO. What is exceptional is the conferring of a sense of privilege by Captain Dunford 

on his select activists. In return, Dunford used the Advisory Council to build support for 

his plans for policing Dwchester. Presumably, attending activists would return to their 

neighborhood councils and crimewatches to pass on what Dunford said. Dunford is 

confident (and I agree) that if Ccnnmissioner Evans ever goes through with his hinted-at re-

centralization of the BPD, Dunford will have ready a group of prominent activists, each 

willing to organize letter writing campaigns on behalf of their captain. 

But even there, at the meetings of Dunford's hand-picked "advisory" council, the 

place where outright co-optation of conununity politics by police should be most evident, a 

level of negotiation prevails. Indeed, council participants do not support Dunford merely as 

a thank you for having had conferred on them the privilege of council membership. Rather, 

their support of Dunford and the BPD remains contingent upon the provision of services. 

Dunford knows this and has, not surprisingly, hand-picted his council from only those 

neighborhoods that are well-served, have relatively low (even negligible) or managable 

crime rates, and have not distinguished themselves as antagonistic toward police. There are 

no Blacks or hispanics on the council. Hiep Chu, a Vietnamese American, is the lone 

"minority." 

In the end, so long as policing is seen as a necessary response to violence and the 

very real threat of victimization some sort of negotiation will continue to characterize the 
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vast majori^ of police-communi^ interaction. Even in Grove Hall, Laura Younger and 

other activists expressed a willingness to negotiate a relationship — one based on increased 

service, greater accountability and a fuller integration of police into the local neighborhood-

care movemenL 

6.6 Summary and Assessment 

I have traced a particular lineage for contemporary urban communities like those I 

encountered in Boston. Beginning with an examination of community in traditional, pre-

modem, pre-industrial rural England, I showed how communities (and the community-

building impulse) is a popular tradition. Community has not gone away, even if it appears 

to have been supplanted by the household and by the individual. In other words, 

mechanical solidarity still exists even if it has to be re-invented by neighborhood activists 

trying to break through the anomie characteristic of modem society. The central features of 

community remain social solidarity, the production of a space, and collective (political) 

action. These three features persist today in urban social movements. In fact, most 

community formations in Boston do not meet all of the criteria of community and it is 

probably best to think of them as urban social movements involved in the production of 

neighborhood care including through efforts to build community. 

It is that attention to neighborhood care that has invigorated activists to organize 

around and attempt to seize the opportunity they recognize as inherent in community 

policing ~ an opportunity made evident in the rhetoric of partnership, prevention, problem 

solving and the collaborative, co-production of policing practice — to press the BPD to 

better serve their neighborhoods. In practice, however, many neighborhood-based 
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communities are ccmtiibuting to the perfonnance of a policing body that is dominated by 

police and used by police to further dominate urban space. Many neighborhood-based 

collectives are working with police to further alienate Boston's poor and its youth 

(especially non-white youth). But they are also — to whatever extent they can — striving to 

re-appropriate neighborhood space. 

Not all Boston neighborhoods have been integrated into the routines of community 

policing (meaning, essentially, that they have not yet collectivized as a neighborhood 

association or crimewatch and/or have not yet established regular contact with community 

service officers). As shown by the HGGOBA in Grove Hall, some of these unintegrated 

neighborhoods are well cx-ganized and await a police response. In addition, many groups 

are denied access to the partnership either because they lack geographic propinquity or 

because they have been represented by police (and the media) as targets of policing and 

crimewatch activity — notably, youths and "minorities." Groups lacking propinquity are 

forced into an adversarial relationship with police if only because that seems the only 

available avenue for accessing them. Gays and lesbians, for example, meet formally with 

police to press community concerns in the courtroom where lawyers from GLAAD are 

pursuing civil rights and discrimination suits. Similarly, gang members and other youths 

meet with police via mediators such as Rodney Daley and Stanley Pollack. Lacking political 

clout, their concerns tend to be overlooked (or ignored completely) by police. 

At this point, I believe, the pattern is set for police-conununity relations in Boston. 

Well-organized neighborhood-based communities will retain their privileged positon within 

Neighborhood Policing with more groups (newly formed crimewatches as on Hancock and 

King Streets as well as established neighborhood associations such as HGGOBA) finding 

their way into the log book of CSO routine. The cumulative effect will include increased 
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delivery of public services to Boston neighborhoods with a resultant stretching of the city 

government's ability to attend to all of the needs of its citizenry. This in turn will guarantee 

the continued scarcity of collective consumption goods. It is likely also to force ciQr 

administrators to look for more help from state and federal governments. In areas of public 

safety and policing, this will mean more momentum in the sails of the "court reform" 

movement, in other words, increased emphasis on jailing and imprisonment as a solution to 

poverty and the problems of inner-city youth. As a result, the conditions which Abrams 

described as necessitating a neighborhood-care movement will persist 

The prospects for more effective kinds of community building are themselves 

brightened by the continued necessity of neighborhood residents to look after themselves. 

This has been the message of prominent Boston activists like Kathy Mainzer of the city-

wide community-building organization Citizens For SafeQr and of James Kyle, Senior 

Crime and Violence Prevention Coordinator for the grassroots Neighborhood Justice 

Network (an outreach and watchdog agency). Part of their mission is to teach Boston 

residents the importance of bringing neighbors together in networks of reciprocity which 

bridge the gaps separating class fractions.^^ There still exists in Boston the propensity to 

buUd communities that are non-parochial, inclusive and, in tenns of relations with the 

police, cooperative without sacriHcing autonomy. The closest I found to this sort of 

community formation was along Williams Street in the Jamaica Plain area of the city. (See 

In this way, policing conies to peifoim an economic function in addition to the repressive function 

identified by Miliband and discussed in chapter two above. (Thanks to Ruth Wilson Gilmore for stimulating 

this observation.) 

150 Kyle, for example, in addition to teaching senior citizens how to make themselves less susceptible 

to victimization, is trying to bring youths and the elderly together so as to reduce the social distance that 

breeds fear, mistrust and disrespect 
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Rgure 1.1 above.) 

Led by Billy Mitchell, Williams Street residents are creating a community that 

recognizes no obligation to the state even as it insists on the fulflllment of a social 

obligation by the state. To many Williams Street residents, policing, like trash collection, is 

an essential city government service, but one that must be provided on terms that are locally 

acceptable. Mitchell likens his community-building efforts to trying to create a village 

mentality in the iimer city. He believes that the only way to produce public safety^^^ is by 

increasing interaction among neighborhood residents but, he says, "You can only build as 

much community as people want and a lot of people don't want much. The concept of 

conmiunity just isn't relevant to them. It tates time and they haven't much to spare" 

(Mitchell; personal conmiunication). 

Mitchell's latest and by far most successful community-building efforts began with 

getting people to meet their neighbors and then to socialize together. Mitchell hosts block 

parties and barbecues and has organized softball games, clean-up campaigns and a mural-

painting project with many of the children who reside on the block. Mitchell knows that 

once kids start hanging out together, their parents invariably get to know each other, too. A 

second step is to watch carefully for vacancies on the block. Whenever a house or 

apartment becomes available, he encourages friends or friends of friends to move in. True 

community building, says Mitchell, has to proceed slowly. One starts with the block and, if 

successful, develops links to adjoining streets "on a house-by-house, block-by-block 

basis" (ibid). Recently, Mitchell spread his community building campaign to a neighboring 

street on which, according to locals, lives a group of teens that has been breaking into area 

homes. Mitchell hopes that by integrating those kids and their families into the social 

151 "Public safety is haid to define." says Mitchell, "but you know it when you see it" (Mitchell: 

personal communication). 
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routine of the community the teens may choose not to do their "business" there. That 

decision, he realizes, may also be prompted by the presence of Jamaica Plain's CSOs at 

neighborhood barbecues, pot lucks and block parties. 

Mitchell has cultivated ties with area police and has learned to work with them in 

securing city services. When necessary, Mitchell has rallied the community against what 

residents consider police negligence as when they pressed police to help them shut down an 

illegal, after-hours liquor store. The "store" was located in a government subsidized 

apartment building of twenty or so units that stands at one end of Williams Street When 

police ignored repeated calls to quiet traffic or cite the purveyor, Mitchell began writing 

letters to the media and calling people he knew at various levels of government. Local 

police, intent on promoting their new image as conmiunity policing parmers, responded. 

But Mitchell wasn't done yeL Not wishing to isolate building residents (most of whom are 

Dominican and many of whom speak little English), Mitchell organized a cookouL As 

expected, the children — long on friendly terms with Mitchell and other block residents ~ 

all came. Eventually even sc«ne of their parents came out (fusing on children, Mitchell 

and other area residents have continued to form ties to building residents while also 

pressuring police to demonstrate a presence after bars close. All of this is hard work and 

takes a lot of time, but as Mitchell realizes, "there is really no alternative if one wants to live 

in the city" (ibid). 
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7. CONCLUSION 

7.1 Try Finding a COD 

Recentty, on a Friday night back in Tucson where I wrote up this report, I became 

aimoyed by the baying of two hounds on a large property abutting my own to the rear. For 

the past several nights the dogs had kept me awake or awakened me with their howling. 

Finally my patience wore out and I decided to pay the owner a visit The property in 

question faced the street around the comer from my own and as I approached it for the first 

time I saw that the house was set well back from the street — perhaps one hundred feet ~ 

and that the property was gated. Although the gate was open I decided against entering; this 

being Arizona, I didn't want to get shot by a homeowner thinking I was engaged in 

criminal trespass. Instead, I returned to my own house to call the police and discuss with 

them my various options for getting the owners to quiet their dogs. I had heard that the 

Tucson Police Department had a community-policing program — or at least was paying lip 

service to community policing with a few specially assigned officers — and I found the 

appropriate number in the telephone book. Unfortunately I received no answer, not even an 

answering machine. Undaunted, I called the local police station and was connected with a 

message informing me to try back during "normal business hours" on Monday through 

Friday. This struck me as odd. I didn't realize that police business was confined to those 

days and hours. I realized finally that if I hoped to talk to a police officer I would have to 

call 911, wait who-knows-how-long for the cops to come to my door and there ask for 

advice in seeking a little peace and quiet But I didn't want police coming to my house. Nor 

did I want them to knock on the dog owner's door and identify me as the complainant 
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Eventually, I did nothing, just sat at home and sufTered through the yelps and howls of my 

canine neighbors. 

In Dorchester things would have been different The Community Services Office is 

staffed Monday through Friday until midnight and there is a message machine that collects 

calls the officers miss. From my experience, I know that the CSOs there return most phone 

calls and even take a special pleasure in responding to personal appeals for problem-solving 

assistance. It is one of the ways they demonstrate their competence and act morally. I also 

know that in every Bostcni police station there are officers by the phones around the clock. 

In other words, there would have been no need to call 911 to get a cop. 

In this dissertation I have argued that community policing is an illusion which 

legitimates police practice and obscures continued abuses and inequities behind a mask of 

parmership and problem-solving. But, I have argued, community policing in Boston is a 

concrete illusion, it has attached to it several not insignificant concrete components. The 

concreteness of community policing includes tactical refinements that increase the intensity 

with which police can apply their considerable power to exercise social control. In addition, 

the BPD is less centralized than previously and it has been geographically re-organized to 

make areas and sectors better conform to neighborhood boundaries and to better facilitate 

the police's spatial deployments. Most significantly, police have created a venue for 

meeting with and incorporating civilians into police practice. The terms of that encounter 

are defmed by police (if also challenged by civilians). In appreciation for their obedience ~ 

in other words, as the carrot to induce willing participation in the so-called police-

community partnership — police (notably CSOs) are attending to the "broken windows" 

which, according to Wilson, are a signal of neighborhood decline. Police have made 

themselves over as liaisons between civilians and all other city government agencies while 
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retaining all of their previous duties and authority. In other words, police hold the carrot 

and the stick. 

As a whole, policing in Dorchester and across Boston is done today very much in 

the same way that it was done before the introduction of Neighborhood Policing. The 

greatest impact of Neighborhood Policing remains, therefore, as intended, ideological. 

Neighborhood Policing serves to legitimate a place for police in Boston's social landscape 

and legitimates the way police occupy that place. Community policing is a political 

response to a practical problem — namely, to ineffective, sometimes abusive, sometimes 

corrupt, unaccountable policing that is not equitably distributed amongst the city's 

neighborhoods. 

Of course the whole emphasis on police grossly overstates the part that police can 

play in "fixing" the problems within U.S. cities. As both Trojanowicz and Klockars warn, 

there are larger forces structuring the social landsc^ and police can do only so much. 

Police can clear homeless people from a street but they can't house them (except in jails). 

They can patrol business districts to allay citizen fears that shopping there might be 

dangerous but they can't put money in the pockets of shoppers. They can help clean up a 

vacant lot or board up an abandoned building but they can't stop foreclosures or capital 

flight In their rhetoric, police and community-policing advocates point to an expanded role 

for city residents in producing safety and the perception of safety in their neighborhoods. 

Indeed, as demonstrated in Boston, city residents can do much to "take back" their 

neighborhoods both alone and working in partnership with police. But residents, too, are 

subject to the effects of the larger structural forces that are ripping apart the social fabric of 

their neighborhoods. Too much stability is simply contrary to the logic of capital which is 

characterized instead by mobility and flows (Castells 1989), uneven development (Smith 
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1984; Zukin 1991), and creative destruction. Still, by coming together to form 

neighborhood-based communities, city residents can do much to enhance the vitality of 

their neighborhoods and, in so doing, temper the effects of forces operating at larger 

scales. (I am especially fond of the example of Billy Mitchell finding friends to move into 

vacant units in his Jamaica Plain neighborhood.) Police, by devoting resources to 

neighborhood organizing and by working with established groups on diverse local issues, 

are contributing (without a full understanding of the consequences) to these efforts to 

strengthen the hand of neighborhood-based communities. In this way, community policing 

is clearly one such instance where "the agents and instruments of a repressive state 

bureaucracy not only serve as points of resistance to state projects but also may provide 

opportunities for the shoring up and reconstitution of popular traditions" (Joseph and 

Nugent 1994: 17, emphasis in the original). 

My research shows that one of the practical aims of ccHnmunity policing is to 

sharpen the resolution of the police's panoptical gaze — of their (still only theoretical) ability 

to see everything always. (See Hgure 7.1.) By using city residents as their eyes and ears, 

police are able to see and hear much more than they otherwise would driving around in 

their cruisers and working with informants. While many of the leads collected at 

crimewatch meetings do not pan out and while what police end up hearing about most are 

envirotunental issues such as requests for street-light repair, the assumption (by police) is 

that as police and city residents spend more time together, police will be able to clear the 

backlog of "broken windows" and instruct residents on how they can most effectively 

contribute to policing practice. In other words, as their "partnership" evdves, so will the 

usefulness to police of civilian "eyes and ears." Thus, while it is too early to tell the extent. 
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Figure 7. i. "Atteniion Operator This is a Criraewatch Area" a flyer produced by area 

C-11 police and distributed bv the Linden Street Neighborhood Association 

ATTENTION OPERATOR 
THIS IS A CRIME WATCH AREA 

YOUR VEHICLE MAY BE FILMED DURING VIDEO TAPING OF 

ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES IN THIS AREA. 

BOSTON POLICE COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICE 
AREA C-Il, DORCHESTER 
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it is already clear that community policing will extend and intensify the official, bureaucratic 

and control-seeking gaze of police. On the other hand, it will also intensify the overseeing, 

accountability-seeking public gaze of civilians. Indeed, just as I heard designated sector 

officers express a sense of ownership over their assigned beat 1 also heard, over and over 

again, city residents use the expressions "our walking man" and "our CSO." 

Neighborhood activists have their own agenda and use their regular meetings with police to 

"see" it carried out 

7.2 What Next? 

My thesis is that community policing is an illusion which serves to legitimate the 

police without fundamentally changing the way police do their job. It is ideological in the 

pejorative sense in that it masks real social practice including widely disparate relations of 

power behind politically expedient language and token institutional reforms. Community 

policing serves the police by allowing it to reconsolidate, expand and exercise its power 

over civilians in the city. It allows police to see when they are not there and to know that 

which they have not observed. To the extent that police are able to uncritically incorporate 

and mobilize civilians within the performance of the policing body, they are able to 

dominate city space — that is, to make Boston a space of power and tactics, of subjugation 

to their technics of observation and enforcement 

Had the dissertation stopped there I would have told but half of the story. Instead, it 

goes on to argue that city residents are not uncritical appendages or prosthetic 

enhancements in a policing body. Rather, civilians are challenging the authority of police to 

set the policing agenda in their neighborhoods and they are struggling to (re-)appropriate 
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neighborhcxxi (and ciQr) space fnxn domination by police. Attention to community 

provides the necessary correlary to the study of the state for, indeed, state formation and 

popular culture are inexcvably linked. Each co-auth(^ the other, neither forms an 

autonomous domain. Civilian participation in the practice of community policing reveals the 

continued valence of sudi popular traditions as ccxnmunity building and demonstrates the 

continued importance of studying the fcxmation of collective, politically mobilized 

idenitities. My research reveals also some of the deep fissures that exist within the popular. 

Community policing highlights those fissures and, by privileging neighborhood-based 

community formations, consciously works against the possibility of broader community-

centered coalition building. Opposition to police, therefore, is localized and tends to be 

carved out on a house-by-house, block-by-Uock basis. In addition, with those most 

aggressively in conflict with police structurally locked out of the routines of community 

policing, police-commiuity relations primarily take the form of negotiation. 

My research is not complete. While [>orchester's Community Services Office was 

already in full-swing during my time there, the fate of other aspects of Neighborhood 

Policing was still unsettled at the time of my departure in January of 1995. A follow-up is 

called for. It will be especially interesting to note the achievements of the Safe 

Neighborhood Initiative. Its coordinatcx- told me about elaborate plans for combining 

crimewatches into "cells" with telephone trees and safe houses, none of which was yet 

accomplished when I left It would also be interesting (and important) to note the extent to 

which, after a few years. Neighborhood Policing has produced police reform. Has the 

department become more accountable? And, have formerly under-served neighborhoods 

begun to receive an equitable share of police resources? 

Future research should also engage the changing role of urban police as a response 
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to global forces that are changing social conditions in a range of cities internationally. It 

would be interesting, fcx* example, to compare cities that have recently (and with much 

fanfare) implemented community-policing programs — cities such as London, Dublin, 

Chicago and Toronto — and to ask: What are the implications of conununity policing on 

local political culture and the policies and practices of the local state? In cities all across the 

core — especially in English-speaking countries — community policing has been offered as 

a remedy to problems of crime, disorder and anomie that are in large part engendered by 

suiictural changes in the global economy and by the concomitant erosion of urban 

community. Community policing is emerging as an important municipal strategy — often 

with federal funding — for attempting to retain capital and population and as a tactical effort 

to control a burgeoning underclass. At another level, community policing can contribute to 

grassroots efforts by civilian activists to improve the quality of life in city neighborhoods 

left behind by coital flight Examination of the rhetoric and practice of community policing 

in core countries could increase understanding of how a categorically similar local response 

(conununity policing and associated citizen activism) mediates the effects of global forces 

conditioning urban vitality. 

In this research I have approached communiQ'̂  policing from two sides: from the 

vantage point of the police and through citizen activists. Missing, of course, is any attention 

to those targeted by community policing and crimewatches. Not all those targeted are 

criminals. Some just ha{^n to fit "the profile:" fw example. Black males in their late teens 

and early twenties as well as members of the poorest segment of society — those who make 

their homes on the street Talking with students at the high school where I worked during 

my stay in Boston I learned something about how young, under-class Bostonians view 

police although little of that found its way into this document Thankfully, there are 
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researchers paying attention to this third side of the poiice-communiQr partnership. The 

work of Ruth Wilson Gilmore (Gilmore 1993) and of Sue Ruddick (Ruddick 1996) are 

especially noteworthy. Gilmore and Ruddick as well as Herbert and Smith are a few of the 

geographers who have begun to re-examine the effects of repressive, capitalist state 

formation on U.S. cities today. The literature on policing is still full of gaps especially as 

pertains to the relationship of police to the state, police and the production of space, and 

local policing and the exercise of power across scales. ̂  I believe that geographers (and a 

geographical perspective) have much to offer in the study of policing and 1 am encouraged 

by the growing attention paid by them to these issues over the last several years. 

7.3 Communities and the State 

"[S]tates state, and... in stating may appear to successfully establish a common 

discursive framework that sets out central terms around which and in terms of which 

contestation and struggle can occur.... [T]his discursive framework operates not only in 

terms of words and signs but also necessarily involves material social process: that is, 

concrete social relations and the establishment of routines, rituals ̂ d institutions" (Joseph 

and Nugent 1994; 20, emphasis in the original). The illusion of community policing makes 

discourse concrete and, concomitantiy, extends the concrete into the realm of discourse. 

Had this dissertation looked only at the police — i.e., at an agency of the state — it 

would have overlooked and, in so doing, underestimated the importance of alternative, 

oppositional and popular social formations. Thus I have paid close attention to efforts to 

build community, appropriate urban space and tame a renegade agency of the state 

See Appendix B forabrief review of the geograpiucliterature on police and policing. 
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bureaucracy. I have also shown that the lines separating police (the state) frcxn communities 

(popular social formations) are shifting, interwoven and sometimes hard to discern. In 

Boston, police are imagining for themselves a place within the everyday lives of city 

residents. That place is made evident in the met^hor of the policing body. City residents, 

too, are imagining a place for police within their lives. But that place is less apparent In 

fact, different conununities imagine for themselves different lelationships to police (and the 

state). 

Struggles over the proper role of police and the meaning of conununity are axial in 

determining the form of the police-conununity partnership and — as police are merely the 

frontline agency of state rule — in determining the form of state-community relations mote 

generally. Those struggles are simultaneously material and ideological and involve conflicts 

between sets of meanings — about the rights and obligations of citizens vis-^-vis the state 

and, conversely, about the duties and authority of the state vis-^-vis its subjects. States 

possess the capacity to establish "a common language or way of talking about social 

relationships that sets out the central terms" through which opposition can form and operate 

(Roseberry 1994:361); state possess the capacity "to refashion the very terms in which 

people [experience] everyday life" (Nugent 1993:164). Hegemony consists in the extent to 

which that capacity to shape the terms of everyday life is unchallenged. 

But states do not possess a monopoly on the power to fashion identity and 

construct frameworks for understanding everyday experience and people do, regularly, 

challenge the place and practice of state agencies as well as their authority to intervene in 

everyday life. Popular forms of solidarity like ccMnmunity are ancient (certainly pre-

modem) survivals and — however modifed by their encounter with modem capitalist modes 

of production and state forms of socio-political power — they predate the modem state. 
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Within such survivals are the still fertile seeds of forms of dissent and social re

configuration that cc»found uncritical incorporation into the police's strategically conceived 

policing body. Community policing, therefore, has to be understood as existing within and 

as part of a much longer experience (of struggle) between the state and the community. 

Even in the short term, it is important to recognize that Neighborhood Policing in Boston is 

part of a specific history of antagonistic and mutually mistrustful police-minority relations 

and that it is but the most recent incarnation of efforts on the part of the BPD to institute 

ceremonial forms of police reform; it is also but the latest chapter in relations between 

Boston police and civilians and but the most recent intervention by the state into a much 

longer tradition of community building in Boston. 

Communities and states have proven remarkably resilient Both have proven able 

"to subsume influences from above or outside, even as [they are] formally subsumed 

within the capitalist world system" (Nugent 1993: 155, emphasis in the original). As 

police attempt to re-constitute communities — to substitute the crimewatch model for a more 

autonomous and potentially oppositional model of community — they are, in fact, and 

unwittingly, contributing to the resusitation of community politics in Boston, even in ~ 

especially in — neighborhoods where community building is h^pening precisely (and 

perhaps only) because of police intervention in helping form a crimewatch. In diverse 

neighborhoods citywide but especially in Dcn-chester where police are participating in 

organizing efforts, neighbors are coming together to re-establish solidarity based on the 

recognition of basic commoiudities: a place of residence, a fear of crime, a specific 

(subordinate) relationship of power with respect to the police and to the state. As Nugent 

writes: "It is in relation to the different organizations of the power of the state that people in 

particular communities may realize, or fail to realize, their own political, social, ideological. 
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and material possibilities" (ibid: 161). 

CommuniQr policing has re-invigoiated struggles over urban space, over 

neighborhood space. In the language of Lefebvie, it is a struggle between domination of 

space by power (by the state and by capital) versus the appropriation of space by the 

subjects of state power (Lefebvre 1991; also chapter five above) and it has been going on 

since the invention of the state and the birth of capitalism. The BPD tates credit for 

revitalizing and/or starting up numerous crimewatches and neighborhood associations. In 

so doing they have succeeded in breaking through the cynicism which Sayer describes as a 

characteristic form of state rule (Sayer 1994). Not organizing, not struggling to appropriate 

neighborhood space is tantamount to submission to the state's domination (via the police). 

This, too ~ the participation of police in the politicization of Boston residents — is an 

unintended consequence of community policing. It is also part of the real promise of 

community policing. 

But appropriation is, itself, a contested process. To speak of appropriation is to ask 

by whom and for whom a struggle is waged. Therein lies the possibility for alliance 

between the state and diverse ccMnmunities. Therein lie the shifting faultlines between the 

goals of the state (of police) and of communities. The struggle between communities is 

exemplified by the contest between "taggers" and city residents who relentlessly paint over 

every grafliti in an effort to deny the ai^ropriation of tiieir neighborhood space by 

alienated youths. The struggle between conmiunities is evident also in the poll cited in 

chapter six above in which fifty-seven percent of Boston-area residents said they would 

support the imposition of "martial law" in targeted neighborhoods. And it is evident when 

an activist like Billy Mitchell organizes a barbecue and invites the very people 
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neighborhcxxl residents fear most 

* « * » » 

Policing in Boston is different than policing in Tucson which is similar in style to 

policing in Los Angeles (although many times less militarized). Yet in each of these cities 

there is something called conununity policing. Based on the central elements of a 

community-policing program as identified in chapter two above, it is likely that the 

community-policing program in each of these three cities includes some combination of 

concrete features, the details of which will vary according to local circumstances and 

history, etc. I will argue, though, that in every case the movement toward (the incentive to 

move toward) community policing is first and foremost ideological. It represents not the 

desire of police to be more accountable or equitable but instead represents a realization by 

police that they have to engage a public relations campaign to express the legitimacy of their 

role in our society and in our everyday lives. Community policing is not, in the first 

instance, aimed at stopping abuses by police or at guaranteeing a more proportional 

allocation of police resources. Nor do police intend to enter into a full and equal partnership 

with civilians. Community policing is aimed, in the first place, at drawing attention away 

from well-publicized instances of police abuse and at gaining the political support of 

civilians in police efforts to get more public money — money to expand their ranks, better 

arm their officers, and take better care of their retirements. That money is forthcoming 

because bureaucrats at all levels of government see policing as the most effective 

(politically) trope for masking the ravages of structural change, the deteriorization of other 

social services, and continued inequities in the distribution of the spoils of rule. These are 

the conditions which make community building and neighborhood care a necessary part of 

life in the city. 
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APPENDIX A: QUESTIONNAIRE USED AS GUIDEUNE FOR INTERVIEWS OF 

COMMUNITY ACTIVISTS 

name 

1. Name of organization 
2. Is your organization city-wide or does it represent a particular neighborhood? 

city wide specific area 
N/A 

What area? 
3. Describe your membership (who, how many, from where) 

4. How does your organization recruit members? 

5. Is your organization a coalition of other independent groups? 
yes no 

6. When was your organization founded? 
7. Around what issue or issues was it founded? 

8. Are those issues still the organization's focus? 
yes no 

9. What other issues are important now? 

10. How does your organization decide what issues are important and what position to take on 

them? 

11. Please list any notable successes the organization has had. 
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Were any of these written up in newspapers? 
yes (please list below) no 
don't recall 

12, Does your organization publish a newsletter? 
yes no 

13. Does your organization publish anything else? 
yes no 

If so, what else? 
If not, how how do you inform the public about your organization? 

14. To whom are your publications distributed and how? 

15. Are your meetings open to the public? 
yes no 

16. Does anyone who attends a meeting have an opportunity to raise concerns? 
yes no 

Comments 

17. In addition to meetings, does your group organce special events such as picnics or 
forums? 

yes no 
18. Please describe these events. 

19. Is creating a sense of community one of your group's goals? 
yes no 

20. How do you go about achieving that? 

21. How would you (personally) define (a) community? 
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22. Do you feel your organization has been successful in building community? 
yes no 
N/A 

Comments 
23. Is public safety one of your group's concerns? 

yes no 
24. How would you (personally) define public safety? 

25. Is public safety an attainable goal or simply an ideal or theoretical concept? 
ideal or theoretical concept only attainable goal 

26. Please describe any efforts by your group to increase public safety in your community. 

27. Did any of these get written up in a newspaper? 
yes (please list below) no 
don't recall 

28. What do you believe are the greatest threats to public safety? (List as many as you'd 

like) 

29. Does this list include everything that "threatens" your community? 
yes no 

30. Please list any additional threats 

31. 

32. 

Do you (personally) believe it is possible to do anything about these other threats? 
yes no 

If no, why not? 
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33. Does your group address any of these other issues? 
yes no 

If yes, which ones and how? If no, why not? 

34. How would you (personally) rank public safety among the priorities facing your 
community and the city of Boston? 
vour community Boaton as a whole 

#1 priority #1 priority 
vety important vety important 
somewhat important somewhat important 
not a priority not a priority 

35. What other issues are just as or more important? 

36. Is policing one of the issues addressed by your organization? 
yes no 

37. Should the government (city, state and national) spend more, less or about the same as 
now on policing? 

more less 
same unsure 

38. What should be the top priorities of the local govemment in terms of spending? 

39. How would you (personally) describe the ideal community-police 

relationship? 

40. Does the BPD need to change the way it relates to and polices the residents of Boston? 
yes no 
uncertain/ no opinion 

If yes, what would you change about your current relationship with police? 
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41. Does your organization share with police a common vision (definition) of public safety 

and how to secure it? 
common definition: yes 

no don't know/ unsure 
liow to sccnre it: yes 

no don't know/ unsure 
42. Who is responsible for securing public safety (both ideally and in practice)? 

ideally in practice 

police exclusively 
police mostly, with help from 

community residents 
police and community residents 

equally 
community residents mostly, with 

help from police 
community residents almost 

exclusively, with police playing 
a vety small role 

community exclusively 
43. WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT: 

a. What should the police's role be in securing public safety? 

b. What should community residents' role be in securing public safety? 

c. What should the role of community groups and activists be? 

d. What is the role of your group? 
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44. Add any additional comments on how police and community perspectives on public safety 

differ. 

45. In general, is your group satisfied with the performance of the BPD? 
yes no 
no opinion/ uncertain 

Please explain. (What are its strengths and weaknesses? What would you change about 
the BPD?) 

46. How would you characterize the portrayal of Boston police by the local news media? 
overly critical of police 
generally fair 
not critical enough 
inconsistent (sometimes fiair, sometimes too critical, sometimes too soft) 

Comments 

47. Have you heard of Community or Neighborhood Policing? 
yes no 

48. Do you know about the BPD's plan to institute Neighborhood Policing? 
yes no 

49. Where do you get your informatk)n on Neighborhood Policing (in Boston)? 
newspapers/media from the BPD 
elsewhere (specify below) 

50. Has your group discussed Neighborhood Policing? 
yes no 

51. Is your group in ̂ vor of the plan proposed by the BPD? 
yes no 
yes, but not completely uncertain/not yet familiar with 

the plan 
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52. What, if anything, would you change about the plan? 

53. Do you believe Neighborhood Policing will change the way the BPD does its job? 
yes no 
uncertain/ too early to tell 

Why or why not? 

54. Have you seen any change in the way the BPD does business yet? 
yes no 

If so, please describe that change. 

55. Do you believe Neighborhood Policing will change the way the BPD relates to city 

residents? 
yes no 
uncertain/ no opinion 

Why, or why not? 

56. Community Policing theorists argue that police should work with communities in 

developing police strategies and priorities. Has your group been consulted? 
yes no 

57. Please describe your contacts with Boston police. 

58. Do you feel that the BPD has listened to and taken seriously any suggestions your group 

has made? 
yes no 

no suggestions made 
59. Do you expect to meet with them (again) in the future? 

yes no 
uncertain 
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60. Do you know any of the polkre officers assigned to your neighborhood? 
yes no 

Who? 
61. If so, did you know them before the introduction of Naghborhood Policing (September 

1992)? 
yes no 

62. Have you met a neighborhood police officer assigned to your area? 
yes no 

unsure 
Who? 

63. Does your organization now or will it in the future work with the police on any 
projects? 

yes no 
maybe 

64. If so, doing what? (For example, inviting officers to forums where they can meet 
members, or organizing crime watches, etc.) 

65. Do you encourage members of your organization and/or neighborhood residents to work 

with the police? (for example, in crime watches) 
yes no 

If yes, doing what? 

66. In Los Angeles, residents are working with police by doing videotape surveillance of 
their neighborhoods. Would you (presonally) participate in this kind of program? 

yes no 
uncertain 

Why or why not? 

67. As part of its Neighborhood Policing plan, the BPD intends to implement a sophisticated 
information management system. (Essentially, a powerful computer network that would 
allow the department to easily compile and access information.) Does this concem you? 

yes no 
uncertain 
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If yes, why? 

68. For you to say that Neighborhood Policing is working, what has to happen? (In other 

words: HOW would you measure the performance of the police?) 

69. Do you expect it to work? 
yes no 
uncertain/ no opinion 

Why or why not? 

70. If Commissioner Evans asks you what you want (specifically and/or in general) from the 
police, what will you say? 
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APPENDIX B: THE GEOGRAPHY OF CRIME AND POUCING 

Until recently, crime, policing and public safety interested few geographers, 

especially in the U.S. Furthermore, most of what little has been written analyzes patterns of 

crime and/or policing without consideTation of the larger structures shaping society more 

generally. In this section, I review the recent geographic literature on crime and policing in 

order to demonstrate the need for supplementing that body of literature. 

In 1975, Richard Peet sparked a brief debate on the contribution of geographers to 

the geography of crime (Peet 1975,1976; Harries 1975, 1976). Peet complained that, in 

their legitimate attempt to do something "useful," 

liberal geogn^hers interested in the study of social problems wittingly or 
unwittingly serve the interests of today's monopoly-capitalist state by 
conducting research in the management of problems rather than their 
solution. In so doing, they protect the system from the savage force of its 
own irmer contradictions (1975:277). 

Feet's chief complaint is with studies like those of Keith Harries (1974,1989), which map 

official statistics of "lower class crime": essentially, such studies consist of statistical 

correlations between particular crime (e.g., murder or armed robbery) and census data. The 

intent of those studies was to locate incidences of crime geographically and to describe the 

demographic characteristics of people living at those locations. Such studies, Peet argues, 

naturalize speciflc, power-laden deflnitions of criminal behavior, help constitute those acts 

as society's greatest threat and, in so doing, uphold the very system which fostered those 

acts in the first place. Peet is not specific about how "a geography of crime" can challenge 
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caintal-state power and his admonishment against accepting narrow definitions of what is a 

crime, who is a criminal and how they should be studied went unheeded by the few U.S. 

geographers working in this area. (See, for example; McClain 1984; Rose and McClain 

1990.) 

Unlike Peet, Lowman (1986) is specific about what geographers could or should be 

doing. Lowman, a geographer in the Department of Criminology at Simon Eraser 

University in British Columbia, spells out the theoretical issues of what he calls "a 

geography of social condrol." He argues that geographers have abstracted crime from the 

context of social control. He writes: "TTie geography of crime must transcend its reified 

subject matter by acknowledging that social control is tK)t simply reactive to deviant 

behavior but is constitutive of it" (Lowman 1986: 191). Lowman's major complaint is with 

the uncritical hypostatization of crime statistics. He argues that geographers need lo employ 

methods that do not reify official crime statistics by isolating them from larger social, 

political and behavioral contexts. The meaning of crime, he points out, is socially 

constructed, in part, through systems of social control — like the criminal justice system. 

The actual configuration of crime patterns, argues Lowman, has as much as anything to do 

with how crime is defined and with the uneven enforcement of criminal laws. Positivist 

statistical analysis alone, he writes, may bescribe a landscape at a particular moment in 

time. It fails, however, to grasp the dynamics shaping the production of that landscape. 

Looking past the Q^ical Ust of so-called Part I crimes^^^, Lowman asks how the inclusion 

 ̂̂  The FBI lequiies that all police depaftments provide Unifotm Crime Reports on the incidence of 

and anest rates for eight so-called Fait I crimes: mmder, rape, tobbeiy, assault, burglary, larceny, arson and 

auto theft Reports of an increase or decrease in "crime" in general refer only to these eight crimes and do 

not consider white-collar crimes, sexual abuse, child abuse, or fraud, etc. According to Sparrow, et. al. 

(1990:41), Unifonn Crime Reporting "devalues crimes that are of enormous significance to the well-being 
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of petty pilfering by employees would affect crime-incidence maps. Other areas of inquiry 

identified by Lowman are how the legal distinction between public and private space 

structures social activity, and how interest groups operating at various scales are able to 

shape the geography of law, crime, and enforcement For example, street prostitution is 

clearly sensitive to local pressure for enforcement while, in the same area, industrial 

polluters may be able to secure lax enforcement or even legal amendment to avoid control. 

Again, unfortunately, few geographers heeded this call for a more contextual 

analysis of crime, public safety and social control. Four exceptions are D.T. Herbert 

(1976, 1979,1982), Smith (1987), Pain (1991), and N. Fyfe (1991), all in the UK-

Herbert tries to strike a balance between statistical analysis and discussion of social 

responses to crime, including area-based policing strategies. Pain argues that the fear of 

crime ~ even in places of low incidence — serves to exclude women from full partici[>ation 

in public life by confining them to areas in which they feel safe. Similarly, Smith has 

focused on fear as an effect of crime and suggests strategies for re-empowering frightened 

people and their communities. Fyfe has discussed territorial aspects of various policing 

strategies, including communiQr policing, in the U.K. and U.S.. 

Writing frcMn outside the discipline, Mike Davis (1992) caused a stir among 

geographers with his book City of Quartz which is in part a history of Los Angeles as 

policed space. Focusing on the encounter between people, capital and the state Davis details 

recent efforts to control L.A.'s large, mostly non-white and poorer classes by appropriating 

and manipulating urban space. Three general strategies include: 

(1) The "destruction of public space" (Davis 1992a: 226). By withholding 

investment, city government "has collaborated in the massive privatization" of traditional 

of neighborhoods and commumties." 
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public spaces like parks and plazas. Simultaneously, access is limited and "circulation is 

internalized in corridors under the gaze of private pdice" (ibid: 226). The result, Davis 

writes, is the South Africanization of spatial relations, a class war fought "at the level of the 

built environment" (ibid: 227-8). 

(2) A policy of containment in poor and minoriQ^ districts. Police rout the homeless 

from their mateshift shelters in protected areas, like downtown; public toilets are 

dismantled while traditional bus stop benches are replaced with uncomfortable, sleep-

resistant round ones; and major streets are literally closed off, in order to disconnect the 

poor from middle- and upper-income neighborhoods. 

(3) The ccmstruction of walled, defensible spaces. Davis describes private and 

public projects including two 24-hour LAPD-patroUed downtown parking fortresses, 

countless residential conununities tucked behind fences and monitored by private "armed 

response" security forces, and Frank Gehry's introverted and graffiti-proof architectural 

spaces. Backing all of this is a highly militarized police force. 

Davis' is a frightening portrait precisely because of the power he finds amassed by 

the forces of social control. Still, although it may sometimes seem like one, L.A. is not a 

police state. Social practice is less detennined by police than Davis admits (S. Herbert 

1996a). Though at times paranoid and alarmist, Davis' account does provide a lucid 

description of the spatial effects of policing and other social control efforts. 
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